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PEEFACE

* The present work was written in 1938 for the

Ph.D. degree of the University of London. While
sending it to the press in 1943, much as I wished to

improve it iti various ways, I soon discovered that

any attempt at improvement today Avould only moan
re-writing it altogether. I have, therefore, left

it untouched. Thougli my main predilections and
conclusions remain the same, I am quite sure that,

were I to write it today, I sliould write dillerently

and in a much altered form. Still, it is now being

published as it was originally written in 1938.

Hardly anything need bo said in justification of

the publication which, 1 believe, is always the same

—

a natural deSiro'for publication mixed with a perhaps
not entirely unjustifiable ho])e that the book may be

read with profit by a few interested students of the

subject concerned*.

Of the persons connected with the writing of the

work, mention should first be made of Dr. B. Heimann,
Ph.D., of the School of Oriental Studies, London,
the memory of whose kind help and guidance through-
out my association with her in London is indeed a
rare pleasure. With the jjassing of time, this memory
is becoming more and more of a precious i)ossession

to mo.

Of Sir Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan, Spalding Pro-
fessor of Eastern Religion and Ethics at the Uni-

versity of- Oxford, it is rather difficult to speak. The
present work, as well as the author, had the honour
of being examined by him at London. This ac-

quainta^e with him has subsequently developed,

on my part, into increasing reverence and personal
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attachiueiit. Naturally, therefore, any formal acknow-
ledgement of the feelings that the author has towards
him is embarrassing.

My obligations to my friend Dr. B. E. Misra,

Ph.l). (London), Head of the Department of Eco-
nomics and Cominorce, Hindu University, Benares
should, also, bo publicy acknowledged. To him alone

is the publi(!iition of tlto book duo. It is through his

untiring efforts and persistent enthusiasm that the

book is being published at all. Left to myself it

would perhaps never have been published.

This work was to have been published by Messrs.

Allen & Unwin, London. But the war intervened.
My thanks are also duo to Messrs. Nand Kishore &
Brothers, the enterprising publishers of Benares, who.
undertook to publish the book in spite of the war
difficulties.

. .

I am fully conscious of the mnuorous mistakes

and imperfections which any critical reader is bound
to find in the book. Now I can only wish that they
had not been there and trust, that taking into con-

sideration a number of handicaps which attended
its printing and publication during a time of distress,

the readers will kindly overlook them.

HiNnu College,
Delhi, S. K. Saksena.

27 . 12 . 43 .
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TNTBODUCTOB.Y
f

Man's Place in the Cosmos

From t]ie moment man began to veilect. on his own
being, the fa(ti. of his consciousness or th<^ iiognitivc

relation in wliich lie stood to the world, has drawn
his ])ersistent attention. He realised that he had in

Jura more llia.n olJiers iirora^d Jiirii. JHe diifered in an
uumistakalde wa.y from the stone, tjie |)lants aird the

animals, no matter how similar to tliese lie looked

in otlier resj^ects. He alone, in the cosmos, had
the privilege of full cognition and could wonder and

stare at the mystery of the (sisnios, himself included.

The fact of his being consenous was a distinction. It

at once put him far above his nuiverse—tliat entire

and' gigantic' process of dimensionless ci'eation, of

which lie himself was but a product, '['hough in it,

he could, by means of his tlioughl, stand aloof

for a mcjinenf anil try to know what the creation

itself was a,bout. The uncojiscions (tosmos could not

do it. Nor could it know that during the course of

its long history, it had chanced to evolve the strange

phenomenon of thought and <H»nsciousuess in man.

In a sense, it had evolved its “other", its rival, who
could turn back, rellect, and be critical of its own
maker. Man. in this res|)ect., was grea.ter than the

cosmos. But this is only one side of the picture, for

consciousness is a doulile-edged weapon. Man had

to ]>ay a big price foi- the i»rerogative of his (smscious-

ness. In the process of acquiring iniellect he also

lost something. By virtue of liis being endowed

with thought, lie Jiad hoped to succeed in unravelling

the mystery and the meaning of life and universe.

But v6i*y soon he began to doulit. if after all his in-

tellect was not given only to mock him. Awareness of a

situatioii and the capacity to reflect, oidy raise questions

where none previously existed, and often the spirit
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of enquiry interrogates, only to listen to the echoes

of its own questions. Nature does not always answer

‘here' to man’s cry of ‘where', and questions regarding

the how and where of things fade away into the dyn
distance of an all-enveloping silence. In the earlisi

Hindu literatures, we road that the !ace of Truth is

hidden ‘satyasydpihitani-imlfham', and that is wdiy

man has prayed to this all-embracing darkmsss under

various names suggestive of the thick and the massive

covering designated now as Varuna, now as Aditi,

now as just and now as Darkness or Death.

Ability t,o be inquisitive is not always a blessing, and

man has realised this painful truth. I’liis is sufficiently

evinc(Hl by the cycles of deadlocks in the history of

human enquiry. Any one acquainted Avith the history

of eternal questionings of the human mind could easily

testify to the lack of satisfaction and the small measure

of success iuhieved so far in the venture.
« •

Apart from the consid(U’ation of the relatively

futile uses of his gifts of consciousness, man has also

lost m the comj)arativo peace and blissfulness of an

uncognitive existence. Ho has often envied the life

and ha]ipiness of his lower fellow beings. The spon-

taneity and richness of the growth of the vegetable

kingdom and the perfect adjustment of the instiiudiive

animal life, which are devoid of any questionings

regarding the origin and development of the universe,

have led man to question the very im]mrtance and
utility of his weapon of thouglit. Be that as it may,
cognition remains as inescapable fact of life. Whether
for good or for evil, Ave cannot get aAvay from it, and
it is worthAvhile, therefore, to eiiquire into its nature

and try to know as much about it as ])Ossible.

The Meaniny of Consciousness

Consciousness is here used tentatively in the sense

opposite to that of unconsciousness, as implying the

awareness of a situation characterised by the relation-

ship of subject and object in an act of cognition.
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It also implies the consciousness of selfhood, an

‘Ahampratyaya'

,

for no one is ever emi)irically conscious

Muthout being implicitlj'’ conscious also of one’s own
self. A rehect've self-feeling sharply divides the

world of consciousness from the world of uncon-

sciousness. The ‘I’ as the distinguishing feature of the

realm of consciousness is absent from the realm of the

unconscious.* A llower in a bed of flowers or a pebble

in a group of pebbles is not aware of another flower or

a pebble by its side, and does not appear in any cogni-

tive relation with its neighbour. But if we imagine that

one knows the other, then it is at once raised to the

status of a subject with reference to the one which

is for the moment the object of il,s awareness. And
then, if the other also is in its turn a subject, the

unconscious grou}) of flowers becomes a society of

'subjects with inter-sul)jective relations. There is no

such thing as an unconscious inter-objective existence,

which, if it ejfists, does so only in the mind of a consci-

ous subject. Consciousness or 'Samvit' is, therefore, a

capacity to be a^ subject, and implies the presence

of a cognitive relation (‘grahana’), between a ‘grahya’

and a ‘grahaka’. It is the peculiar illumination of

'jndnii or awareness which reveals f.lie subject, the

object and itself in an act of knowledge. It is some-

times said that from dead ‘matter’ is evolved ‘life’

which is not to be explained by the concept of matter

alone. Similarly, from an unconsciously ‘living’ exis-

tence we see the growth of knowledge, reflection, aaid

consciousness, which also is an entirely new mode
of reality, and an unique addition to the mysteries

of our universe. -We ask, what is consciousness ?

and find that exphmations attempted from a purely

‘mechanistic’ and ‘vitalistic’ stand-point fail to account

for this new reality, for, consciousness refers to some-

thing so different from anything else that it seems an
utter impossibility to reduce it to terms other than

itself.

*F. 8 . S. 2. 9. ‘Ahamiti sabdaaya vyatirekat’.
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That consciousness is, by common consent, entitled

to our most rational consideration, is evidenced by the

growing interest taken in such questions even by
eminent scientists who had till now claims only to

non-philosophical speculations. Notwithstanding tfie

differences in the view-point or the results of their

enquiry, consciousness has come to be regarded as

a stock-in-trade not only of the metaphysician and
the psychologist, but also of the physicist and the

biologist, for the simple reason that it is prima facie

the most dire(5t and the nearest reality of which any
one who has ever introspected is most immediately

aware. In other words, it is an inex))ugnable datum
and the source of all our thoughts regard i)ig all our

objects of different interests. All the objects with

which the various non-philosophical sciences deal

are objects principally in the camciousness of th^

scientist.

Need of a Syeiematio Study of tfi^ Problem of Co-tisciom-

ness in Hindu Philosophy

Even a brief survey of the bold and vigorous

thinking attempted in India during the long period

beginning with the (.ime of the Upanisads down to

the end of the 17th (^entury A.D. will convince any
student of the history of Indian thouglit that, in-

spite of the lapses of some of the later thinkers such

as the wrangling between the various systems, or

mere enthusiasm for supremacy over rival seeds or

schools, the Hindu thinkers had thrashed out almost

all philosophical concepts which they could have
possibly evolved. They were daring enough to have
carried their reasoning to its farthest logical conclu-

sions. Discussions on almost all conceivable problems
relating to all possible spheres of knowledge and
action, metaphy'^sics, psychology, logic, episteipology,

morals and law, phonetics and yoga, magic and
medicine, all lie intertwined in one big tangle of plants

without much modem distinction of discipline or
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systematic separation. Tiiis rich nursery may be the
source of valuable small gardens, for in this vast

jungle of Indian philosophical systems, many a thick
plant is overgrown in restricted space. Wiile here
and there much weed is seen, a few comers are
congested with excessive growth ; these platits need
replanting in a wider area so that they can blossom
in their full beauty.

Of all the problems nearest to the human heart,

the problem of his own being and nature has certainly

been one. It is a. commonplace to assert that at

least in so far as anything is related to man, everything
is what it is, because man is whai ho is, i.e., a

conscious and cognitive being. Even if there is

something outside man’s consciousness it is as good
•as non-existent (so far as he is concerned) in a.s much
as it does not enter into any relation with liim at

all.
.
Thus all the problems of man’s life are in this

sense a problem only of his co)isciousness of them.
Hence it is easy to explain the thought and energy

which Hindu seel«rs have devoted to the unravelluig

of the invstery of conscicrnsness. W(* meet in theii’

treatjneut of the problem of (a>nsciousness almost all

possible variety and shades of opinion, beginning with
the total denial (tf it, to the making of consciousness

the very prius and the centre of all reality. Between
these two extremes of total denial and foundational

affirmation, we have a, variety of intermediate positions

and view-points. Thinkers beginning with the Upani-
sadic sages, together with Gautama, Kapila and Bada-
rayana, down to Sankara and Ramanuja., ^ridha.ra

and Jayanta, have given such conflicting answers to

the problems of consciousness that there is hardly an
answer which is not as familiar as its counter-answer,

or a solution which is not so unsatisfactory as not

to give rise to a fresh problem in turn. Now that

very valuable and pioneer work has already been

done by eminent scholars like Sir S. Radhakrishnaii

and others, there is a need of a special study in the
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language of modern metaphysics of single problems

such as the “nature of cjonsciousness”, and others

with a view to re-thinking and representing the

Hindu contribution towards a possible solution of

them.

Ihe Method 0/ Enquiry

During the last lifty years of our intellectual

relationship with different cultures, our horizon of

knowledge of the wisdom and philosoj)hy of the

different races has very much w'idenod. To-day we
know more of ihe distinctive wisdom and thought of

the Eg;)^priaii, the Persian, the Chinese and the Indian.

As usual, this new era of (iultural contact brought with

it more etithusiasm than cautioji, more sympathy^

than precision, and it manifested itself more and*

more in comparative studies in which superlicial

similarities of thought, far removed in’pliice, time and

circumstances, were passed on as if they w'ore essentially

identical. It has been a craze witli scholars to take

up com|)arativ(’ works, and to interpret the old and

the dissimilar into the modern and the familiar,

without strict adherence to the original and the im-

familiar. Thus, in the early stages of the coniparative

study of Indian and Western philosoidhos, it was a

favourite ilnmie with scholars to liken and identify

the Vedantic Advaitism of India* which has in itself

many vajicsties, with the Hegelian Idealism of the West,

wdthout much attempt at })roserving the distinctive

individuality of either. Attempts are sometimes made
to discover a.ll t.he modem physics in the ‘Vaisesika

Sutras, of Kanada, while the Sutras of Patanjali

have been taken as either a higher course in modem
psychotherapy, or just a treatise on the occult

science of the mastery of elemental forces for the

enjoyment of w'orldty gain and power. References

in the XJpanisads to the limitations of intellect have

•See Deussen’s Essay on ‘Vedonts Plato and Kant.’
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been likened to the Bergsonian “return to the instinct”

and to the complete distnist of reason. The same
has been done with the Nyaya and the modern logic,

ip which resemblances in syllogisms etc. have been
picked up to the exclusion of their individualities in

the formulation of problems.

The iibove is not intended to ('Onvey either that

tliero is no real sijnilarity between the rich philosophies

of any two cultures, or that the fundamtmtal and the

eternal problems of human thought, their reaction

upon mail's mind, and the expression of these

reactions are not in some ways similar. To do this

would be to do viohnn-e to the very postulates of the
unity and tine objectivity of human reason and to

believe in the utter impossibility of a muversal meta-
physics. On the conirary, we have striking instances

of beautiful parallels in thouglits as far removed in

time and circuinstances, as William James and the
Buddhist, the modern sceptwt like Hume .ind the

ancient MadliA'^amika like Nagarjuna or Dharrna-
kirti, the subjective Idealist of to-day and the Yogacara.
Idealist of yore. Not infrequently, while going

through an ancient Hindu or Buddhist tc'xt. one
comes across problems, set forth and argued in a
manner whicli (^ould not be distinguished I'rom the

manner of their treatment in one of the most nnidern

texts.

But what is of inqiortaiaa- is that a thorough
understanding of ajiy two different philosojdiies in

their distinctive individualities should ])recede com-
parison : otherwise the compara,tive study, based
on superficial similarities, would be hi danger of

degenerating into an easy distortion of both. The
reason is that each single jihilosophy of a j)articular

culture has its own soul. It has an individual genius

which creates, as well as reacds t.o, a problem in its

own si)ecial way. We cannot afford fo ignore this

factor of individualitj'^ in a system of thought without

effacing the special features of that philosophy.
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It is necessary, therefore, to try to discover—^as

a preliminary step for a perhaps later stage of

synthesis—the distinctive and unique traits of each

system of thought representative of a culture befcwe

an attempt is made towards a rapprochement of

them. The method of individual study and contrast,

which provides a now approach to the study of

comparative philosophy is, therefore, better suited

to our present state of knowledge of different philo-

sophies than the one of superficial and slipshod

similarities.*

I have, therefore, made an i)idependent and
critical study of the Bindu view of consciousness in

its individual and distinctive traits as found scattered

in Hindu texts without tryiiig to jiresent it either

as a modern or as a Western view. It has also beeiT

tried so far as practicable, to preserve the Hindu
methodological frame of discussion 'Saw'odda in. the

formidation of the separate issues. Cotain funda-

mental questions regarding the nature of consciousness

whicl) are themselves neither Hindi! nor ancient have
been dismissed in their original setting. Comparisons
have at this stage been deliberately avoided lest they

may unnecessarily cloud issues already complicated
and involved in the unfamilar back-ground of Indian

Scholasticism. The aim, therefore, has been to

present a picture of the essentially and solely Hindu
view of consciousness along with the characteristic

features which distinguish it in broad relief from its

Western ally.t

A Brief Statenmit of the Problem

What is the problem of consciousness ? Is there

any pj-oblem at all '? Such and others are the questions

which must be asked now'. To understand the nature
and the problem of consciousness, it is best tO begin

Vide 1>. Hoimaiiii, I.W.P., A Study in Contrast,

fFixamples will be found in the last chaptor.
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with an analysis of the nature of our daily experience

of cognition. The fact of awareness, if we reflect,

w'ould be found to consist of a number of factors

wjiich invariably play a part whenever there is any
manifestation of cognition or awareness. T’hese factors

are (1) the objects of the external world ‘‘visayas’, (2)

our external sense-organs, ‘MriyoK’, (fl) the internal

organ, or the mind ‘’Manas’ which is the connecting
link between the external senses and the cogniser,

and lastly, there is the agent or the cogniser, the

’Atman’ who regards himself as tla; knower, and to

whom the entire flux of cognitions that (ronstitute

our mental life Ix'long. and in wliorn they inliere as

a su))])()rt or sul)s(ra.tiiTn.

'riie above is just a- connnon-seuse statement of

the faci.ors involved in our daily cognitions. little

moi'e reflection will show thal fho' agent or the ‘I’

can ,be fiirtluiv splii up in an act of self-ititrospe(,*tion

into two selves. The statenieni '1 know myself’,

suggests two cognisers, the <'Ogniser as cognised, and
the cogniser as the c(»gniser, and this [)rocess of ‘self-

splitting’ can be confinued ad infinitum. One may,
therefore, posit two cognisers instend of one: the one,
the emy)irical or the psychological self which alter-

nately b('Coin(>s both the subject and the object of

cognition, and tlic other, the transcendental subject,

which is never caught in an act of knowledge as a
known’ bui whi< h always remains behind as the

ultimate knower and the subject of all our cognitions.

We hav(‘ setai that awannu'ss involves a duality of

subject and object, but this dualily does not seem to

favour the cognition of the cogniser except in the usual

psychological way. The cpiostion, therefore, suggests
itself, it this duality is a permanent feature of our
consciousness. Is it an ultimate jjriuciple of all cons-

ciousjiess at fdl stages inherent in its essential nature,
or is there an end to it at some stage where the subject
or the non-dual consciousness alone shines in its own
nature ^Svarupa’ without any other object as either

2
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qualifying or determining its nature ? In short, is

there an non-dual, immediate, and distinctionless cons-

ciousness, which is universal and unchanging, or is all

consciousness always one of distinctions, changing and
particular in the form of ‘this is this’ ? This womd
be one of the fundamental questions about the nature

of consciousness.

But above all, what consciousness in itself is '?

What is ‘Samvit', ‘Anulihuti’ or 'Upalabdhi’ in

itself? Is it the 'gum' of one 'dravya' alone, or is

it itself a ‘dravya’9 What brings about the situation

of a cognition ? Is it^a combination of all the factors

of ‘visaya', 'indriya', 'mams', and the 'Atman', oi-

is it due to the eternal and essentially ‘cit’ nature

only of the Atman ? The physical body alone cannot

be the principle of consciousness because conscioiisnes!*

is not found in the dead body. No combination of

imconscious entities can generate consciousness. In

consciousness every bit of consciousness must be

conscious, even as every molecule of matter is matter.

Nor can 'Pram' be the principle of awareness, for

innumerable living beings in whom life-breath is

functioning show no sign of awareness or cognition.

Is ‘Buddhi’ the cause of consciousness ? If so, what
is the ‘Buddhi’ itself ? Is it itself a conscious or an
unconscious entity ? Does consciousness belong to

it by essence as heat to fire, or is consciousness only

adventitious to it as the red colour is to a baked jar ?

Could it not be that ‘Buddhi’ too is just an instru-

ment like the body and the sense organs, in which
case, the quality of cognition does not belong to it ?

It may be only a fine instrument of subtle matter’,

which, though not in itself conscious, yet assumes
psychical and conscious attributes by reason of its

capacity to take a reflection of consciousness.

Again, is Atman, then, consciousness ? ts there

no difference between the two—^the Atman and
the consciousness ? or, is consciousness only the quality
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‘guna’, and not the ‘svabhava’ or essence of it ? Is

consciousness self-luminous or non-luminous ? Is it

eternal and unproduced, inactive and unmodifiable,

or^is it produced, changing, dynamic and modifiable?

Lastly, what is Unconsciousness and how are the

two opposites of the ‘cit’ and the ‘acit’ related ? Are
there in reality, two substances, the one permanently

conscious, and the other permanently unconscious,

or is there only one substance, ‘cit’ or ‘acit’ which
modifies itself into its opposite ? If there are two
absolutely opposite substances with nothing in common
between them, how can they at all concie together?

If there is only one substance, conscious or unconscious,

difficulties arise with regard to the origin of the one

from the other, for ; in actual experience we find both

consciousness and unconsciousness, subject and object,

forming part of one whole. Such are some of the

problems conoeming consciousness whose solution, as

attempted in the investigations of the Hindu thinkers,

is sought to be discovered in the following pages.

The Scope of the Enquiry.

A word should be added here about the scope

and the limitations of the present study. The present

enquiry into the nature of consciousness is restricted

purely to a logical consideration of the metaphysical

nature and characteristics of what consciousness in

itself is. Thus the subject-matter of the enquiry is

^the nature of consciousness, and the view-point is

j
metaphysical ; though the problem has been tackled

in its various aspects, the aim is throughout the

ascertainment of the ultimate nature, of consciousness.

This enquiry into the nature of consciousness

should not, however, be confused with allied questions,

which,
^
though related to it have been treated as

distinct* and separate, lest the scope of the present

enquiry is unnecessarily widened and the clarity of

issues involved is lost. The problem of consciousness.
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for instance, is separate from a similar problem of

the theories of knowledge, of the means of proof, and

of the th(3ories of truth and error, each one of winch

is by itself a separate issue and should be treated

as such. It does not mean that ultimately there can

be any rigid separation of one from the other

but only that the present work is occupied merely

with the problems of the nature of consciousness as

such.



GHAPTEB II

•THE PRE-SYSTEMATTC AND SEMI-PHILO-

MOPHIGAL BACK-GROUND

Ttw CotinvU- Nature of the Pre-Uparmadie Enquiry

Our enquiry on the ultimately metaphysical

nature of conseiousness pertains to the subjective

tield of an introspective reflection on what man within

his own self essentially is. It is only within his own
inner and subjective being that a man is first aware
of consciousness, directly and most immediately.

Questions like ‘Wiat is conscuousness’ and ‘Why
•am 1 conscious’ '? presuppose a distinction alreadj'"

acquired between a. conscious and an unconscious

existence, and between a purely ])hysical and un-

reflective ‘bwog^ and a psychical and reflective ‘func-

tioning.’ Cojiscioiisness is })rior to reflection and
does not wait for its generation till it is reflected

upon
;
the reflrartive stage necessarily cf)mes later.

Man, in his intellecl.ual search tor the nature of

Reality starts witli the conquest of tta; external world
first, for as declai eil in tha K<4h(t-Upanisad, man, to

begin with, looks outward because his senses are out-

going.* It. is only ii! tho sec.ond stage of his enquiry

that he comes back from the outside to tlu» inside.

Thus, early thoughts of man were naturally cosmic.

His senses went out, peeped into tla* surrounding

vastnoss with humility and bewilderment, and
wondered about the mystery of planets and seasons,

in fact about everything that, was more powerful
than himself and influenced his life. At this early

stage, he hardty looked inside or wondered at his

own self. It was not till much later that the distinction

* Kafha. Up. 4. 1. ‘Paranci khani vyatiaat 8va3rambhuB,
tasmat paran pasyati nantaratman.’
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between the external and the internal or between
the physical and the psychical came to be drawn.

The earliest enquiry was, therefore, about the

nature of the universe as a whole, animate and inani-

mate, and its scope was not yet limited to any special

feature of the universe. In the Egvedic period in

which atmosphere, minerals, plants and beasts are no
less real and alive than men, it was inevitable that

enquiry should have been directed towards the discovery

of the essence of all of them, rather than of any one
of them in particular.

It is one of the characteristics of Indian thought
ihat at every step it thinks of reality as a whole and
as a complete cosmos. It does not divide reality

by analysing it into water-tight compartments.
According to this cosmic attitude towards reality, •

everytliing is a symbol and a part of the whole, and
as such, every bit is filled with the same essential

whole. The Reality is one compact mass of which
there is no outside or inside. ‘That is complete, this

is complete, from the complete' comes out the

complete.’*
,

The outside cosmos, the universe of the stellar,

the atmospheric and the terrestrial phenomena, is not

entirely outside man, for where all is all, and is every

moment c(implete, there is no distinction of the outside

or the inside, for man is a part and parcel of the

whole. Each single tiling, if we concentrate deeply

upon it, can reveal the all, for it is a microcosmic
picture of the whole. That is why it is sometimes
held that during the course of man’s progress and
evolution of knowledge, there is never any absolutely

new ground to be discovered, or an entirely unfamiliar

place to be reached. All discovery, revelation and
knowledge are only cases of re-discovery and re-cognition

of what has been eternally present for ever.

* Brh. Up. Santipatha. 6.1.1. ‘Poranamadah pur^m idam,

pur^at plirpAm udacyate.
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TransUion from the outside to the insiie

Yet historically, as tlu)ught developed and re-

flection and emphasis took the place of the naive

wDnder of the earliest stages, attention was diverted

from mere observation of the outer facts and
phenomena of nature to the inner forces or the principle

tinderlying them. Man now begins to peep into the

inside of things, and inquires into the wherefore and
the regulative principle of things. But the attitude of

enquiry is still objective and cosmic;. By the ‘inner’

is not vet meant exclusivelv the ‘inner’ in man. ItV
^

t/

is the inner of all things, and the fundamental reality

of anything that is inquired into rather than the

essential nature of man’s own being. At this second

stage of the enquiry, it is the life force or the essence

•of the special functions of things in general that is

inquired into, and not the special function either of

a particular .^epomenon in nature or in man. Man
is inherently no more imj)ortant than any other ani-

mate being (an attitude which has been a chara-

cteristic of Hindu thought in general), and within

him, too, no particular fmic.tion as such is taken to

he more fundamental than the other, as is found later

on in the Upanisads. Neither man a,lone nor any
special feature of him is yet the centre of intcn-est.

The enquiry is not yet in terms of either consciousness

or mind but only in terms of the specific functions

of phenomena in general and of the moving power
behind them, irrespective of their being animalo or
inanimate. In short, we discern in this second stage

of reflection an advance from a state of mere obser-

vation of the variety of facts and happenings in

Nature to a concept of a unitary j)riuciple or la w,

which is specially glorified in the Vedas by the name
of “Rfa”.

“Everything that is ordered in the universe has
Bta for its principle.”* ‘Eta’ as an underlying dynamic

* Badhakrishaan. Indian Philosophy Vol. I. p. 79,
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force is at the back of all the phenomena in Nature.

It is greater than the concept of the gods, even

greater than ‘Variiiia.’ himself, for; being the immanent,

functional force in the universe, it is more inner apd
fundamental. ‘Bta compels everj^ animate and
inanimate being to follow the law of its own existence.

It commands winds to blow, waters to flow, and

men to know. Because 'Bta' as the cosmic* iramanenl,

force regulates all the specific functioning of the

animate a.nd the inanimate nature, it underlies the

human funcdion of knowing too. “It is by force of

‘Bta' that human brains function."’* Man ‘knows’ by

the driving forcie of tlie same immanent power which

moves fire (,o burn and rivers to flow, .fust as all

other beings have to fulfil tlieir allotted functions,

so has man too to fulfil his own special function,

which is to know aam-vit')

.

in the litend and the wider*

meaning of knowing togetlier, (from ‘mtn --con, ‘md'-

sciousness), i.e. knowing in all its relatedness, because

of its functioning as a part of the universal functioning

of ‘JJfei’.f

In this Bre-U])anisadic period, the nature of

reflection not being anthropo-centric or psychological,

we have no special term for the specific function of

man’s knowing or consciousness ; but, the term ‘kratu’

most probably from the root ‘kf, Avhich means ‘to

fulfil one’s function’ may psyehoiogically come fairly

near to ‘consciousness, in the sense of ‘fulfilling one’s

function’ at the level of man. That this functioriing

on the special human plain is called ‘kratu’ is

demonstrated in Sat. Brah. 4.I.4.I. ‘when a man
wishes, may 1 do that, may I have that, that

is *hratu’: when he attains that, that is ‘Daksa’.%

It is the same term ‘kratu' which is later on changed

* B. Heimann. Indian and Western Phihsovhy, p, 35.

t Ibid. p. 77.

t ^at. Brah. 4. 1.4. 1, ‘sa j^adeya ijianasa kamayata idam me
syat idam kiirviyeti sa eva kril^iur* atha yadasmai tat samrdhyate
sa dakso’

'
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into 'manas' and ^prajnd' in the general sense of

desiring, willing and remembering etc.*

TJie Nature of the Ultimate Eeality in Rgveda

What then is the Pre-Upaiiisadic reflection on
the nature of the ultimate reality, and what (due

does it offer for an undei'sta.nding of tlie later develo]7-

ment of the philosopliy of (consciousness ?

In answer to the above, we have to say that
there is not mvKch of strictly metaphysical s])(HMilation

in the Vedas exce|)t the concept of an immanent and
universal nvility, wljich is emerging as the liasic unitary
principle underlying the forces of tlie cosmos, and
whi(ih contains labmt potentialities of giving rise to

fundament.a.l ] )bilosi )ph wa] problems later on. From
An interpretation of the farnous Rg Vedic hymn of

creation ,t we can lia\'e some idea of ihe earliest philo-

sophical legiM*y aver which was constructed later on
the vast super-structure of the ITpanisadic and the later

systematic reflectkms on the nature of (»onsciousness.

The hymn declares* 'na a$at ds%f no sat ds%t taddnim,'
‘Then there was neither Being nor noti- Being/ arid

again, 'Kdmas tadagre samavartatddhi rnanaso retah

prafhaniarh yad dsit. Kato ha/ndhtmi asati niramdan
hrdi pratlsyd kavayo manlsd\ i.e., tlaui for the first

time there a.ros(^ ^Kdmas' which had the primeval germ
of ‘manas’ within it. It adds significantly that “the
sages searching in Iheir hearts discovered in 'ncm-

being’, the connec^ting bond of ‘being'.’' Though it

is not (piite clear what is meant by saying that

'Kama" is th(* foremost germ of ‘mind’, for it is

usually the mind that generates 'Kama" and not vice-

versa, yet rending the verse along with its first

* Ait. Up. 3. 2. ‘sajHiinain, ajnaiiam, vijnanaia, prajuanam
medha, drstih, dhrtih, inatih, maulsa, sinrtih, sathkalpah,
kratuh, asu, kamah, va^ah, sarvany-«va etani. prajnanaaya naina
dheyani bhavanfci.” 'V 7

t Eg Veda. X. 129. ^ /t ('
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commentary in ^at. Brah. X. 5. 3. 1-3,’ we can find

here an embryonic suggestion for a future philosophy

of consciousness. ‘Kama’ here certainly does not

mean desire in the ordinary empiri(!al sense. It rather

refers to a cosmic, central and a unitary ‘principle of

productivity’, or a fecundating power which is as

yet neither mind nor non-mind, but is only an

indiscriminate fullness of potoitiality throbbing to

become something definite and finite and fermenting

to manifest itself later on as ‘mind’ or ‘consciousness’.

It was in short a cosmic urge of the ‘potentiality’ to

manifest itself.

But this is all that the sages say about it. Beyond
this, they do not go. It is not mentioned whether
this ‘root reality’ is conscious or unconscious. In

fact, the definite assertion that it was neither being

nor non-being, which contradicts the other statement
that the sages found the root of ‘bein^’ iTi" ‘non-being',

should definitely suggest that it is a pec.nliar kind
of ‘being’ and is quite different from any ordinary

and definitised ‘being’. The attribution of contra-

dictory predicates to it might suggest that in reality

no predicates describe it. It must not, however, be
understood that by ‘non-existence’ is meant ‘absolute

non-existence’, for while the term ‘being’ ordinarily

denotes that which is differentiated by name and
form, the term ‘nonbeing’ denotes the same previous

to its differ- entiation. The Brahman, previous to

the origin of the world, is called ‘non-being’ in a

secondary sense of the term. The uiiconditioned

existence which is devoid of indicative marks, and

* Sat. Brah. X. 5.3.1-3. ‘Neva va idam agre asadasit neva
sadasit, aaldiva va idam a^e nevasit tadha tan mana evasa ;

nasadasin no sadasittadenim iti neva hi sanmano novasat tadidam
manah srstamavirahubhusat niruktatarm murlataram tadStmanam
anvaicchattat tapo-atapyata tadyatkihcemani bhutilni manasil
samkalpayanti.’
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is necessarily in capable of being thought of in a way

other than Via negativa’ is equal to non-existence.*

‘Asat’ is then, not absolute nothing, but only

“uot-yet-something’'. It is similar to the later

Buddhistic idea of ‘Nirvana’ and the ‘Snnya’, or

the ‘Vedanta’ idea of ‘Brahman’ a)id the ‘Avyakta’

of the ‘Sarikhya’. It has the reality of the shapeless,

and the formless, but has also fullness. ‘Sat’ here

means single shapes and forms of definite sizes, i.e, con-

gealed ‘mnrtis’ as cont rasted Avith its polar idea of the

fonnless and of the possibility's (»f all hams in ‘Asat’.

What, Iheii, is the nieaning of the slatenieut that

the roots of ‘Hat' lie in
* 'Uaf‘? The answer is that it

may simply mean that the fortned comes out of the

formless, the definite out of the indefinite, and also

lhat the one cannot lx; without the other, both being

polar rea lilies. VVHiile the formless 'asat shapes
itself, into the formed ‘saf ,

the formed ‘sat', after

taking infinite forms, is finally ‘re-solved* into the

original formless ‘n.sa/'. The roots of ‘saf lie in

‘asat', as the roots of ‘Maya lie in ‘Brahman

.

It

has been a characteristic of Hindu thought to assert

that the multiplicity of single evolutes and finite

shapcis have their basis in a prime\'al essence!, from
which they emanale and into w'hitdi they nltimately

lapse, and that this root reality can he apprehended
in terms of polar a i tributes of Ixdlt ‘mnya’ and ‘mm',
emptiness and fullness. 'Asat', tlienvfore, stands for

the creative and unmanifested against the manifested
and formed. The same is meant later i)i Yoga Bhasyaf

* 8. B, 2. 1. 17. ‘iia hi a.yam atyantasafctvabhipriiyejia pragut-
patteh karyasya asapvyadadeSah*.

S. B. J. 1. 1.5, ‘tasmat iiaitiarupavyjikrtavastuvisayah

prayena sacchabdah pmsiddhah’.
Also, Katha. Up. d. IB. tasya riirupadhikasya alihgasya sad-

asadadi-p^atyaya-visa3"atva' varjit.asyatmanah tattvabhavo bhavati”

t Y.B.^, 23. ‘drsyasya svatinabhutarn api puriisapratyaya-
apeksam darsanam drsyadharmatvena bhavati, tatba purusasya-
anatmabhritaTn api driyapratyaya-apeksaixi piiru^i^dfaarmatvena-
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where both ‘Dri’ and 'Briya previous to their contact
exist only in potentialities of being the ‘seer’ and the
‘seen’ and not as either the ‘seen’ or the ‘seer’.

The 'Asai is higher than the 'Sat’, for, to be wi<h-
out a particular from is to exist in the possibilities of

all forms, which necessarily forbids any definite charac-
terisation of the Asnt. That is the reason why early
thinkers have called the root of all being by contra-
dictory names. The ultimate reality which is infinite,

cannot be (jailed eitlu^r 'Kama' or ‘mind’ or
‘Being’ or ‘Non-being’. To call it a ‘being’ is to call

it a definite ‘being’, which it is not, and to call

it ‘non-being’ is to deny it, which is not true. ‘The
absolute reality which is at the back of the whole
world cannot be characterised by us as either existent

or non-existent.’* It can therefore be neither deniec|,

absolutely nor affirmed empirically.

The only knowledge which we duivc about .it is

that it is, and is not yet any particular thing.

To recapitulate, our first 'Consideration was
the meaning of the statement that 'Kdyna is the root

reality out of which is born ‘mind.’ We next con-

sidered what could be meant by the statement that

the nwts of 'sat' lie in ‘Asat’. Our next question is,

‘where is the ultimate and the root reality to be dis-

covered ‘? Where is its locus ? Where can it be
looked for ? And we have a significant clue in the

statement that the sages searched for it in their

hearts. That the sages had to search for it “in their

hearts”,t and not outside suggests that the ultimate

reality might be finally an inner reality, or be possessed

of ‘mind’ or consciousness as its essential nature ; for

later on, the ‘Atman’ is declared as 'hrdyantar jyotih’

eva dar^anam-avablirisate, MarianaBaktih-ova-adarsauam-iti eke,

Barvabodhasamarthah prak, pravrtteh puruso iia
.

pasyati,

sarvakaryakaranasamartiiaii drsyam tada na drsyat it.i’.

* Radha Krishnan. I. P. Vol, I p. 101

t Yajurveda 32. 8. Venastat pafiyan nihitam guha.
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in the Upanisads, and later still a pure consciousness

(cit) is regarded as the essential nature of ‘Brahman’

in the Vedfmta and of ‘Purusa’ in the ‘Sahkhya-Yoga’.

That this highest reality (which was the primeval

root in the Vedas) contained within it the seed of

mind, which later on became the source of differ-

entiation might also suggest that, in the last resort, this

ultimate root reality has something of the nature of

primeval consciousness of which it cannot be divested,

though it cannot in any way be equated with what
is known to us as empirical consciousness.

To conclude, we have in the Vedas an elastic

frame of the development of the later idealistic ten-

dencies of the gradual discovery of a universal and an
inner principle as the basic and the fmidamental
reality which finally culminates in the TFpanisadie

'doctrine of the Absolute ‘Atman.’

Transition fxoih ihe Pre-Upanisadic to fhe Upanisadic
rejlection

We saw that jn the ^ Veda efforts were made
to speculate about the ultimate reality which was
left uncharacterised. This effort, is of importance in

as much as it indicates that, during the Vedic period,

the centre of thought had shifted from the plurality

of phenomenon to the concept of a unitary and funda-
mental principle as the source and substance under-
lying the variety of facts and phenomena in

Nature. While the concept of ‘Bfct’ and the re-

flections in the ‘hymn of creation’ and other hymns,
point to the discovery of a universal and fundamental
principle of Eeality, the reference to the “searching in

the hearts” indicates the ‘inwardness’ of this principle.

But the Vedic thought which had begun to look

inside for the fundamental and universal reahty, had
left the exact nature of this inner reality undeveloped.
It stopped at the concept of a mere existence of a
central principle the exact nature of which was not
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definitely ascertained. But the concept of mere
‘Being' has no philosophical stability about it. No
thinking can stop at the characterisation of reality

as more Bemg ; it stands self-eondeinned, for it fails

to excite or stimulate our intellectual curiosity.

The mere ‘that' of existence to whicli the Vedic sages

referred, did not satisfy the Upanisadic seers. They
further asked the ‘what’ of ‘that’, and it was with

this further ‘what' of the reality that the Upanisadic

sages concerned themscdves.

It is here that (he Upanisads take up the thread

of the enquiry, and develop rationally and systemati-

cally what has since been universally acknowledged
as the eternal contribution of the Upanisadic philo-

sophy to the Idealistic thought of the world. Their

two declarations, firstly, that the ultimate reality is

an eternally conscious principle composed of pure'

Intelligence and Bliss, and secondly, that this ultimate

reality is no other than one’s owns/3lt7.(itman,).dis-

tinguish the Upanisadic thought from the Vedic

speculations
;
the latt(‘r bad left the ultimate reality

uncharacterised both with regard to its essence

‘svarfipa’ and witli regard to its relation to man.

OonmkmmesH in Hie UpimisiidH

We find in ^ Veda I. 164. 67, a casual intro-

spection, ‘what thing I truly am I know not’.* This

is, perhaps, the earliest instance of a man’s reflection

upon his ownself. This casual reflection of the Vedas
can be taken as the starting point of the serious

and strenuous meditation of the Upanisads on the

nature of the Self. ‘Wlio am I’? (‘Ko’ham’,) and
‘which is the Atman’?, are the insistent questions

which clamour for answer in the Upanisads.

Historically, it is for the first time perhaps, that

in the Aitareya Aranyaka we find a determined effort to

reflect systematically on the different stages of the

*R9. Veda 1.164.37. *na va janami yad iva idam asmi’.
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development of consciousness in the universe. Here

a beginning is made in the successive gradation of

reality on the basis of degrees of sensibility and

intelligence discovered in plants, beasts and men.

R€>presenting the earliest metaphysics of consciousness

in Hindu thought, the passage in the Aranyaka deserves

to be quoted in full inspite of its length. We read:*

—

“There are herbs and trees and all that is animal, and

he knows the Atman gradually developing in them. For

in herbs and trees, sap only is seen but ‘citta’ is seen

in animated beings. Among animated beings, again,

the Atman develops gradually; and in man, again,

the Atman develops gradually, for he is most endowed

with ‘prajfia’. Ho says what ho has known, he sees

what he has known, he knows what is to happen

to-morrow, he knows the visible and the invisible

, world, by means of the mortal he desires the immortal.

Thus is he endowed. With regard to other animals,

hunger and thirst are a kind of understanding, but

they do nof say what they have known, they do not

know what is to happen to-morrow, etc. They go

so far and no fucther.” Now the question is, what

is the true nature of this Atman which is seen to

develop gradually in the plant, the animal and the

man ? How does knowledge of the Atman
gradually arise' '? Sucti are the questions to which

the (Jpanisadic sages who have taken the Atman to

be a ‘rahasya’, or an altogether new concept and who,

more or less exclusively, have devoted themselves to

the mystery of the Atman, seek to provide an answer.

1 A. A. 2. 3. 2. ‘tasya ya aimanamavistariim vod^auto havi-

rbhuyah. O§adhivanaspatayo yacca kiuca prauabbrf.su atmauama-
vistaram veda. Oiadhivanaspatisu hi raso driyato cittam prana-

bhrtsu. Pranabhrisu tvovavistaraniafma te@u hi raso’ pi dr^yate

na cittamifare^u. Puru^e tvovavistaramatma sa hi prajoaneua

sampaimatamo vijnatam vadati, vijuatam paSyati, vadaSvastauam,
veda lokalokau martyenarD^tamipastyevam sampannali. Athe-

tarefam paSuuamaianapipase evabhivijuanam, na vijuatam

vadanti, na vijnatam paiyanti, na viduh Ivastaiiam aa lokalokau

ta etavanto bbavanti yathaprajuam hi sambhava^’.
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In the Chandogya Upanisad, Prajapati unfolds

successively this 'Eahasyain when Indra and Virocana
approach him t‘oi‘ knowledge of the imrnortal-

self.* The Atman is progressively, and step by step

identified with the body consciousness, the dream
consciousness, and the deep sleep unconsciousness

till finally it is declared to be the one which persists

unaffected through all these conditions of the empirical

existence. A similar phj'sico-psychological method is

adopted in the Taittinya,t and here too, the successive

unfolding of the essence of the Atman reaching

the ‘Yajnavalkya’s Vyndnamaya'

,

finally ends in its

characterisation as Anandamuya.

Progres>iive dedudwn of the nature of the Atman

While the term ‘Atrnan’ is taken in the Eg Veda
,
as an essential ‘rupa’ or the predominating form of

anything in general, in the IJpanisads .it is taken
exclusively as the essential in man. The concrept

of the Atman is quasi a label which is given in

different periods in different conteidk. It has a path,

a ‘miirga' of its own development by dcffinitc' stages.

The doctrine of Atman has not only a new content,

but; also represents a new method of thinking. The con-

cept is deduced as indicated above, by a kind of physico-

psychological nudhod in contrast with the ontological

approach of the earlier period. Eacdi successive stage

of develoi)ment .shows a deepening of th(^ same scientific

method. It is . important to note that even in this

new physico-psychological methodology, which at every
fresh step tends to make th(* Atman more and more
microct)sraic, its identification with the earlier cosmic
concept of the Brahman is never relinquished. In
this new development of the doctrine of the Atman,

* Ch. Op. 8, 7, 1 11.

f Tait. Up. 3. 2-6 ‘aimam brahmetivyajanat’ prano, maao,

vijuanam, inando brahmeti vyajaoat.
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there is no cutting away from the roots of the past, and

the equation of the niicrocosmic with the inacrocosmic,

once discovered and justified, is ever afterwards

retained. The Atman, therefore, even when it is the

abstract seer as a subject, is one with the cosmic and
the universal.

The Atman as Uie body

In man the Atman is first idoitified witli the body.

Body is then, the essence of man, and is the

person as a whole.* But soon it is realised that the

body which is perishable and is not subtle, cannot

be absolutely the highest in man.

The Atman as ‘Prana'

We, therefore, come to the next step of our enquiry ;

it is now declared that ‘Prana’ is the Atman.
*Prana’ is less divisible and more subtle. It vitalises

and perpetually moves the whole body. ‘The sense-

organs cannot* work without ‘Prana’.f The ‘Prana’

is superior to the body and the sense-organs on account
of psychological reasons too. Hence ‘Prana’ is entitled to

be regarded as the Atman. It is njgarded as immortal
and also as ‘satyasya satyam’,J because it is untiring

and life-giving. The cosmic parallel to (his new trath

of ‘Prana’ as the Atman is ‘Vayu’, so that, in the

concept of tlie ‘Prana-Vayu’ a( this stage, we have
only a new content of the older and the ever-affirmed

identity of the microcosm with the macrocosm.

The Atman as ‘‘prapuV

The third stage of the development of the content

of the Atmmi is marked by a strikingly new postulate

of the unity of conscious functions. The Atman is now
declared as ‘prajna’. This ‘ijrajnii’, to begin with,

is just a receptacle of the mechanical flowing together

* TaUf. 2. 1., and Ch. Up. 8. 7. 4.

t Brh. 6. 1. 7., Ch. Up- 6-1.6.

t Brh. 2.8.6.
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of all the perceptual organs into one.* The higher

stage where consciousness is to be conceived as a

spiritual activity of thhiking has not yot arrived.

The ‘prajnatman, i. e. the receptacle of the psycho-
logical activity of the sense-organs is not perceived

in deep sleep and fainting, in which condition man
only lives and breathes, but is not conscious of the

sensory functions.^ But since this ‘prajna’ is identical

with ‘Prana’, it is conceived not only as a meeting place

of all fimctions, but also as always present.^

The Atman as subject

Next, the Atman is conceived as an active subject

of })erception, as an essential seer, in contrast with
the old role of ‘pnyna’ as a mere receptacle of all

impressions. The Atman now becomes the internal

subject which is self-dependent and free.§ The Atmaa
as a subject, is now so removed from ‘prajna’ and so

independent that it can move freeJy. from world

to world.! On the other hand, the Atman is

localif^ed, as it were, and is not only the permeating
self, but; also the inner self, the inner mler.

Furthermore, the Atman teaching at this stage

has developed from the physico-psychological to the

psycho-magical level. ‘He who knows that, becomes
that’. To know an object is to become one with it.

‘He who knows Brahman becomes Brahman’.H ‘I

am ‘sarvam’’. We come here to an identity of the

two meanings of the grasping of reality, viz. grasping
by knowing and grasping by becoming what one
knows. The belief that one becomes what one knows.

* Kau?. Up. 3. 2., 8. 7.

f Kaiis. Up. 3. 4., 4. 19.

I Brh. 2. 1. 16f.

§ Bih. 3. 4. If., 8. 7. 8ff. Kauf. Up. 3. 8 f.

! Brh. 4. 3. 11. ff.

II
Muni. Up. 3. 2. 9. Cb. Up. 2. 21. 4. alao 'tain yatba yatbo-

pasate tad-eva bbavati’
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has been a development of the primitive magical

ideas of the Brahmanas, and is justified because the

micro-macrocosmic identilifcatio)i still and always holds

good. The inner Atman, which is consciousness ‘par

excellence', is also the Atman of all. It is out of the

'vijndnumaya puriisa' that all external objects emanate,

and as such, all objects are essentially of the same

nature (sarupah), like sparks of fire. The Atman as

the subject is, therefore, not a]i individual but an

Absolute or the universal Subject.

The Ainmv as- ‘cit’

The Atman has so far been considered as an

unperishing and eternally existing reality, wliiclj exists

by its own right and unconditionally In other words,

jt has bee)) considered as the 'satyam. Next is the

Atman cojisidered from the_ aspect, merely of (ihe

intellectual fupctjons. The Atman conce|)t; develops

from' gross lo subtle and from sid>tle to still more

subtle, till it ends with the hist member of the

psychological series, the (‘oncept of pure ‘Gif.

In connection with the psychological and intellec-

tual function of other organs, the Atman asks

‘Ko’liajri‘,f and finds that, it is no more directly con-

cerned with lihe function of tlie senses but is tlie seer of

the seeing, the bearer of the beariiig and so forth. J It

is the pure subject consciousness which is not to be con-

founded with the individual selfhood. liy ‘cil’ is here

meant a kind of purity of immaterialisation, ti, kind of

flame without smoke, and far from being identified with

the individual thought, it is a kind of over-thought.

The Atman as the pure consciousness, is now
the fundamental and the basic reality. Pure ‘cit’

* Mund. Up. 2. 1.

Brh.: Up. 2. 1. 20.

f Ail. Up. 3. 1. f.

% Brh. 8. 4. 2.. 3. 7. 23., 3. 8. 11.
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exists independently and by its own right. It existing,

all plienonoenal reality of tlie earth and the sky, life

and ‘prana’ exists. Even if no phenomenal reality

of the sun, moon, the sense-organs, and the ‘manas’

is manifest, the absolute consciousness still exists.

It exists as the 'svayam-jyoiih’

,

through the light of

which all else shines.*

This eternal Atman, consisting through and tlurough

of pure consciousness, shines unconditionally. Like a
lump of salt which consists through and through of

savour, the Atman is through and through conscious.f

The keynote of this Absolute and unconditional

consciousness is that, though it has no consciousness

of particular objects and is not characterised by the

distinction of subj(H*t ajid the object, yet it is not

unconscious. It is a non-dual and unitary conscious-

ness without the consciousness of differentiation like

the consciousness of a man embraced by his wife.

This eternal and unconditional consciousness which
at times appears to lose consciousness, (as in deep
sleep), does not in reality lose it, for it is constantly

conscious. 'Pasyan vai na pasyati'. Though seeing,

it appears as if if. does not see. It has no specific

cognition, tiot because it ceases to be conscious, but
because there are no objects separate from it which
it can see.§ If the Atinan had not been unceasingly

and unconditionally conscious, and if consciousness

did actually become extinct, wh(jnce could it come
back later on ?|1 It, therefore, appears not to see,

because when the unity of the Atman with the

'’sarmm' has been realised, and when there is nothing
left beside itself, who shall see whom ?

To summarise, we come across in the Upanisadic

doctrine of the Atman, a rational idealism historically

* Brh. 4. 8. 1. ft.

t Brh. 4. 5. 13.

§ Brh. 4. 8. 28.

U Brh. 4. 3. 11-16.
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perhaps the very first, and doctriiially, the most
thorough-going and far-reaching in its beliefs and
declarations of the basic reality of ati absolute, un-

conditional and eternal consciousness, winch exists

as pure ‘cit’, undifferentiated by llie distinction of the

subject and the objeciu This pun.' and unconditional

consciousness exists as the ultimate subject, as the pure

knower who is never known in an act of knowledge,

for “How can the knower indeed be known”?

We shall see how later on this ultimate and trar)S-

cendental consciousness is either retained or entirely

thrown over-board in the orthodox systems.

Gonucious'ness and Ananda

This characterisation of the ultimate reality which
/eachos its climax in the iVbsolufe (.-oiisciousness of

Yajnavalkya’s 'vijndnaghana'

.

and which is beyond
the categories of time, space and causation, is yet

not the last Dile. ‘ Tn this logico-psychological account

of the Atman, there is a gap from the side of religious

consciousness and hence we are taken further to

the final characterisation of it as Ananda or Bliss.*

The true nature of the Atman is sacciddnanda'

.

The concept of 'Gif and Ananda, though arrived at by
differet methods, are later on identified as ulliine.te

qualities. Pure and absolute consciousness cannot be

differentiated from ‘Ananda’. The ‘Ananda’ is the same
as ‘Bhuman’.f The highest Atman is ‘Ananda’, because

in it there is no want, no sec()nd, no more tension

or limitation. The Brahman is ‘Anatjda’ as the last

super-conscious stage and as absolutaly different from
empirical consciousness.

The history of this postulnle can be traced

back to the ‘svarga' idea of tJio Brahmanas where
the eudemonistic tendency finds its expression through

=» Bfh. 4. S. 82-33. Ch. Ur- 4. 10. 5. TaiU. Up. 2. H., 3. A
MUnd. 2. 2-7.

t Up. 7. 28. 1., 7. 24. 1.
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the concept of the 'Brahmaloha' as the highest of

all.* The worldly ‘sukha’ is not eternal, for it is

momentary and leads back to pain, and is therefore

not perm^nJently good. Only ‘Ananda’ is positive

and eternally good, for i1 is everlasting.

It is imjjortant to remember in this connection,

that neither the absolute consciousness nor ‘Ananda’

is identical with a mystic feeling suddejil}'^ and spon-

taneously arising in an ecstatic experience. This

latest characterisation of the Atinarj is onljf in

continuation of the same scicaitilic and rational metliod

through which the highest has so far been deduced
step by stej), (piite ratio)iaHy and methodically

developed frojn Ihe ‘annamaya to the 'mjndnaviaya
and from ’'vijmnamuya' lo ‘druindamaya'.

The (picstion might be asked here if this charac-

terisation of reality as l)liss is absolutely final and
ultimate. If so, how does it reconcile •with the. else-

where and l•e])eaterl cbaracterisation of it as unebarac-
terisable. May it not be that Ananda also is just a,

sheath among the sheaths, a stage, though the last

one of i'll the describables, beyond which either there is

no charactcuisatioii of it as anything, or it is described

by contradictory qualities.f The state of bliss is final

and last, l)ut last only of the speakable, after which the

region of silence begins from which all speech and mind
must turn back. Th(‘ treisd of the Upanisadic findings

into the natnn* of tJie ultimate reality is more towards
indicating an inability of definite predications about it

than a positive cliaraclerisation of it as Ananda.
Ananda is to be taken only figuratively as pointing

towards the highest among the successive charac-

terisations, which characterisation itself ends at the

stage of Ananda not hinvause it is the highest to l)e

indicated to, but because tla? higher is no longer now

* P>. HHivnann. 'S. Z. E. I. D.' p. 84.

f Kaflui. Uj). 2. 14. Ch. Of. 3. 14. 3. Kom. Up. 2. 20. f.

Brh. 3.S. S. Ua. 4.1
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deseribable. It is like what is later on known as

the maxim of ‘amndhatl-puidar^ami-nydya', which

consists in first shoA\iiig the bright star near Arun-

dhati, then one nearer, and so on. Ananda, thus, is

the limit or the tinaht.y of our nositive empirical

grasping and not of the reality which transcends

even this last of our limits. The Upanisads teach

us of a principle of consciousness which differs

so entirely from a state of consciousness winch will

be able to enjoy or feel Ananda as not to be indicated

by that name at all. This bliss is of a being vvliicli

has no consciousness or feeling of any kind, and which

is better designated as ‘Silence’ rather than as ‘Ananda’,

as in ‘I teach you indec'd, but you undeistand not,

Silence is the Atman.’*

It is clear that such an Absolute considoustu'ss

cannot be regarded as Ananda in any empirical sense

of the term. The term Ananda is only to indicate

tihat the nature'of*Reality is positive, and not negative.

Reality is 'sacciddnanda’

.

It is ‘sat’, because it is

unchanging. It is ‘cit', means that it is not ‘acif or

‘Jada’. It is ‘Anan({a’, meaning that it cannot be of tlie

nature of pain or discord, for all negation must have
a basis in something positive. Even this description

of Brahma as ‘sacctddnanda’ is however, impcrt'ect.

It only expresses the reality in the best way ])ossil)le.

Thus starting from the Vedic ‘neither being nor
non-being’, and after suc(,‘essive characterisation of

it as food, breath, manas, intellect, and finally as

Ananda, we once more come back in the Upanisads,
to the original “neither ‘being’ nor ‘non-being’.’’

It is the last height from wliich all intellectual

characterisations return strongly suggesting thait

beyond this stage, reality is to be experien(;ed oidy
by super-intellectual means and that reasoning is

not the tinal stage of kno\vle<lge.

* S- B. 3. 2. 17. ‘Bruiuah khain tvaui tu na vijanasi upaa-
anto ‘yam atma’.
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To sum up, if we take a review of the philo-

sophical reflections of the time from the Kg Veda to

the Upanisads, we arrive at the following successive

findings regarding consciousness.

(1) At first a recognition, of the Oneness of the

principle of the universe. This principle is both trans-

cendental and immanent in it.

(2) A complete transformation of this principle

from the region of the outer to the inner in man.

(3) The absolute identification of the outer

macrocosm with the inner niicrocosm.

(4) The recognitiojj of the nature of this principle

as absohite consciousness wtiich is all-pervading,

immutable and eternally present.

(6) Insistence on the transceiidental nature of

this consciousness which is entirely unlike any othei

known object of the empirical world, and providing
a solid hedroc/k to the later transcendental theories of

consciousness in the 8ankhya-Yoga, and the Advaita
Vedanta.

In the Upanisads as well as in the above two
systems, consciousness is conceived and propounded
as an independent and eternal realitj'^ without any
distinctions whatever, in it, as completely inactive,

capable of existing as pure ‘jna’, pure light without
content, untainted by experience and yet, strangely

foundational of all experience. This theory of the

foundational nature of Consciousness or Self has been
the legacy of the Upanisads to the subsequent systems
which have sometimes deduced from it quite contra-

dictory doctrines about the nature and function of

consciousness. Kanada and Gautama, for instance,

have relapsed into the reality of the empirical and
the conditional consciousness only, as against the
Transcendental and the Absolute consciousness which
marked the last stages of the Upanisads, and which
would be the subject matter of our discussion in tl^e

following chapters.
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Is the Upanisad's view of the one, universal and
Absolute Consciousness agnostic ?

Because the foundational and the absolute con-

sciousness is declared in the Upanisads as uncharac-

terisable, the view is sometimes held that the exact

nature of this Atman is unknown, and we cannot
assert whether ultimatel3% the Atman is ‘jna’ or ‘ajna’.

The interpreters of the agnostic view reason in some
such Avay. The ultimate reality is either charac-

terisable or imcharacterisable. Tf it is the former,

it must be definitely characterisc'd as either pure
IntelligeiKse, or pure Bliss, csipable of being felt and
enjoyed by an individual in an a(d. of ex[ierience. If,

on tlie otiier hand, it is uncharacterisable. it becomes
nnkncwable, and cannot be characterised as either

cojiscious or unconscious, ‘jiia’ or ‘ajha', and as sindi,

falls outside the sphere of intelligible discourse. And
since the absolute reality cannot be characterised either

:!S pure InteUigerrce or as Bliss,— for that Avould imply
the presence in it of the duality of tho subject and tJie

object ne(;essary for experience which is emphaticalK’-

denied by the Upanisads—tho Atman must, therefore,

be held, to be an unknown entity, a, mere nought
Avliose exact nature is )iever kjiown.

Now, it is true that the Ui)anisads are omjhatic
in their denial of the duality of the subject and the
object* in the Absolute consciousness, but they are
equally emphal-ic in their denial of it eifher as a
nought or as somethiiig uaknown.f We are, therefore,

in the horns of a dilemma. It appears thaf. the Upani-
sads either contradict themselves or preach agnosticism.

The question, therefore, is : Can we reconcile

fhe uncharacterisability of the distinctionless Absolute
consciousness with the declaration of its nature as

*BrK2AS. fif. 3.7.23. 3.8.U. 4.4.19. 4.3.30.

f Kena- t.4. “It is both known and unknown,

"

2.fJ. ff.

4
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‘Cit’ or Ananda ? Is the Atman ultimately conscious

or unconscious, or both conscious and unconscious,

or neither conscious nor unconscious ?

The answer to the above dilemma is that, the

Upanisads neither contradict themselves nor preach a

doctrine of agnosticism with regard to the Atman.
The interpreters of the agnostic view assume a hidden

major premise in their argument which is not necessarily

true. The opposite of the empirically characterisable is

not nothingness ; and a transcendental existence is not
incompatible with empirical incomprehensibility. It is

just this reality of the uuerapirical that the theory

of the Unconditioned Atman is anxious to establish.

The empirical and the empirically knoAvn is obvious,

but it is not self-supporting. It has an unobvious
basis and a foundational support which is Jiot non-
existent. Only, the ultimate truth cannot be fully

exhausted in our empirical casts of necessaiy duality.

It is, therefore, not the theory'of the Basic Con-
sciousness that is agnostic, but it is the critic, who
first supposes the reality to be of a definitely measurable
nature, (an unwarrantable assumption in itself) and
then complains that the reality would not be revealed

and measured by his self-imposed rod. We put
ourselves in the wrong by expecting the ultimate

reality to be necessarily rovealable only in one parti-

cularised form of our discursive thought. Should one
do so, agnosticism is not only inevitable but also

self-created. The problem of agnosticism is thus a
pseudo-problem, and not a real one. It starts with
an initial fallacy of 'ex hypoihesi' limiting the limitless,

and then complains that the limitless does not behave
like the limited.

It is the definitised, and the conditioned that
is grasped in an act of knowledge, and whatever is

thus grasped is, therefore, not the infinite . and the
unconditioned. But the infinite and the uncon-
ditioned which eludes our conditional grasp esists as
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the very basis and the support of the finite. The
infinite is real, for otherwise, the finite too would

not be. The IJpanisads therefore, far from teaching

agnosticism, open a new vision which is wider

than the small opening of the empiricist through

which he lets in but a conditioned and definitised

knowledge, and is therefore, forced to deny the un-
conditioned and the Absolute.

Thus, positivism and agnosticism are not the
two exhaustive alternatives of an attitude towards
reality. Between the two extremes of Positivism and
Agnosticism is the Transcendentalism or the doctrine

of foundational cons<dousness which safeguards against

the dangers of both. Tn fact, agnosticism sliould be
deemed to be a direct outcome of empiricism. It is

to the (credit of tlie IJpanisads to have preached and
•established the reality of the transcendental conscious-

jiess whicli should justifiably not conform to the
(!anons of tlie .'V.ijavahdrika or the empirical know-
ability. We have, therefore, to guard ourselves against

the following errors, if we are to understand tnily

the Upanisadic theory of Consciousness :

—

Firstly, that the empirically experienced reality

is the only reality and what is not so experienced
does not exist,* and secondly, that the unconditioned
and the transcendental (Paramdrthika) reality is of

the nature of the lower or the 'vyamhdrika’ reality,

so that we can know it in the manner of an ordinary
object by means of definition etc.

This lack of definite characterisation of the
ultimate consciousness and entity has puzzled many
an interpreter of Indian thought. Even such careful

* Svatmaniru’panaiH 1.16-19. ‘Brahman is not. an object of
experience being itself experience, and therefore one should not
Conclude that it does not exist because its existence is always in
the form of pure intelligence’.

'Svayameva anubhavatvat yadyapy etasya nanubhavyatvam,
sakydapya abhava iahka na bhavod bodhasvarupa sattayah
navedyam api parokpim bhavati brahma svayamprakafiatvat’.
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scholars as Dr. Johnston and Dcussen suggest doubt

as to the ultimate nature of the transcendental principle

as expounded by Ysljnavalkya and developed later

by the Advaita philosophy. While Dr. Johnston

thinks that the natiire of the Atman is a puzzle and
is neither ‘jna’ nor ‘ajna’,* Deussen thinks that what
remains of the self when all notions of the not-self

are withdrawn from it, is not consciousness but some-

thing unconscious.f

Two questions arise out of this interpretation of

Dr. Johnston and Deussen regarding the nature of

the ultimate principle. (1) Is there a real puzzle in

Y.V’s answer ‘na pretya’ etc., and is there any
doubt in the mind of Yajnavalkya with regard to the

consciousness or unconsciousness of the Reality ?

(2) Is it true as Dr. Johnston thinks that the Yoga
and the Sankhya only evaded the problem of Yajiia-

valkya which no doubt, as he aptly says, is the

‘crux of the problem’. Or may be,^ that if rightly

understood, there is no puzzle in the problem of the

real nature of the Atman, .and the Sanlthya-Yoga came
to a definite standpoint about the nature of the ulti-

mate reality consciously and deliberately. For does

not Yajnavalkya in the very next verse hurry to add,

that he certainly meant no puzzle For, if once the

distinction between the transcendental and the prag-

matic nature of the Reality is tnily understood, there

is in fact, no puzzle. That loss of consciousness

cannot be meant as Deussen seems to think, is more

"^‘Earhj Smrlihya, p. 65., “J’>oth tho Yoga iirid the Sankhya schools

of thought only evaded the problem (which amazed Maitreyi when
Yajnavalkya declared, ‘na protya sanjaasti*. Brih. 2.4.12.) by
leaching that when the Purusa takes cognisance of what Buddiii

presents to it, it only reflects it as it wore, without real cognisance;

strictly speaking, it is not either "jha’ or ‘ajha*.

fDoussen, ^System oj Veddnia* p. 815. “Essential to the soul

is intelligence, but this intelligence is at bottom imaginery, for tlie

Indians separate the whole apparatus of perception from tlie soul

and unite it to the physical part of man”.

2.4.18. ‘na vl m rnobam teavima
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than evident from !?ankara Bhasya of the Brahma
Sutra 1. 4, 22 and the Brh. 2. 4. 12 when he says

that ‘no more ^particular consciousness there is’, and
not that there is total loss of it.* The loss of parti-

cular consciousness is observed even when the soul

is in the body, as when in deep sleep, but no one thinks

that therefore, the Atman is unconscious. The passage
only means to say that on the soul departing from
the body, all ‘specific cognition vanishes, not that the
self is destroyed’. Specific cognitions are due to

the connection of the ultimate reality with nescience

‘avidya’, and when this severence of connection takes
place (as also in deep sleep) specific cognition no more
takes place. But the vision of the seer is eternal

and never lost.

• One feels that attempts have not been made to

reconcile ‘na pretya sanjnasti’f and ‘there is no inter-

mission in the^v^ion of the seer’,J which are obviously
not cohtradictbry statements if the Upanisadic theory
of the Absolute consciousness is rightly understood.
From the denial of* specific cognition is not meant,
either that there is no cognition and hence the Eeality
is unconscious (Dexissen) or that it is neither conscious
nor unconscious (Johnston). The obvious meaning
of the statements would seem to be that the ultimate
reality is not empirically characterisable and that no
concept drawn from the level of common-sense thinking
is appropriate to the description of it. We have an
analogy of the same in modern science. The' language
of common sense is inadequate to describe correctly

the sub-atomic and the micro-physical phenomenon, or,

for the matter of that, any one of the modern physical

theories of the ultimate physical reality. Similar must
be the difficulty or even the utter impossibility of

describing the ultimate foundational consciousness.

*S.B. 1%4.22. ‘viioga vijSana vina^a abhiprayam etat vinala-

bhidhanam natmoochodabhiprayam’.

. iBrh. 2.4.42.

tBrh. 4.8.23-80. ‘na drjjur dfster viparilopo vidyato’.



Nor are we justified in expecting any more definite

characterisation of the ultimate and the highest reality

in terms of practical thinking than we would be with

regard to any ultimate scientific phenomenon. The
terms of everyday life fall short of complete charac-

terisation of that which is at the root of it.

Unlike Western thought, the Hindu thinkers

assume that experience, which is always empirical,

is not the very last concept. The search m Hindu
thou^t has been for that which is behind all experience,

and hence, must necessarily elude being itself ex-

perienced. The presupposition of experience cannot
itself be an object of experience. Experience is a

phenomenal reality belonging to the mundane existence.

Its essential nature consists in the fluctuations of the

pairs of opposites (the Dmndvas), and therefore, tht?

true state which is above and beyond the reach of the

opposites cannot be grasped by the iluctuations of

experience. The Br^haadra^yaka makes it clear in

‘How can the knower indeed be known.’* It is not

the Upanipds or the Sankhya-YcJga (whatever may
be their other difficulties or short-comings in solving

the eternal crux of the nature of the ultimate reality)

that evade the problem of consciousness of the

Atman. On the contrary, it is their definite finding

that the 'Pdramdrthika’ Reality, even though it

is of the nature of consciousness, is above empirical

experience and will evade the attempt to be grasped

empirically.

Instead of evasion, there is thus a definite answer
that the ultimate inner Reality is experienceable in a
way different from that ordinarily understood.

The second question that arises out of Dr.

Johnston’s interpretation is, whether the Purusa is

strictly speaking ‘jna’ or ‘ajna’, to which question he
suggests, ‘It is neither’. The answer is, as all answers

*Brh. 4.5.15. ‘vijn5.taram are kena vijaniyat’.
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regarding the ultimate reality must be, both correct

and incorrect. One can as well say, it is both ‘jna’

and ‘ajna’. The answer that it is not ‘jfia’, is correct

because it is not conscious in the sense of possessing
specific cognition and the answer that it is not ‘ajna’

is correct too, in the sense that it is not unconscious
like an unconscious jar.

The only meaning of the statement that it is

neither ‘jna’ nor ‘ajna’ is, that it equally falls outside
both the categories of thought; for in fact, it falls

within no category of a knowable object as such.*
If a thing is outside the category of an object as such,
it is naturally impossible to make suitable predicates
about it. “Whatever can be thouglit, is not Brahma.”t
But this peculiarity of the ultimate reality is per-

fectly compatible with the nature of the Eeality as
‘cit’ or ‘jrla’. Ultimately, the reality is ‘jna’ or ‘cin^

matra.’, for as repeated so frequently this is the very
meaning of “eterflal mtness’ or the ‘drasta’, or drSi,-

matra’ that it is eternally conscious, ‘kutastha saksin,
nitya caitanya svaj'iipa’ which is a compact mass of
intelligence ‘vijna,ua|[hana.’§

The entire trend of the Upanisadio and the
Sankhya-Yoga thouglit has been unmistakably to
assert the pure ‘sciousness’ or ‘Suddhabodhasvarupatva’
of the pure light of the ultimate spiritual reality of
‘Purusa| or the Atman. Ur. Johnston’s statement
that it is ‘neither ‘jna’ not ‘ajna’ is to be undeAtood
in the light of the above discussions that it is only
empirically neither ‘jna’ nor ‘ajna’. In reality, and
in itself, it is pure ‘cit’, pure consciousness, existing

Brh, S-B, 4.4.20. ‘anyena hyanyat pramiyate, idam tv ekam
eva ato apramoyam rianu viruddham idam iicyate aprameyam
jnayate iti ca. iiaisa dosah, anyavastiivad anagamapramana pra-
meyatva pratisedharthatvat/ Also S.B.B.G. 2.18.

t S.B, 3.2.22.

t Brih. 4.3.11. ‘asuptal/. 4.3.30., 4.3.23. ‘na hi vijfiatur

vijnaler viparilopo vidyatG\

§ Brih, 4.5.13. ‘krtsnah prajnanaghana ova*.
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in itself and by itself, and as nothing but ‘citSakti’.

It is self-luminous, ‘svayam’-‘jyotih’ and ‘svabodha.’*

Nor is it to be inferred from the foregoing dis-

cussion that the nature of the ultimate reality is

unknowable, for there is a definite knowledge of it

though not in an empirical way. It is ‘Aprameya’,

i.e., not known as an object of mediate knowledge,

yet it is known as involved in every act of knowing.f

To conclude therefore, that it is not known
because it is not an object either of the external or

of the internal senses, is as absurd as to suppose,

that light does not exist thougli the colours are seen,

or that, since it is always only some object which is

illuminated, and not the liglit itself, therefore no light

exists. On the other hand, it is deiinitely compre-

hensible to those whose nature is ])ure, and whosc^

minds are drawn away from tlie ext.ernal things,

‘Suvijneyam’. In reality, the transcendental nature

of one’s own Atman is ever existeift,
’ b\it_ only as

covered with a veil. If “one’s own true Atman is

unknown, all efforts and actions for the attainment

of an object would become meaningless.’’J

Our conclusion, therefore, is that thougli the

Absolute consciousness is logically and empirically

uncharacterisable, it is yet not unknown, and its

nature is ‘jfia’ or pure hitelligence as opposed to un-

intelligence. Its nature is not that of the variable

moulds of intelligence of which we have an experience

in our daily life of mediated consciousness, but its

nature is of the constant, unchanging and basic cons-

ciousness, which is the presupposition of all distinctions

and nianifoldness.

* y. S. 20. ‘Drsta driinaiitra’. Also Y. B. 2.20, ‘siddham

purufasya sada jniita-vifiayatvam’. Also Y'. S. 4.18. ‘Sadii juala’.

f Kena. 1. 4. ‘pratibodha viditam matam amrtatvam hi

vindate’, avijnatam vijanatam, vijiiatamavijanataui’.

j; Gitu S.B. 18.50. ‘na hi atinauama kasyacit kudacit apra-

siddhah apiasiddhe hi tasmin natmaai asvarthalh sarvah pravrttayali

prasajyoran’.
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CHAPTER III

THE ONTOLOGICAL NATUEE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS

What is Conscwusness ?

The question is to be put, what after all is

consciousness ? It is difficult to answer questions

about the ultimate principle of one’s experiences

and consciousness is one such ultimate principle.

But we have to think of it in some terms and to put
,it in one or the other of our usual classifications of

thouglit as either a substance ‘dravya’, an attribute

‘gujgia’, or an action ‘karma’, and so forth. Hindu
Philosophy provides a discussion of the same in all

possible alternatives. Consciousness has been held to

be a substance, a quality, and a movement, and as

unchan^g and eternal; or as changing and momentary;
as distinctionless, pure, and isolated ; or again, as

eternally differentiated into distinctions of subject and
object, and as always possessing a content.

All these different and divergent views can be
broughl' together under the two broad divisions of

Eealism and Idealism
; the realist maintaining that

consciousness is mechanically produced as a result

of a conjunction of a number of circumstances and
lasts as short or long as the conjunction lasts. Con-
sciousness is not eternally present and is not independent
of a collocation of circumstances. The realist may
again be divided into two classes. The Material

Eealist and the Spiritual Eealist. The Material

Eealist represented by ‘Carvaka’, affirms consciousness

to be a result of a combination of only material subs-

tances, while the Spiritual Eealist represented by
N. V. thou^t, believes in a spiritual substance called
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soul or the ‘Atman’ as distinct from material subs-

tances, and holds that consciousness, though produced
by a conjunction of several objects with the ‘Atman’
like the 'Manas, the 'Indriyas', and the external

objects ‘the Visayas', yet inheres in the spiritual

substance, the soul only, of which it is a quality. But
even the soul does not eternally or always possess

consciousness. In the state of deliverance, the soul

is devoid of all its qualities including consciousness

with which it gets endowed only when joined with

the ‘Manas', the 'Indriyas' and the objects ‘the Visayas'.

The difference, it would appear, between the

materialist ‘Carvaka’ and the Kealist N. V. is only

in their recognition or non-recognition of an immaterial

substance or the soul. They both agree that con-

sciousness does not exist apart from a suitable collo-

cation of circumstances, and is only an adventitious

property of a substance ‘Aganiuka dharma’. The
Idealist on the other hand, believes in consciousness

as an independent and eternally existing reality iii

the form of a pure, contentless, and formless,

intelligence ‘jnapHnidtra'

.

It is neither produced nor

destroyed, but always exists in its own riglit, unaided
by any other object. Some like Ilamanuja believe that

consciousness is an inseparable quality, a ‘dhaima’
of the conscious soul, while others like Sankara hold
it to be the ‘svarupa’ itself of the Atman, and not
its ‘gum' or a quality. The Sankliya-Yoga agrees

/with the Advaita Vedanta in holding that conscious-

ness is eternal and inseparable from the ‘Purusa’.

These further hold it to be sui generis, ‘svayambhu’,
a reality in itself, unlike any other object, sharing

no other quality with any other object excepting

existence or Eeality, and absolutely uncharacterisable

in terms of either a quality, an action, or even a
substance. It exists as ‘cinmatra’ and as the source
of all ‘citta’. It is a contentless consciousness in which
there is no consciousness of either ‘I’ or ‘this’, ‘Aham’
or ‘Idam’.
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There are thus the following views on conscious-

ness :

—

(1) That it does not oxisi;. There is nothing

like consciousness. The attitude of the Nihilist.

(2) That it is produced by a conjunction of material

substances which alone exists. The attitude of

‘Carvaka’.

(3) The Eealist attitude of the N. V. according

to which, though consciousness is produced by a con-

junction of a number of objects, yet it is a quality of

a spiritual substance, and inheres in it by the relation

of ‘Samavaya’. It is born, produced and is destroyed.

(4) The Idealistic attitude of the Hankara Vedanta

and also of the Bankhya-Yoga, a(‘cording to which

consciousness is an eternal, pure, and unobjeci.ified

and distinctionless infinite-reality, or the theory of a

transcendental and a foundational consciousness with

no distinction of ego and non-ego.*

• (5) Thfe rde’alistic attitude of Eamanuja, according

to which consciousness is an eternal quality of an

eternally conscious substance, and is ever marked
with the distinction of ego and non-ego.

I'lie Nihilist Denial of Conscmisness :

That consciousness exists is the very first assump-

tion of an enquiry about its nature, for what does

not exist in some sense cannot be discussed. What
is sought to be refuted must exisii at least in the world

of the opponent’s reality. There is no getting away
from consciousness in the sense that it affirms itself

as involved in the very attempt to deny it. Absolute

denial of consciousness is its own absurdity, because

the absolute denial denies itself, and ends by esta-

blishing what it proposes to deny.f _
* Saukara Vedanta and S. Y., inspito of big differences have

been grouped hero together as Idealistic in the sense that they

both affirm the judopendont and iinc.-msod existonso of llio Pure

eonsciousness.

t B. 3. 1. n,
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Consciousness has been denied by the ‘Madhya-
mika’ Nihilist, but only as a part of a doctrine of a

general denial of the reality of everything whatever.
A careful study of the same will reveal that an absolute

denial of it is more of the nature of despair regarding

the rational knowledge of its definite nature rather

than a positive knowledge of its non-existence.* The
‘sunyavada’ in its purely negative phase does not
appeal to the mind as the last word about the nature
of reality. The ‘Madhyamika’, who cuts at the very
ground of consciousness is himself cut by virtue of

the fact that all significant denial must have some
basis in something real as its logical basis.f

Denial is significant only when something is left.

When everything is denied, the denial itself is included

in it, and lienee the very thing denied becomes real,

and the denial defeats its purpose. Even the Nihilist'

is forced to admit the reality and the knowledge of

something. J He has at least to say, that the know-
ledge of ‘Abhava’ is real and permanent.§ And it is

absurd to aflfirm the knowledge of negation ‘abhava’

and to deny the reality of knowledge. All objects

are therefore *Itniafurvahi

.

Consciousness is prior

to everything, and is affirmed in the affirmation of

that very thing.ll It is in this sense epistemologically

a priori and uudeniable.U

* Lanhavatdra Sutra. 2.17.5. ‘Buddhya vivocya maiianatn sva-

bhavo navadharyate, tasmad nabhilapyas te uisvabhavaSca de4itah'.

f S.B. 3.2.22. ‘Kinciddhi paraniarthamalambya aparamarthah
pratisidhyate’.

I S.B. Brh. 4. 3. 7. ‘ghatadi vijnanasya bhavabhutatvam
abhyupagatameva’.

§ S. B. Prasna 6.2. ‘na jnane asati jneyam nama bhavati

liasyacit abbavasyapi jnoyatvat jnanabhavo tadanupapatte^j’.

II
Sarvo lii Stmastitvam pratyoti na naham asmiti, S.B. 1.1.1.

Bern Bhdgavata 7. 32. 15. 16. ‘Samvido vyabhicarab tu

nanubhutosti Kahircit. Yadi tasyapy anubhavah tarhi ayam yena

sakfina 1. Annbhatah sa eva atra 4i§tab sa eva atra Si^tab

samvid vapub pura.
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‘No one has ever experienced the absence or the

destruction of consciousness, for if some one has

experienced it, then he has the consciousness of it.’*

But, why has consciousness been denied ? One
chief reason for the denial of consciousness has been

the tendency to get consciousness presented to itself

as a presentation. This obviously is an impossibility

and hence the consequent denial of what cannot be

had as a presentation. But the reality of consciousness

is quite compatible with its unknowability as an object.

That which reveals every other object, and illumines

the entire world of things, cannot itself be apprehended

as a ‘this’, or ‘that’.f Consciousness, to which every-

thing is presented cannot be shown to itself as one

shows a cow holding her by the horn. To say that

other objects are known’, but consciousness or self is

not known is as absurd as to say that colours are

seen but nothing like an eye exists, for the eye is not

seem It is* not* reasonable to attribute the nature of

the known to the knower.J

The conclusion of the above observation is tliat

because consciousness, by the very nature of the case

‘vastusvabhavyat’, cannot be presented to itself like

other objects, it should not tlierefore be dismissed.

No one, as put by Vacaspati Misra, ever doubts the

fact of his existence.§ “Even if we declare the whole

world to be void, this void presupposes a cogniser of

itself.’ll ‘Sunyasyapi svasaksitvat’.’’ This ‘Atman’ is

* Lem Bhdgavata 7.32.15.16. ‘Samvido vyabhicarah tu nanu-

bhutosti Kahircit. Yadi tasyapy anubliavah fcarhi ayarn yena

saksina 2. Anubhutah sa eva atra sistah samvida vapuh pura.

IfBrih. 3.4.1-S.B. ‘tasmat tarn pratyagatinanam drsteh-drsta-

ram na pasyeh. Vastusvabhavyat. ‘tadasakyatvat-iia kriyato*.

J ‘Dehadi Sangliatasyapi sabdadi svarupatvavisesat vijneyat-

vavi^esat ca na yuktam vijnatrtvam’.

^Bhdmatl. 1.1.4. ‘Na Kascit samdigdho 'aham va naham
veti’.

11
Eadhakrishnan. I. P. Voh II. p. 478.
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known to exist on account of its immediate presentation.

‘Aparoksatvac pratyagatma prasiddhah.’*

TM Material Realist

:

Even when consciousness is accepted as an un-
deniable fact, it is still open to deny its uniqueness
and foundational nature or epistemological priority.

The cruder form of materialism, therefore, in India

declares consciousness to be an epi-phenomenon or

just a by-product of Natiire, produced like the intoxi-

cating property of a drug wlien the material elements
are transferred into the ])h3’’sica] body. Started by
Brhaspati, the view is popularl}’^ associated with the

name of Carvaka. Conscionsuess is supi)osed to arise

in the same way as the red colour is produced by the

combination of bidel leaf, nut, and lime, or is the result

of the mixing up of the white with j'ollow, or again*

as the power of intoxication is generated in niolasses.'j'

Idealistic Criticism of Materialism :

Sankara criticises th(5 above view by asking

“What is the nature of that consciousness which is

sup])Osed by the materialists to have its origin in the

material elements ? .
Consciousness must either be a

perception of the material elements and of what is

produced from them, or it must be a quality of the

material elements. In either case wo are faced witli

difficulties.”! For in the first case, the material

elements and their products are objects of coixscious-

ness which cannot be obviously their product ; and
in the latter case, it would be absurd to say that

physical qualities can objectify their own form and
coloxir as is the case in perception. A consciousness

*S.B. 1.1.1.

t Vide Barhaspatydni tsuirdni. “Prithvj'aptejo vayur iti tatt-

vani, tatsamudaye aarirondriyavi^aya samjna, tebhyali c^itanyam,

kinvSdibhyo madasaktivad vijnanam’.

! B.B. 3.8.64, (Sea Foot Note on next page),
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that is a product of material elements could not make
the material things and their product its own object.

'Uo suppose that would be as absurd as to suppose
that an acrobat can mount his own shoulders.

Tlie cojiclusion. therefore, is that consciousness

or the self has to be something different 'vyalireka

from the material elements and it being essentially

knowledge in its nature ‘upalabdhisvarupa’, cannot
be the same as the physical body.* This criticism

of the materialist is based upon two Idealistic principles.

Firstly, that whatever is presented to consciousness

cannot be identified with it, and as matter has a

meaning only in so far as it is presented to conscious-

ness, it must bo entirely different from matter ; and
secondly, that, what is an object of consciousness

cannot be a prec.edent faictor in the genesis of con-

sciousness. As it would be absurd on the part of a

physiologist to explain the vital processes of the body
with referencfe fo* the movement of the muscles etc.,

for it is the vital process itself that renders the move-
ment possible and not vice-versa, similarly it is absurd
on the part of a materialist to explain the conscious

process with reference to the movement of the material

elements. Consciousness, therefore, has none of the
characteristics that belong to any or all of the collec-

tion of knowable objects. It is peculiarly itself and
‘siii-generis\ It is still ojjen to the materialist to

answer back the Idealist and maintain that he does
not see any reason why consciousness may not be
psychologically a posterior, and yet epistemologically

a priori. But the argument assumes “a quid anterior

to consciousness which cannot be appealed to m the

explanation of things,”! for it already assumes the

* 8.B. 2.3.40. Ako
S.B. 3 .3 .54 . “na hi bhuta bhautika dharmena sata caitan-

yena bhutfivhautikani visayi kriyeran”.

S.B. 2.8.7. and B.G.S.B. 2.18.

t The Nature of Self. A . C. Muckerjee p. 136.

5
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logical priority of consciousaiess. All objects of know-

ledge have temporal determinations, such as past,

present or future, but that for which these temporal

determinations have meaning cannot itself be in time.

It is an eternal presence. ‘Sarvada Vartamanas-

vabhavah.’*

N. V. Criticism of Materialism

:

N. B. 3. 2. 35-40 criticises the materialist and

says that consciousness cannot be a quality of material

elements or a combination of them for the following

reasons :

(1) Activity and the absence of activity are the

sole indications of the desire and aversion whic^h cannot

be affirmed of material objects.

(2) The view of the materialist would lead Ui

the presence of several cognisers in each single body.

(3) The body and the sense organs^ are as. much
under the control of something else as the jar, etc.

The mind also is under the control of something else

because it is only an instrument like an axe. So that

all the three are under the control of someone else

who is the real cogniser.f

The Sdnkhya KdriM also gives similar reasons for

the existence of Purusa separate from the Material

Principle.^;

The Spiritual Realist

:

The theory of the N. V. or the Spiritual realist

is philosophically hardly any better than that of the
materialist. By a process of elimination, conscious-

ness, according to it, is not essentially a product of

matter and is not a quality of a material object.

* S.B. 2.3.7 and B.G.S.B. 2.18.

\N.B. 3.2.37-40.

X 8.E. 17. S.P.S. 5.129. 3.20-22. 6.1-2.
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Jayanta in his Nydya Manjan arrives at the conclusion

that consciousness belongs to the self by a new form
of ‘Anumana’ named Tarisesanumana’ which consists

in asserting anything of something, because it is found
not to belong to any other thing. It is a sort of an
inference by residuum.* Consciousness, according to

the N. V. reasoning, belongs to the soul, because it

could not belong either individually or collectively

to any one of the material elements of the body, the
senses or the wawos.f

Srldhara arrives at the conclusion of consciousiiess

inhering in soul by a similar argument. He asks the

question : if the self is essentially unconscious, why
should consciousness inhere in the soul and not in any
other of the collocation of 'mams', 'indriya' and
'visaya'9 His aaiswer is’ ‘It is due to the ‘svabhiiva-

niyama'. Though considousuess is produced by all

the four, it inheres in the self only, even as a cloth

produced by the thread and the shuttle, inheres in

the thread and Jiot. iji the shuttle, likewise, the self

is not of the nature of consciousness, but still con-

sciousness inheres in it.J

Knowledge, tlierefore, is a quality of the Soul,

supported by and generated in it by a combination
of ‘manas’, ‘‘indriya'

,

and ‘msaya.’^

This theory is based upon an assumption of an
extreme dualism of substance and attributes. The
position, therefore, is but slightly different from that

of the materialist, because consciousness is even here

* N.M. p. 133 also N.K. 73. ‘tat parisesadatinaiva tadasraya
iti\

p. 441.

% N.K. p. 07. ‘Svahhava niyamad ova niyamopapatteh,
yatha tantunam apaiattvopi tantutvajati niyainat tesu patasama-
vayo na tnryadisn tadvat acidatmakepy atmani atmatva-jati niyamat
jnanasaiMavayasya niyamo bhavisyati’.

§ JV.jO. 3.2.18-41 also V.S> 1.1.6.—^whoro consciousness is counted
as a quality. N.K, p. 57. ‘asaririnairi atmanam na visayavabod.hah\
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conceived to be a product, and dependent upon a

suitable collocation of circumstances.* Besides, the

soul may exist without consciousness, till and after

the production of it.f

According to Kanada, consciousness is produced
in the same way a'! the quality of redness is produced
in a jar through its connection \^ ith fire. ‘Agnighat.a

samyogaja rohitadi gunavat.’J

Thus neither the materialist nor the spiritual

Kealist takes his stand on the essentially independent

and eternal nature of thought or knowledge, but makes
it only an adventitious product and a dependent
quality.

To conclude, we note the following outstanding

features of the N. V. position ori consciousness :

—

(^1) That consciousness has a de])ondent existence,

and is not essentially or fundamentally related to the
Atman. It is a mechanical product "of ah assemblage
of events and is evanescent, ‘anitya.’

(2) That the Atman, hi the N. V. account of

consciousness, is ultimately rendered unconscious or

‘jada.’

(3) That consciousness has no unique status

amongst objects excepting that it manifests and reveals

other objects, but it is not itself self-revealed or self-

established, it is neither ‘svatahprakasa’ nor ‘svatah-

siddha.’

The View of Garaha .

The view of Caraka as given in his Caraka Samhita,
and as interpreted by Cakrapanr is somewhat new.

* N.S. 1.1.4. ‘Indriyartha sannikarsotpannam jfianam*.

3.2.18-40. N.M. part 2. p. 432. ‘sacetanah cita yogat
tadyogena vina jadah’.

X8.B. 2.8.18. ‘Agantukam atmanah caitanyam, atma-manah
sanyogajam*.

’
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Thou^ the v’ew oi consciousness as expressed in

Sutra and Harirasthaua is not so fully developed as

one would wish, yet we have attempts here at quite

original suggestions. According to Caraka, the self

Is in itself inactive, and is neither pure intelligence

nor pure bliss. It is conscious and a knower by reason
of its constant association with 'manas' which is also

the cause of activity in the self. But the soul is regarded
as having a kind of formless consciousness always
present. It is difficult to place the opinion of Caraka
in any one of the other orthodox systems. That
the soul is conscious by virtue of its association with
'manas' is a view very near to N. V. but in N. V.,

the soul is not always in contact with 'maims’ and
not always conscious, wliile according to Caraka,
consciousness is begitmingless ‘Anadi.’ This has
undoubtedly a Vedanta and Sankhya tinge thougli

the details are lacking. The view of Caraka is thus
midway betwedli the Bealistic N. V. and the Idealistic

Vedanta and Sankhya.

There is no doubt that it recognised the inde-

pendent and uncreated nature, of consciousness as

against the N. V., but could not affirm it without
the contact of 'manas’

,

which contact must be held
to be constant. ‘The notion cannot be entertained
that consciousness which is a begiimingless sub-
stance or the conscious substance is created by
another. If such another, however, be the Atraaii,

or the consciousness itself, then we are willing to
agree.’*

It is difficult to reconcile this with other state-

ments ; for instance, that the 'Soul is unconscious’,

and “the faculties and the senses are the causes of

consciousness.”! On the one hand, it is said, that it

* Vide G.S. 1.11.13. ‘auadoh cotanadhato no^yate paranimita^.
para-atina sa cot hotuh istostu paranimital/.

\C.S. Sutra 1.55, ‘nirvikarah parastvatma sattvabhutagunen-
driyaih caitanye karanam* etc.
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cannot be that there was not at any time a current

of intelligence, and the Soul U eternal, and on the

other hand, it is said that in the last stage, all con-

sciousness with its roots is completely exterminated.

“The self is a knower in consequence of his union with

the organs : when the organs are not united, knowledge

does not arise.”*

It appears that according to Caraka, experience

and activity, and whatever is in the nature of pheno-

menon, is due to a principle of ‘Contact.’ Contact

means more in Caraka than in other systems of thouglit.

The self is regarded to be actionless in its pure state,

but “from contact springs everything, in the absence

of contact nothing can be.”t If nothing can bo without

‘contact’, then consciousness also must be due to

‘contact’, but if consciousness is ‘Ariadi’, and begin-

ningless, l.he ‘contact’ also must be supposed to be

ever present. We are told that the ooiitact is begin-

ningless,J and it ceases when the Boul attains the

highest purity of the Sattva.

Thus t,he philosophy of Caraka, is strugglmg

l)etween the eternity of (consciousness and tin; dogma
of ‘contact’ and is not yet separated into the a.bsolute

division of one or the other. An emphasis oji the

former would end in the independence .of the Vedanta
or the isolation of the Sankhya-Yoga, while a similar

emphasis on the theory of ‘contact’ would reduce

consciousness to the level of a product on the mercy
of a collocation of factors. It would lose its eter-

nality and independence as did ac.tually happen with

regard to the N.V.

* C.S. oarlra 1.52. ‘Atma jna karanai yogat jiianam tv asya

pravartate, karaaanam avaimalyad ayogadva ua vartatn’.

t Sarira 1.55. ‘naikah pravartate kartum bhutatma nasnute
phalam, sa lyogadvartata sarvam tfuurite iiasti kiiicana’. .

f &anra 1.79-80. ‘nityanubandhanam’, adiruasti atmanah ksotra

paramparyain anadikam, atai tayor anaditvat kimpurvamiti

nocyato’.
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Idealistic criticism of the Bealist

The idealistic criticism of the Nyaya theory

of consciousness is chiefly based upon an attmjk on
the Nyaya theory of the relation between Atman
and ‘jnana’ or the Nyaya theory of the relation

of inherence, ‘Samavaya’. According to Nyaya, the

Atma is^ ‘ciddharmah na tu cit svabhavah”, and the

“nitya Atma” is only a “dfiarrain” of the “Anitya
dharma” of ‘jilana’. This relationship of the subs-

tance and the attribute between the two is not

admitted by the Idealist. Idealism does not admit
an absolute and rigid separation between substance

and attribute, ‘guna’ and ‘gupi’, or ‘dharma’ and
‘dharmiu’ as the Nyaya supposes. In the relation of

‘samavaya’, according to. Sankara, one has either to

suppose that a relation is related by another relation,

and then, that relation will again require a new
relation leading,, to an ‘anavastha jn’asahga’, or one

has to admit that the relation is not joined by any
relation to the terms it binds, which will result in the

dissolution of the bond which connects the two terms.*

And thus, it is argued that the theory of a ‘samavaya’
relation between a permanent self and a temporary

consciousness is not satisfactory. N. V. realises the

need of a permanent principle involved in our know-
ledge

; it must also recognise that this principle of

knowledge or the Atman should be not only perma-
nently present, but also permanently conscious, i.e., its

consciiousness must form an iusepaiable nature of it.

Having rejected the relation of ‘samavaya’, the

Sankara Vedanta substitutes in its place the relation

of ‘Tadatmya’ or Identity between ‘Atman’ and
‘cit’. It argues : The relation between intelligence

and Self must be either of difference or of identity,

or of both identity and difference. If the two are

absolufrely different, there cannot be the relation of

substance and attribute between them. They cannot

• 8.B. 2.2.18., ^0 S.B. on G.K. 2^
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be related by the external relation of ‘samyoga’ also,

for they are not corporeal objects, nor can the internal
relation of ‘samavSya’ hold between them for fear
of infinite regress. Thus the two cannot be different.

To say that they are both different and identical would
be to make contradictoiy statements ; and if the two
are identical, there is no meaning in saying that one
is the attribute of the other. Hence intelligence and
Self are identical “Atma-caitanyayor abhedab”.

Vidydranya says that consciousness and self

must be one and the same and not different as

held by the Nyaya and the Prilbhakara school of

thinkers. A quality does not originate apart from
the origination of the substance eAn^n as ‘the brilliancy
of the flame, originates together wnth the flame’.*
There cannot be maintained any real distinction

.

between self and knowledge, for otherwise, such ex-
pressions as ‘TJiis is kiiown by me’, will have to be
taken in a secondary imd metaphTnicstl sense. If

fire and the quality of light wore not the same and
identical, the expression ‘this is lit by fire’, would
not be tnie in a literal sense, but would have to be
qualified as mea?iing ‘This thing is Jit uj) l)y wood’f
The same is true of knowledge and the self. No one
says that an object is known by the quality of the
knowledge of the self. Nor cari it be said that know-
ledge cannot be one with the self, since cognitions
constantly differ but the self is constant. For, “the
different states of cognition do not differ qua cogni-
tion’’. The form of cognition is always the same,
only the content varies,J and “the entire process

* V.P.S. p. 5b. ‘gunatvapakso pradipagata nhasvara rupavad
asraya-jauya vy_atireliena janraasambhavat’.

‘Atma-caitanyayorbhodo vyavaharo ayam kastlidiia
jjrakasitain iti vad upacaritah syat’. p. 58.

F.P.6. p. 57. pradipena ()raka4itani ili vaniuaya avaeataiufti
vyavahara darsanat’.

_

1 1 P-. 58. “Ekasyab samvida’.i visaya viseaaiii samban-
dbaiiaiii ulpalti viuasabhyani eva tat siddhau, sanividali apy ut-
pattivinasayor gauravat’.

'
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of origination and passing away of cognitions

should be accounted for by the connection of the

one and same consciousness witli different objects.”*

Whenever we talk of the origination and passing

away of the cognition, we forget that we mean only

the content of cognition and not cognition itself, for

‘consciousness itself can have no antecedent non-

existepce’, in as much as all effects that are found

to have antecedent non-existence are objects of con-

sciousness-t

Consciousness and self are, therefore, one. A
distinction between the two is, however, allowed for

practical convenience, in so far as the term conscious-

ness is used to denote the self in relation to objects,

while we speak of self simply, when not wishing to

.emphasise that relation,J just as we speak of ‘wood,’

when we mean to emphasise the standing close together

of the trees and ‘trees’, when not wishing to bring

out that relatimi. ‘‘Consciousness must be regarded

either as inseparable from the self or absolutely non-

existent. ”§ To say that consciousness is a non-eternal

quality of an eternal substance does not stand to

logic and criticism. It is strange indeed that the

Atman which is the support of the consciousness should

be dependent upon its own ‘guna’ for the manifestation

of its own existence.

To conclude : the maiir issue of the discussion is,

that experience involves two factors :—changing states

of knowledge, and an unchanging hnoioledge-principle

* V.P.S. page 58. ‘Ekasyali sanividaA visaya vi^csaia sainliau-

(llianamutpattivinasabhyameva tat siddhau”.

'Surehmrdcdrya j
Quoted by Vidyaranya. ‘Karyani sarvai-

ryato drstaiii pragabhava purah-saraiu, tasyiipi sarnvit saksitvat

pmgabhavo na Hauividal/. p. 58.

J ‘Atmaiva visayopadhiko’ iiubhava iti vyapadisyate, avivak-

sito’—padhis’-ca' ti via’ ti’

.

§ 'NaUkarmya aiddhih 2.5G. "Atniaiia cavluabhavam, athava

vilayaui vrajet, na tu paksantaram yayad atah ea aliani dliiyoe-

yate”.
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called the self. And in order that knowledge may be

fully explained, it is necessary to arrive at a more
fundamental relationship between the self and con-

sciousness than is accorded to it by the N. V. Eealism.

In the theory of an unconscious soul, starting on its

journey of knowledge with a 'lahula rasa’, and de-

pending ui)on the mercy of particular and transitory

bits of knowledge for all its intellectual equipment,

we do not have a satisfactory explanation either of

the knowledge of the universals, or of relations, or

of the personal identity of the Self. The un-

conscious permanence of the self is all that the Nyaya
is anxious to maintain, but .we cannot explain

luiowledge with an unconscious Atman and a momen-
tary and intermittent series of knowledge-events

generated into the Atman from without.

We cannot, unfortunately, go into the details of

the conditions and the possibility ofJvngwledge here.

It is enough to point out that for a satisfactory theory

of knowledge, permanence of consciousness is as

necessary as the permanence of the Atman, and the

Nyaya makes the mistake of explaining 't with only

one of its essontia.ls.

The Advaita insists that the Atman should not
only be eternal but also possess the eternality of

consciousness without which it is bomid to be reduced
to a mere unconscious principle in Nature. No
distinction can ultimately be made between conscious-

ness and self, which should be held to play a dual
role of changing and unchanging consciousness. In
other words, consciousness cannot be made a separable

quality of the self.

Idealistic view of Consciousness

In contrast with the realistic view of consciousness
as a mechanical product and a dependent quality,

wo have the Idealistic or the Transcendental view
of the Vedanta and the Sankhya-Yoga according to
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which, consciousness is neither a product of a contact,

nor a ‘quality’ -of the self. It is the very essence of

the self, not its ‘dharma’ but its ‘svarupa’. It exists

independently by its own right. The Soul is not an
agent of the activity of knowledge, but is just know-
ledge itself. Just as when it is asserted that “that

which shines is the sun”, what is really meant is that

brightness is the very nature of the sun ; similarly,

when it is said that ‘the Self is an agent of cognition’,

what is really meant is that cognition is its very essence,

and not its activity.*

Similarly, Purusa is just consciousness, a self-

existing entity. It is not caused or produced, but
is real by its owii right. It is neither an illusory

principle nor an abstraction. It is concrete bul.

transcendental.f It exists eternally as an un-

changing principle of all light and intelligence, without

any change, activity or modifications in it.J

I'he transcendental consciousness of the Idealist

is to be distinguished from its own modifications of

which Buddhi is the fn-inciple. This Buddhi or the

modified consciousness is the priiadple which is the

source of the usual distinctions of the knower, the

known, and the knowledge. The splitting up of the

consciousness into the distinction of the linower,

the known and the knowledge, which is mistaken by
the empiricist for its ultimate ‘svabhava’, is true only
of the modified consciousness ‘citfa vrttu and is due

* Oh. Up. 8.12.5. S.B. ‘Atamnah satta inalrn eva jfiilria

kartrtvam, na tu vyaprtataya, yatlia saviluh satia lualra uva
prakasana kartrtva.’

Also Brih. 4.S.10. S.B. ‘na paramarthatah svatah kartrtvam
caitauya-jyotisah avabhasakatva-vyatirokeua. .tatra kartrtvam
iipacaryato atmanah’.

t S.B.‘ 2.3.19. vido. Tattva Kaunmdil on S.K. 5. Vaimradl
4.22, 1.4, 2.6,18, 20. Y.B. 1.6,7.

{ Citsulchi 1.7. ‘citrupatviit akarmatvat svayamjyotir iti srateh.

Atmanah svapraka^atvam ko nivarayitiim ksamah’.
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to a reflection of the ultimate consciousness in the
‘Sattva’ of the ‘Buddhi’. This distinction is not a
feature of the consciousness itself, or of the ‘cinmatra’.

These distinctions belong only to ‘Buddhi’ and that
is why it is called ‘guha’.* Knowledge is supposed
to be possessed by the knower only because the
knower has no separate or distinct existence a})art

from the knowledge.f

This consciousness or knowledge which is the
essence of the Self, is not in the nature of a scfarable
quality or an act. We describe it as the knowledge
0/ the subject only in conformity with the necessity
of the language as in the case of the shining of the
sun. Such a representation of consciousness, though
necessary and unavoidable, is not true. It is nothing
more than a false representation arising out of the*

limitations of discursive thouglit, and hence is only
of the nature of a figurative image, which only paints
to a transcendental consciousness within which itself

there is no distiiiction. This procedure is inevitable
on account of the utter incapacity of discursive thought
and language to represent truly the ultimate conscious-
ness ; for whatever is known must be known by Ibe
intellect which grasps it only in distinctions. Wo have,
therefore, thefollowing important tenets of the Idealistic

view of consciousness

:

(1) That consciousness is the ultimate presupposi-
tion of all knowledge and of all distinctions of the
knowing agent, ‘grahaka’, the quality of knowledge,
Igrahana’, and the object known, ‘grahya’, and is

itself distinetionless and one.

(2) Consciousness is not an attribute ‘dharma’
of the ‘Atman’, it is also not something possessed hy
the Atman. It is the ‘Atman’.

* Tait. B.B. ‘Nigudha asyam jiiana, jneya, jfiatr padai tha

iti guLa-buddhih. B.B.

f Taiit. B.B. 'Atiuanah svarupaiii jnaptlr, ua tato vyatiric-
yate’. S.B.
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(3) The ultinmte consc/ious entity does not come
under any category of substance, attribute or action.

It is the basis of all.

(4) The fact of consciousness is entirely different

from anything else. It is unique.

(5) It is not the product of any ‘sanghatta’ or

collocation of conditions or ‘samagri’.

(6) Not being a jiroduct of anything, and not

being further reducible into any constituents, it is

eternal, unproduced, infinite and unlimited. There

is no complexity in it. Its essence is self-revelation.

(7) There is an intrinsic difference between con-

sciousness and its object ; while the former is universal

and constant, the latter is particular and alternating.

’Mlmdnsa view

The Mimansa view of consciousness is not much
developed to' enable one to take a critical note of it.

Metaphysics has not been the chief occupation of the

Mimansa but it has nevertheless sounded a very

important note about the self-revealing nature of

consciousness and has, therefore, come to acquire an
important place in the study on the nature of <!on-

sciousness. Consciousness according to Mimansa is

the direct and the immediate revelation of the self-

revealing thouglit. It illumines itself, the knower
and the known.

According to Prabhakara Mimansa, every cogni-

tion is a ‘triputi samvit’, it involves (1) ‘Visaya-samvit’,

(2) ‘Aham-samvit’, (3) ‘sva-samvit’.

Consciousness is like the light of the lamp which

in one flash illumines not only an external object

‘visaya’, but also itself ‘sva’ and its substrate, the

‘Atman’ or ‘Aham’ exactly as the lamp illumines an

object, itself, and its substrate the wick.*

* V.P.S. 56 .
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To the question, what consciousness in itself is,

the Miraansa reply is, that it is a ‘karma’, or an action

of the Soul. It is an action ‘jnana karma’ of the soul

wliich produces jnatata, or ‘cognisednoss’ in the

objects because of which they are known. Con-
sciousness is not recognised as S5monymous with the.

self as done by the Vedantist. A distinction is always

maintained between consciousness and the self, and
the relation between the two is of an agent and an
act. To the N. V., consciousness is the result of a

mechanical operation for it would not admit
any movement on the part of the Atman, Avhich in

reality is quality-less. Consciousness, thus, in N. V.

is not fundamentally related to the Self. But Mimansa,
by its doctrine of consciousness as ‘karma’ of the

Soul, relates consciousness )uore fundamentally to

the Self than the Nyaya, though ultimately in this

theory also, as with the Nyaya, the Self becomes both
conscious and unconscious, even as a firefly is both

luminous and non-luminous.

Mimansa insists on the distinction between con-

sciousness and Self for the simple reason that firstly,

there is no consciousness in deep sleep, though the

self must be held to exist, and secondly, that in the

ultimate stage of salvation, the self must be held to

be devoid of both knowledge and bliss.

Both these reasons are controverted by the

Idealist who maintains that it is impossible to dis-

cover any relation between knowledge and self without
making the self unconscious, and leaving it to become
conscious on the mercy of mechanical union of cir-

cumstances.

But the importance of Mimansa lies in the great

emphasis which it has given to the self-revealing nature
of consciousness as something unique and unlike

any other object. It is this unequivocal declaration

of Prabhakara on the self-luminous nature of con-
sciousness which has sharply distinguished it from
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Nyaya and has added weight to the non-dual Idealistic

theory of consciousness. The Nyaya places conscious-

ness which knows and reveals other objects on the

same footing with the objects it rcweals in the matter
of its own revelation. In Nyaya, the world is not

divided between the two categories of objects and
cognitions, so that while the former is known by the

latter, the latter is revealed by itself. Consciousness,

is as dependent in the matter of its own revelation

as any other object.

Mimansa discovers that consciousness might stand

on its OAvn in the mattiT of self-revelation, and may
not depend upon other cognitions for its own a]ipre-

hension. It, therefore, sets forth the doctrine of the

'Triput/i samvit' or iiu' immediate and the simultaneous

revelation of all the three, the (‘ogniser, the cognised,

and the cognition in a single flasli of cognitioJi. This

emphasis on 'sva'ah-praM^atva' has been a great

contribution, of the Prabhakara school of thought,

though it still agrees with the Nyaya in insisting on

a difference between the self and knowledge.*

Rmulnvja's view of coyiscwuaneas

According to Eamanuja, the Atman is eternal,

and its natural quality of consciousness too is eternal.

It is ‘cidriipa’, and also ‘caitanya Gunaka’.f The
Atman is made up of consciousness which is both the

‘svarupa’ as well as the ‘guna’ of it. The self is filled

with consciousness and has also for its quality con-

sciousness.! “The self is not mere knowledge but

the subject of jt.”§ Kiiowledge is as distinct from

* This view of ‘svatahprakasatva’ of consciousiioss which is

maintained by .Prabhakara is not shared by Kumarila without

some difference as will be seen in the next Chapter.

Bhdsya 1.1.1. p. 30. ‘Evaniatma cidriipa eva caitanya-

gunakah’..

t B.B. 2.3.29.

§7?.B. 1.1.1. ‘Atma jhata eva na prakasa lutoam. p. 21.
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the knowing subject whose quality it is, as smell

which is perceived as a quality of earth is distinct

from earth.* The nature of self is, therefore, not so

much pure consciousness as knowledge which, now
and then relates itself to obje(;ts. This consciousness

is always of distinctions ‘na ea nirvisaya kacil, samvit

asti’,'!" and is always in the form of ‘this is this’ a,n.d

ceaselessly changing.

In Eamanuja, thus, “the relation between the

self and the consciousness is not clearly conceived”,^

for how can consciousness be both the eternal essence

‘svarupa’, and the non-etemal quality of the Self ?

Eamanuja wants to strike a middle course between
the N. V. Eealist and the i^ankara. Idealist, which
does not work well. If consciousness is made a non-

eternal quality of the self, in the manner of the N. V.,

then the obvious result is that the self is made un-

conscious whenever it is devoid of that quality. This

view is not agreeable to Eamanuja, for the self to

him should never be deemed to be without conscious-

ness. The Atman is not ‘acit’. Consciousness should,

therefore, be made <-oexistent with the self, and
as eternal as the self, if the ‘cit’ natun^ of the self is

to be saved. This, however, necessitates making con-

sciousness the essence ‘svarupa’ of the self, and not

its ‘dharma’ in which case, there remains no difference

between self and consciousness and both are made
synonymous, leading to the position of Sankara.

Eamanuja is anxious to avoid both the alternatives,

and therefore maintains that self has consciousness

both as its essence as well as its quality. Consciousness

must be a quality because it must have a substrate,

and self must be eternally conscious because it cannot

* B.B. 2.3.27. ‘yatha prthavya gandhasya gunatvenopalabhya-
manasya tato vyatirekah tatha janainiti jnatiir gunaivena prati-

yamanasya jnanasya atmanah vyatirekah siddhah*.

IIE.B. 1.1.1. p. 26.

^ Indian Philosophy, Vol. II. p. 718. %
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be unconscious. But a quality is not eternal and
what belongs to a substance eternally is not its quality

but is its very essence as heat is of fire. It is, thus,

seen that Eamanuja does not carry out the meta-
physical implications of his desired theory of the

‘jna svarupa’ of the ‘jiva’.

He says* that terms like ‘samvit’, ‘amibhuti’

and ‘jnana’ etc., are ‘sambandhi ^abda’, ‘samvidanu-

bhiiti juanadi ^abda sambhandi sabda’, but he stops

short of inquiring into the consequence of a philosophy

of relation. If seif is to be eternally conscious then

the hypothesis of consciousness as a ‘dharma’, ‘guna’

or quality is redundant, because it is already provided

for in the hypothesis of ‘essence’ or ‘svarfipa’. The
alternative to the doctrine of consciousness as the

.essence of self is the unconsciousness of the self, and
when once it is accepted that consciousness is the

essence or ‘svabhava’ of the self as opposed to and
different from ‘dharma’ or ‘guna’, the logical identity

of the self and consciousness too must necessarily.follow.

Eamanuja’s effort, therefore, to hold on to the

concept of consciousness as a quality ‘dharma’ and to

run with the idea of the eternality of the ‘cit svarupa’

of the self is far from being successful.

Differences between ^anhara, Prabhdkara and Bdmdnuja

Firstly, to Sankara only an undifferentiated con-
sciousness is real.f The diferentiated is adventitious
and illusory.J The distmction even of the knower
and the known and the principle of egoity ‘Ahankara’
which appears to the empirical knowledge so basic

and ultimate, is also illusory, and is due only to the
limiting adjuncts of the ‘Antah-karana’ and the rest.§

81;

tS.B. .2.3.40.

t S.B. 1.1.4. S.B.G.K. 4.67.

§B.B. 1.3.2.

6
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When this Ahankara dissolves itself in deep sleep

or in the state of liberation, the undifferentiated con-

sciousness shines forth in its eternally unmodified

light. Thus it is only the distinctionless Atman
which is truly real. The Ahankara is superimposed

on it and is not an ultimate reality, and does not

exist even in deep sleep. Secondly, since Sankara
does not differentiate between consciousness and the

eternal self, it must naturally follow that conscious-

ness exists in the condition of deep sleep and swoon
also. Now to Prabhakara and Eamanuja, egoity is a

permanent feature of the self,* and self and egoity

are identical. Both Prabhakara and Ramanuja deny
either that egoity is ever dissolved or that consciousness

is ‘Nitya’ in the sense of existing in deep sleep. Thus,

while to Sankara, self and consciousness are identical,

and self and ego two different concepts, to Prabhakara*

and Ramanuja, it is just the reverse. While self and
consciousness are not identical (for self is a subject

of consciousness and not more consciousness), self

and ego a^e identical, for there can be no conscious-

ness without the feeling of ‘I’.f The ego is not an
illusory suporimposition on the self, but constitutes

its very essence in the same way in which the distinc-

tionless and the egoless consciousness constitutes the

essence of it to the Sankarite. All the three, however,

agree on this one important point that consciousness

is not an adventitious property of the self, as held by
the N. V. but is more fundamentally related to it.

A review and a critical estimate

/ Sankara and Sankhya-Yoga regard consciousness

as an eternal light existing in its own right, and consti-

tuting as the very essence ‘svarupa’ of the Atman

*B.B. 1.1.1. p. 20. (a) ‘svapa mada murchasu ca savi^esa

evanubhavah’, also ‘jnataiva ahamarthah also’ ‘jfiataiva na praka-

^9»iii3itrciTn, • ^
(b) y.P.S. p. 66. ‘Ahankara Atmaiva’ (Prabhakara).

I B.B. p« 86. ‘Svarupam eva aham arthah Atmanah’.
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or the Purusa. It is neither a quality, nor an action

of anything else, but is independent.

Eamanuja steers a middle course and holds

consciousness to be both an essence and a property

of the Atman.

The N. V. and Prabhakara hold that consciousness

is a quality of the Atman, while Kumarila holds that

it is an action ‘karma’ of the Self, because it is the

‘phala’ or result of its cognitive activity, ‘jnana karma’.

It has thus a dependent existence and is ‘anitya’.

Caraka holds it to be a beginningless entity, and
as always present ‘Anadi’, but yet produced and
generated on account of the “contact” of the ‘Atma’
with the ‘manas’.

* The Nyaya position that consciousness is a

mechanical quality produced by the contact of various

factors
.
inhering in a substance separate from itself

is metaphysically the least satisfactory. It does not

take its stand either upon the independent or upon the

self-revealing nature of thought. The common sense

opinion that substances are entirely different from
their attributes and actions cannot be philosophically

maintained. It )iot only makes the Atman, ‘jada’,

but also makes it difficult to explain experience.

The Sankhya recognises the independent principle

of consciousness in its theory of ‘Purusa, but unfortu-

nately, separates entirely the form of knowledge with
the matter of it. The transcendental principle of

‘Purusa’ remains so separated and ‘Kevala’ from the
knowledge substance that it remains a mystry how
the pure element of knowledge takes a form entirely

foreign to its nature. This has remained a most
difficult problem in Sankhya epistemology and meta-
physics. While we cannot derive consciousness from
/material “sarighatta’ alone as is done by the N. V.,

we should not forget that consciousness in its empirical

form is always mediated through its material
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‘samagri’. To overlook this essential relation of the

two principles of knowledge, the formal and the

material, has been the mistake of Siinkhya.

Prabhakara takes the bold step of declaring the

unique self-revealing position of consciousness which

in one flash of illumination, reveals both the

knower and the known, and thus, scores a point not

only agamst the Nyaya, according to which con-

sciousness is revealed like an unconscious object

‘ghatadi vat’, but also against the Sankhya in getting

rid of the extreme dualism of the subject and the

object of knowledge. But Prabhakara did not inquire

what consciousness in itself was apart from its self-

revealing nature ‘svatahpraka^atva’, and, therefore,

was forced to maintain .a distinction between self

and consciousness, with the unsatisfactory result that,

while consciousness is made self-luminous, the Atman
is held to be non-luminous which is an inversion of

the true relation between the two.

The Vedanta of Sankara asserted emphatically

the eternal and the independent existence of conscious-

ness which illuminated itsell: and everything else by

its own light. It declared that the fundamental

fact of the Universal consciousness is the presupposi-

tion of all knowledge. The subject and the object

of knowledge are distinct and different only numerically,

and not per se. They do not lie wholly outside the

range of experience but are rather distinguished

within one unitary and universal consciousness. This

self-existing and pure consciousness has a double

aspect of transcendental and empirical reality. Under
the former, it is to be understood as one, universal,

unchanging, inactive and distinctionless; while under

the latter, as particular, changing, active, and full

of distinctions.



CHAPTER IV.

THE EPISTEMOLOGICAL NATUEE OE
CONSCIOUSNESS.

CONSCIOUSNESS AND SELF-ILLUMINACY.

Statement of the Problem

One of the most important discussions about the

/
nature of consciousness in Hindu philosophy is with
regard to what is called the ‘svatah frakasatva' or

the self-luminosity of consciousness. The problem is

of great philosophical significance in a true under-

^
standing of Hindu thought’ on the nature of conscious-

ness. The question is, when an object is cognised,

is the cognition cognised ? Is it uncoguised, imme-
diately cognised or subsequently cognised by a later

cognition ? If it is uncoguised, there would be the

absurdity of an uncognised cognition cognising an
object; and if it is cognised by another cognition,

that would bo cogjiised by yet another and the process

would lead to an infinite regress, which amounts to

the presence of an unsolved contradiction. It is

therefore, declared by the Idealistic thouglit in general,

that consciousness or cognition, whenever it arises,

is directly and immediately cognised along with the
object cognised. The cognition is neither cognised
by a subsequent or a later mental perception, as

held by the Eealist, nor is it known by inference as

held by Kumarila. There is no intervening psychical

mode between a cognition and its cognition, i.e., all

co^itions are self-cognised as soon as and when they
arise. An uncognised cognition cannot reveal an
object, and if in order to avoid the infinite regress,

the cognition is made self-luminous at some inter-

mediate stage, why not make it self-luminous at the
very first stage ?
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According fo the Idealists, therefore, consciousness

is neither non-apprehended ‘avedya’, nor apprehended
as an object ‘vedya’ but is self-apprehended or ‘sva-

vedya’. It is further asserted that consciousness is

in this respect, quite unique. It is at once the source

and the principle of all revelation, light and know-
ledge in the universe, which, while manifesting all

objects by its li^t, is not itself manifested by any
other light except itself. In other words, it is ‘svayam
jyotih’ and ‘svapraka^a’. Had it not been for the

self-luminous consciousness, all the world would have
remained enveloped in the darkness of non-appre-

hension, ‘Visaya ajnana’, for in the absence of the

apprehension of the apprehension, the process of

awareness would not at all start. It is, therefore,

eternally self-effulgent. It manifests itself by the

same activity by which it manifests other objects, and.

does not need a second cognition to load to its own
awareness. Unlike other objects, it is sufficient unto
itself in the matter of its awareness.

This view of solf-illuminacy and uniqueness of

consciousness has been vehemently opposed by the

Eealists, who grant to consciousness the rank only

of an other-manifesting (Paraprakasa) status. It is

contended that consciousness is like the light in the

eye, which need not itself be revealed in order to reveal

other objects, and that in an act of cognition, it

is usually the object that is cognised, and not its

cognition. Consciousness is thus ‘Paraprakasa’ and
not ‘svaprakaSa’.

The Idealists, on the other hand, maintain that

consciousness is like the liglit of the lamp or the sun,

which reveals both itself and other objects by the

single act of its own shining, and is independent of

another light in the matter of its own revelation.

It would be absurd to think of a natural I'^t which
illuminating other objects, is itself unilluminated,

and needs another li^t to manifest itself. Thus, the

alternative to self-illuminacy is not other-illuminacy
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but non-illuminacy. The choice is not as the Eealists

seem to think between ‘svatahpraka^atva’ and ‘para-

praka^atva’, but between svatahpraka^atva’ and
‘jadatva’. What is not self-luminous is not illu-

minating and if consciousnous is not self-luminous,

it is virtually reduced to the position of an unconscious

object, which would not explain knowledge and
awareness.

The Upanisads

:

The Upanisads are emphatic in their character-

isation of the Atman or the Purasa as self-luminous

or self-effulgent. In the ‘Brhadaranyaka’, the self-

luminosity of the ‘Purusa’ is established by an ela-

borate examination of the waking and the dream
consciousness. ‘Atrayam purusah svayam jyotir

bhavati’.* Wlien all the external lights including

that of the body and the organs are extinguished,

the Atman whose reflection the intellect catches by
reason of its nearness and purity, shines hi its own
eternal and pure light. The Katha also has it, ‘It

shining, everythhig else shmes, this universe shines

in consequence of His light’.f The Chandogya says
‘His form is Liglit’ ‘Bharupah’.J Purusa is spoken
of as ‘ITrdyantar jyotih’, the light withm the heart .§

Mundaka repeats ‘tameva bhantam anubhati sarvam,
tasya bhasa sarvamidam vibhati’. In Gita 13.33., we
read ‘As the one sun, 0 Arjuna illumines the whole
world, so the self, the knower of the field of this body
illumines the whole body.|| Thus consciousness is

characterised as ‘svayampraka^a’.

In Tantrasara, 5h. I, attributed to Abhinava
Gupta, consciousness is taught to be of the nature

*Brh.4.S.U.

\ Katha 5.15.

i Chandogya 3.14.2.

IBrh. 4.3.7.

II
Gita 18.33. ‘‘K^hetram Eretri tatha Ertsnam praka^yati”.
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of self-manifesting light, ‘Praka^arupata cit^aktih’.*

And Ksemaraja says that ‘consciousness cannot be

disproved as it is always shining and everything else

is to be proved by the self-luminous consciousness’.!

Consciousness is not to be perceived like an unconscious

object by any other cognitive act : It is self revealed.^

The Advaita Vedanta

:

The most influential advocates of the view have
been the Vedantists of the Sankara school, the Yogacara
Vijnanavadins, the Prabhakar—a school of Purva
Mimansa, and also the Sankliya-Yoga. According to

the Vedanta, a cognition is self-luminous as it would be

absurd to admit a cognition of cognition. A cognition

cannot be an object of cognition because the nature

of an object is unconscious and there is an absolute

difference between tlie natm’es of subject and object.

A conscious subject can never become an object. It

is contradictory to its nature. Nor can an objeqt ever

really take the character of a subject. Cognition being

of the nature of consciousness cannot be made an object,

and must, therefore, bo self-revealing. Sankara in his

bhasya on, G.K. 3.HB. says that ‘Brahman which is

of the nature of one homogenous mass of eternal con-

sciousness cannot, like the sun, depend ui)on another

instrument of knowledge’.§ He observes that, since,

all things can be classified as either knowledge or know
able, “none except the Vaina^ikas would admit a third

knowledge which perceives the knowledgo”.|| A distinc-

tion between the unmanifested objects of knowledge
and the self-manifesting knowledge is inevitable, and

* Tanirasara, Ah. 1. Also Dem Blmgavatam 7.32.12.13.

tSwS.F. Sutra. 1.

XD. Bhdcj. 7.32.12-13. “Caitanyasya na drsyatvam drsyatve

ja^amovatat, svaprakasam ca caitauyam na parena prakasitam”
-tasmat dipavat svayam.’

§ ‘Nityapraka^asvarupa iva savita’ 'na jnanantaramapeksate’.

II
S.B. Bred. Up. 6.2. “na tritiyas tad visayali ity anavastha-

nupapattih”.
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‘a hundred Vaina^ikas cannot make knowledge itself

knowable’, and this is as sure as they cannot revive a
dead man’. The knowledge of knowledge ‘jneyasya

jneyatvam’, or awareness of awareness is, therefore,

a psychological absurdity. It should, however, be
remembered that a cognition is self-luminous in a
negative sense, i.e., it is not manifested by any other

cognition and not in the positive sense that it is

cognised by itself.

Consciousness, being the ultimate principle of

revelation, cannot stand in need of a more ulterior

jjrinciple of revelation for its own revelation. The
light which reveals everything does not require a second
li^t for its own manifestation. Thus all cognitions

are self-luminous, which means that there is no inter-

vening mental mode between the cognitive process
’ and the cognition of it. There is a direct and
immediate intellectual intuition of a cognition. If

one cognition is to be known by another, and so on,

it will lead to an infinite regress of cognitions which
must be avoided at all costs.

Sriharsa argues that the theory of self-luminosity

of consciousness must bo accepted for two main reasons

even though it is at conflict with ordinary experience.

Firstly, because the argument of presumption (Anya-
thanupapattih) fully proves it, i.e., no other view
of consciousness either stands criticism or is able to

explain apprehension. Secondly, the ordinary dis-

tinction of the knower, the Imowledge and the Imown
which goes against the doctrine of the self-apprehension

of cognition, is in reality not true, for ultimately, there

is no difference between the cogiriser and the cognitioir

or between the cognition and the object cognised.

“We have to abandon the view that the cognised is

something different from the cognition, otherwise the

consciousness. ‘I know’ (when the cognition is the

object cognised) would not be possible’’.*

* K.K.K. p. 73. “Anyo jiiata anyasca jnoya iti tyajyam iti

janaudti Tyavabaianyathanupapattya”.
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Vidydranya also holds cognitions to be self-

cognised and* immediately intuited. He criticises the

Nyaya and the Bhatta view of the “cognitions of

cognition”, and agrees with the opinion that “cognition

of cognition” would imply that “two moments of time

exist together” which is absurd.* Cognitions must
be immediately apprehended as soon as they arise

without any further act of apprehension.f

Gitsuhhdnmni in his Tattva PradlpiM makes an
exhaustive study of the problem of se!f-illuminacy

and claims that if cognitions were not self-luminous,

no practical activity of life could go on, for all ‘Vyava-

hara’ is based upon an implicit confidence in our

cognitions as cognised.^

Drg Drsya Vivcha emphasises the self-luminosity,

of consciousness and defines it as ‘svayam vibhaty

athanyani bhasayet sadhanam vina’.§ The very

first verse reads :
—
“The foi*m is perceived, the eye

is the perceiver, the eye is perceived, and the mind
is the perceiver, the mind is perceived and the witness

is the perceiver, but the witness is not perceived by
any other”.

||
The meaning obviously is that the

ultimate principle of light or consciousness has to be
conceived as self-illuminated, and as independent of

other instruments of revelation. How can one hope
to reveal the source itself of all particular lights ?

If consciousness is not admitted to be ‘svayamjyotih’,

the process of one cognition being cognised by another
would never come to an end.

* F.P.iS. p. 55. “Pramitigocara pramityantarangikareua yuga-

pat kala dvyavasthana prasaiigat”.

t V.P.S. p. 67. “Avyavahitatvad anubhavah svapraka^a iti”.

t CitsuhM

:

1.7. “AtmanaJj svaprakaiatvam ko nivarayatum
kgamah”.

§D.D.7. 1.6.

\\DJ).V. 1.1. “Eupam drSyam locanam drk, tad dr^yam,
drk tu manasam, dr^yam dhi vrttyab sak|ii drg eva na tu dr^yate”.
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Prabhdkara vim

:

'We have already seen in the last chapter that

according to this view, the self-luminous consciousness

illumines all the three factors of a knowledge event,

the knower, the known, and itself. To Mimansa,

all cognitions as such are valid, and it is the invalidity

of cognition which is to be established by ‘Pramanas’,

and not the self-established ‘Pratyaya’. The view is

based upon the Jaimini Sutra 1.1.5. ‘tasmat-pramanam,

anapeksatvat’, which has been subsequently developed

both by Prabhakara and Kumarila. Prabhakara

quotes ‘Sahara’ and says that, it is indeed strange

how a cognition can bo said to apprehend an object,

and yet bo invalid.* Kumarila supports the view

by saying that ‘the validity of cognition must consist

in its being an apprehension’.f If all cognitions were

not valid, whence could we have any confidence m
our cognitions ? Knowledge, at the time of mani-

festing an object, manifests itself. When A sees B,

there is, subsequently, seen no doubt in the mind of

A as to that cognition. The denial of self-cognisibility

to cognitions must load to the absurdity of the nega-

tion of apprehension itself which is admitted by all.

And, therefore, even when the cognition may not be

found in agreement with the real state of things which

would prove its invalidity, the cognition as cognition

cannot but be accepted as valid, for, even though

the thing cognised may not be there, the cognition is

there alright. And when the subsequent cognition

disproves the validity of a previous cognition, it must

be regarded as destroying the validity that belonged

to the previous cognition as cognised. Congitions

are invalid only in so far as they are affected by some

* “Vipratisiddham idam abhidhiyate, braviti ca vitatham-

cheti”. Brhali. p. 26.

Sutra 2. p. 61. Benaros. 1898 (47-61). ‘tasmadbodhatma

katveua prapta bnddheh pramanata. 63.
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fault of the instrument of cognition or are later sub-

lated by another cognition.*

According to Prabhakara, it is only the con-

sciousness that is self-luminous and not the self.

Both the self and the external objects are non-luminous.

Self is not self-luminous because it is apprehended

by a cognition. But a cognition is luminous because

it need not be apprehended by another cognition.

Here we see clearly the elBfects of the anomalous posi-

tion of Prabhakara with regard to the relationship

between consciousness and the self suggested in the

previous chapter. It is extraordinary indeed that

consciousness which is held to be a quality of the self,

be regarded as luminous and independently lighted,

while the self be regarded as devoid of it, and as de-

pending on its OAvn quality for its own manifestation.

This comes out of not fully analysing the exact

relationship between substance and attribute.

The Sdnkhya-Yoga view

:

According to this view, a cognition is a psychic

function of ‘Buddhi’ which is in essence unconscious

and as such, cannot be an object of its own conscious-

ness. It can neither apprehend an object nor mani-

fest itself. It is apprehended by the self whoso nature

alone is of pure intelligence ‘prakasa’. Yoga Sutra

4 .19, ‘na tat svabhasam drSyatvat’, explains why
the mind or ‘Buddhi’ cannot enlighten itself, since

it itself is the object of sight. The Vai^aradi on the

same Sutra explains why self-ilhimination though

inexplainab'e in the case of the mind is not so in the

case of the Seif. For, “his se’f-enlightenment is

nothing but an enlightenment which is not dependent

upon any other thing, and it is not his being an object

* S.I). p. 60. ‘svatahpramanyam tasmat praptam artha-anya-

thatva karanadosajnanabhyam apodyato iti avaayam augikaraniyam'

8.D. p. 139. ‘yatra prayatnonanvisyauiano api karanado^o badhaka-

jnauam va nopalabhyate tat piama^am itaruccapiama^am’.
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of experience.”* The mind-stuff which is an object

"lof seeing does not illumine itself. It is the reflection

‘of the self only that throws light. The mind-stuff

undergoes modifications and is an object of experience,

while the self does not undergo mutation and is not

? an object of experience. Thus, it is the self-luminous

^ self that comprehends both the object and the

cognition.

According to the Yoga Sutras, the theory of the

secondary cognitions ‘anuvyavasaya’ of the Nyaya
is considered as unsatisfactory and as loading to

confusion of memory. For, if we are to believe in

cognitions of cognitions, there would be as many
psychic ‘sauskaras’ as cognitions of cognitions, and
consequently, there would be as many reminiscences.f

Hence the conscious principle alone is taken as self-

revealed.J

The realist view

:

According to the Nyaya, in ‘I perceive this’, there

are two cognitions, the first and the original cogni-

tion of ‘this’ which is technically called ‘Vyavasaya’,

and secondly, the ‘I perceive’, or the secondary cogni-

tion called ‘anuvyavasaya’. While the former is

brought about by the contact of the cogniser with the

object, the latter is brought about by his contact

with the mind. The first cognition that we have
is never in the form ‘I cognise’, but in the form of

‘it is this’, and this is very much in agreement with

our daily experience, as all our activities proceed

from the definite cognition of ‘things’ and not from
the cognition of that cognition. It is the first cogni-

tion that apprehends the things and it has nothing

* Y.y. 4.19. ‘aparadhlnapraka^ato hi-asya svayamprakaSata,

na-anubhava karmatalj’.

t Y.8t. 4.21. *Cittantara<Wyo buddhibuddheratiprasangah,

smrtisamkaraica’.

1 8£. 6.61. -Nijaiakty abhiivyaktel;i Bvata^ piamanyam*.
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to do with its own apprehension. The latter cogni-

tion is not denied, but it appears only subsequently.

The Naiyayikas hold that cognitions are not self-

cognised, but are cognisable by means of mental

perception ‘manasapratyaksa’. According to them,

consciousness is neither inferred from the cognisedness

(Jnatata) as held by Bhatta, nor is self-cognised as

held by the Vedantist and the Yogacara, but is per-

ceived by another cognition. “Jnanam jnanantar

avedyam, prameyatvat patadivat”. A cognition can

never turn upon itself, it is only ‘parapraka^a’ and
not ‘svaprakasa’.

Nydya Bhdsya on self-iUnminacy

:

Nyaya Bhasya maintains that a cognition is

perceived by another cogirition and that cognitions

are not self-cognisable.* Nj^aya Sutra 2.1.19 raises

the question of the cognisability of the means of

cognition and the Bhasya, faced with the alternative

of either self-illuminacy or infinite regress, says that,

‘it is according to circumstances that anything can

become an object of perception as well as an instru-

ment of perception’ Thus, the soul is the cogniser

under one condition, and the cognued under the other.

To the charge of infinite regress it replies as follows :

—

‘all usage could be rightly explained on the basis of

distinction between objects of cognition and the in-

struments of cognition, there is nothing to be accom-
plished by the infinite regress’,J which means that

the objection of infinite regress is dismissed as too

theoretical.

Thus the Nyaya satisfies itself with the con-

clusion that cognitions are not self-luminous, because

*N.B. 2.1.19. ‘indriyarthasannikarsotpannam jnanam atma
manasoh saiiyoga visosadatmasamavayat ca sukhadivat grhyate’.

t Ibid, ‘evam prameyara sati kincidarthajatam rfpalabdhi

hetutvat pramana prameya vyavastha labhate’.

^ Ibid, ‘m casti vyavahaiantaram auavastba sadhaidyam’.
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the hypothesis is not necessary for the practical pur-

pose “of acquiring merit, prosperity, happiness and
final release”, with which all speculative interest is

dominated in Nyaya Philosophy.

Criticism of the above

:

This view is objected to by the Vedantist on the

ground of the impossibility of a real ‘Anuvyavasaya’,

for even supposing that a cognition is perceived by
another cognition (which is in itself absurd), he asks

“does the second cognition arise when the first cogni-

tion continues to exist or when it is destroyed ?”

The first alternative is impossible, for according to

N. V., cognitions are successive and not simultaneous.

The second alternative is also impossible, for if the

.second arises when the first is no more, what will be

cognised by the second cognition ? If it cognises the

non-existent first, then it is illusory and not real

cognition.

An attempt to answer to the above is made by
Gahgesa in his Tattvacinfdmani* by creating new
positions and fresh difficulties. For the answers,

that firstly the ‘Anuvyavasaya’ appears at the very

moment the ‘Vyavasiiya’ is destroyed, and secondly,

that it is the ‘jnanatva’ that survives and qualifies

the soul and not any particular cognition, do not

alter the situation. This will either again lead to the

absurdity of infinite regress or will invalidate all

cognition, for there is no reason why we should have
any faith at all in our first cognitions, and yet it is a

matter of daily experience that no one doubts the

facts of his having a cognition. There is a sense in

which the Eealist Naiyayika too accepts the self-

revealing nature of consciousness, for he admits that

at least the ‘anuvyavasaya’ is self-cognised, if not

the ‘vyayasiiya’.

* Tattvaciniamaid. p. 804-8. Bib. lad. Vol. 98. Part 1.

‘Anuvyavasaya vada’.
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The theory of self-illuminacy has been objected

to by the Eealist on the ground that one and the

same thing cannot be both a subject and an object.

But to this the Vedantist has ever replied in the words
of ‘Sriharsa’ ‘that the Vedantist does not admit the

alleged incompatibility of subject and the object’;

and that neither self-consciousness nor any kind of

cognition would be possible, if subject and object

were essentiallj'- distinct entities.* Besides, the Idealist

who maintains the self-luminosity of cognition does

not therefore, subscribe to the theory that the one
and the same thing ever becomes both the subject

and the object. In fact, to object to the theory of

tho self-cognisibility of cognitions, on the above men-
tioned difficulty, is to misunderstand the fundamentals
of the theory. To be self-revealed is not at all to be
revealed as an object, which is in truth the theory

of the opponent, but is aa action by itself and unique.

Kwndrila Bhaita

:

Kumarila contends that a cognition does not

apprehend itself when it apprehends an object.

Though a cognition is of the nature of light in illu-

minating external objects, it still depends upon some
other activity to manifest itself. It cannot apprehend
itself when it is engaged in the act of apprehending

an object. It is the nature of the ‘jnana-Praka^akatva’

that it illumines an external object, but is not capable

of illuminating itself, for which it must depend upon
another act, “Bodhayiinyat pratiksate”. Its illumina-

ting nature consists in its illuminating an external

object, but not in self-awareness.f Cognition is not

‘Svatahprakiisa’ but only ‘parapraka^a’.

Unlike the ‘Triputipratyaksa’ cognition of Pra-

bhakara, an act of cognition according to this school,

* Khandanalcliandakhddya. p. 69,

tS. VdHtika, Sunya Vada 187f ‘Praka^atvam bahye arthe

iaktyabhavat tu na’tmaui’.
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comprises four factors, firstly, an agent or the subject

‘jnatr’, secondly, an object of knowledge, ‘jneya’, thirdly,

an instrumental cognition or ‘karapajnana’, and lastly,

a result of knowledge, ‘jnatata’. Just as an act of

cooking produces cookedness in the object, rice, so

the act of cognition produces ‘cognisedness’ in the

object, and from this ‘cognisedness’ as an effect, we
infer the existence of its cause, viz. cognition. Thus
a cognition is inferred from the cognisedness ‘jnatata’

of its object. A cognition cannot be perceived either

by itself or by any other cognition, but is inferred

from the ‘cognisedness’ in its object, ‘jnatatanumeyam
jnanam’.’''

Criticism of Kumdrila

:

• This hypothesis of the ‘cognisedness’ is almost
universally rejected and Sridhara points out that

the argument from the side of the notion of cognised-

ness commits the fallacy of hysteron protcron for,

cognisedness must be the result and not the cause

of cognition.f

Kesava Misra and Sivdditya too consider the

‘jnatata’ as an absolutely unnecessary hypothesis,

‘jnatata’ is nothing separate from the relation between
knowledge and its object, which is the unique relation

of ‘jnana sambandha’.J To be cognised is not a
quality of the object, but a relation ‘sui generis’.

The argument about the production of a new quality

of ‘cognisedness’ in the object on the analogy of rice

cooked is untenable, since we distinctly 2)erceive

cookedness in the rice when it passes from the state

of uncooked rice to the cooked rice, while we do not
perceive any quality of cognisedness or any such

* Vido Parthasarathimi^ra, SdstradipiJid. p. 157-161.

^N.K. p. 96.

t T.B. p. 54-65. ‘jnana visayatvatiriktayor jnatatayah abhavat’,

S.P. p. 58. ‘jnatata ju^a vifiaya sambandha eva’.

7
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change in the object cognised.* Besides, if a cognition

is known throng the peculiar property of ‘cognised-

ness’, this ‘cognisedness’ would be known by the
production of another cognisedness in it, and so on
ad infinitum. And if, in order to avoid this regress,

cognisedness is regarded as self-luminous, we may as

well admit cognition itself as self-luminous.f

Sdntarahsita’s criticism of Kumdrila

:

According to Vijnanavada too, self-revelation is

the essential nature of eognitions,J and so Kumarila’s
theory of the other-manifesting nature of cognitions

comes for a bitter attack in ‘Tattm 8amgraJta\
Santaraksita quotes from *Sloha Vdritika', Sunya
Vada, verses (184-187) and criticises the theory of

‘Paraprakaia’ as untenable.§

Kumarda contends that a cognition has no power
to manifest itself, its illuminacy consists only in its

showing an external object. To this, Santaraksita’s

reply is that a cognition must apprehend itself, for

when a cognition apprehends an object, it must either

be distinct from it or non-distinct. If a cognition is

distinct from an object, it never apprehends it, and
if it is non-distinct from it, then it is apprehended
in the apprehension of the object.

Santaraksita, therefore, shows that one of the

two consequences must follow if cognitions are not

admitted to be self-revealing. Either the object

remains unapprehended or there is an infinite regress,

for, if a cognition is by nature unconscious (jada)

and cannot apprehend itself, then the cognition being

itself imperceptible, the apprehension of the object

N.K. p. 96. ‘Ananubhavat’.

^N.K. p. 97. ‘Athayam evaprakaSa-jfiane kalbi pradvesalb’.

J A'tma-sanjvedanam eva sadaiva jflanam’. ‘Tatt. Sam,
"Vol. I. p. 699. v6rS6 1999.

I Tottoa Samgraha. verses 2012-18-21-22,
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also will become imperceptible, there would thus be

no knowledge. Or, if the cognition of an object

requires another co^itive act to reveal itself, then
this cognitive act will also require another cognitive

act and so on. It will thus lead to an infinite regress,

and we can avoid it only if we assume that all cogni-

tions are self-luminous, and that they do not require

any other cognitive act to manifest them.*

Jayanta puts the same Vijnanavada arguments

thus

:

If the Realist admits that a cognition manifests

an unconscious object which cannot manifest itself,

he must also admit that a cognition cannot apprehend
an object until the cognition itself is first apprehended,

even as a luminous lamp cannot manifest other objects

’without itself being first perceived. If it be replied

that a cognition cannot be apprehended at the' time

of its
.

production and when it is manifesting other

objects, the answer is that, "“it can never be appre-

hended at some other time, because it will remain
the same and not acquire any new characteristics by
virtue of which it will be apprehended at some other

time’.f

This is similar to the Vedanta reply to the Nyaya
position that if a cognition is not apprehended at

the time of the first cognition (Vyavasaya), it will

not be apprehended at all. Hence the Realist must
admit that there is an apprehension of a cognition

before there can be an apprehension of an object.|

Thus it is said, that an object cannot be perceived

unless its cognition is also apprehended. ‘Apratyak-

sopalambhasya narthadrstih prasiddhyati’.§

* T.S. VorstB 2025-2022, 27, 28 and Paiyika.

^N.M. p. 537-38. ‘na cet kalantaro api na syat’. etc.

J N.M. p. 538. ‘Arthagrahana vadinapi purva jnana grahanam
ava^ya^rayaniyam’

.

§ N,M. p. 638, ‘Quoted from Dhaimakirti’.
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But the Eealist retorts that if cognitions were
self-luminous, they would appear in the form of ‘I

am blue’, and not ‘this is blue’.* But the objection

hardly appears reasonable. By the self-luminosity

of cognition is not meant that cognitions are cognisers

or that they have a ‘self’. A cognition should not
appear in the form of ‘I am blue’, if the cognition is

not the ‘I’. Hence* the critic is beside the point,

for self-luminosity means only the immediate percepti-

bility of cognitions without suggesting that cognitions

have a self, or that a cognition perceives itself.

‘Svapramdnaiva and Svaprakdsatva’,an inconsistency

in Kumdrila’s Philosophy

:

The Mimansa is noted for its unusual view of

the authoritativeness and tho validity of all cognitions

,

as such. The view is taken from the ‘Jaimini Sutra

1, 2, and 5, and is developed by both Kumarila and
Prabhakara in their respective works of ShkavdrPika

and Bhhati. Kumarila expounds the view in Sloka

vdrttika, Sutra II. It is maintained that all cogni-

tions as soon as they arise are inherently endowed
with validity. Thus, starting from the supposition

of an inherent quality of truth of the cognitions, what
is to be established by subsequent investigation, is

not their truth, but their falsity. The question is

asked, wherein tho truth of a cognition can lie ? It

can lie either in its own self or outside itself, i.e. in

the excellence of the sense organs etc. But if the

truth of a cognition depended upon external condi-

tions, and did not originally belong to it, then, for

the practical experiences of life, one would have to

wait till the soundness of the external apparatus of

knowledge has been established beyond doubt.

Let us take an example. If a man, with the

intention to write, perceives a pen and picks it up,

• N.M. p. 541. ‘napi avapraka^am jnanam aham ifllam itya

ptatibhasaf.
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he does so under the assumption of a belief in the

validity of his perception. In other words, his cogni-

tion is its own ‘pramana’. The ‘Pramanata’ of the

cognition comes from within itself, ‘Svatah’. No one
after seeing a pen ordinarily broods :

—
‘let me think

if this perception of mine is valid, for it may as well

be invalid. Are my senses in perfectly excellent

condition and are other circumstances of cognition

favourable to a valid perception? Am I sure that

it is only a pen I have just seen and no other object ?

etc. etc.’ If such was the normal procedure of thought
after perception, all practical activity of life would
become paralysed. But such, however, is not the

case, and this establishes the self-validity of our

cognitions. And therefore only those cognitions are

false which are either due to defects in our sense organs
’ or which are later on sublatod. But all other cogni-

tions are i/pso facto true.*

Eumarila goes on to add, that if cognitions did

not have this ‘Sakti’ of self-validity, nothing could

produce it in them. If the validity of a cognition is

made to depend upon conditions other than itself,

the process would lead to an infinite regress without

establishing the validity of cognition at all. Hence the

‘Svatahpramanyam’ of all cognitions. While in other

systems of epistemolo^, it is the truth of a cognition

which has to be ascertained, in ‘Mimansa’ epistemology,

on the contrary, it is the falsity which has to be esta-

blished. The validity of an apprehension cannot

come from outside ‘paratah’, and even when a cogni-

tion is later on sublated and disproved, it only dis-

proves the validity that originally belonged to the

previous cognition. If validity did not already

belong to the previous cognition, it could not later

on be set aside.

The. question now is, how is this theory of the

‘Svatahpramanatva’, i.e. the intrinsic validity of cogni-

*S.y. Sutra n.
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tions, related to the ‘Svatahpraka^atva’ or the intrinsic

cognisibility of cognitions. It seems reasonably clear

that the two theories mutually imply one another
and are complementary if not actually identical.

To say that a cognition is inherently valid is only
to say that it is self-luminous. ‘Svatahpramanatva
means only ‘Svatahjnanatva’. Just as when one
has perceived an object, he does not doubt that he
has perceived that object, similarly one does not
doubt that he has cognised when he has cognised an
object ; the reason being

; that in both cases, cognition
or awareness carries its own revelation along with
itself. If cognitions were not self-luminous and had
to depend for their own co^isibility upon other
conditions, then their intrinsic validity too, could
not be immediately and directly established. Li fact,

the concept of the intrinsic validity of cognition pre-

'

supposes the intrinsic cognisibility of cognitions, if

at all any distinctions can bo made between the two
concepts of ‘Svatahpramai^iatva’ and ‘Svatahpra-
ka^atva’.

One looks in vain for anything more than the
self-luminosity in the concept of self-validity. Self-

validity hardly means anything more than self-cogni-

sibility, which is the same as Dharma-Kirti’s famous
assertion, that if one does not believe in the cognition
as directly cognised, one could never establish the
cognition of anything. Besides, almost the very same
arguments of infinite regress and the impossibility
of apprehension, apply against the theory of non-self-

luminosity of cognitions which are advanced against
the extrinsic validity of cognitions. Our point is

that hardly any difference of any importance can
at all be made between the above two concepts.

Yet strangely enough, Kumarila who advocates
the theory of ‘Svatahpramanatva’ in Sutra II of his

Shha Vdttika turns later on, an opponent of the
theory of self-lumiuosity of cognitions in the ‘Sunya-
vada’ of the same Varttika. His criticism of self-
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illuminacy of cognitions, is unsatisfactory, half-hearted

and unspirited. No serious argument is advanced
except the analogy that cognition is like the light

in the eye which only illumines other objects but

not itself. Just as it is not in the power of the eye

to illumine itself, so is the case with cognitions too.

We have considered in detail elsewhere,* the

inappropriateness of the analogy of the eye and the

cognition and have also shown the difficulties of a
theory of non-self-luminosity. The point here is to

consider if one can reasonably hold the theory of the

intrinsic validity of cognitions and in the same breath

deny the theory of the intrinsic cognisibility of cogni-

tions.

It seems clear that - what is not intrinsically

'cognised cannot be established as intrinsically valid

also, for what is dependent for its cognisibility upon
later cognitions and inferences, cannot guarantee its

own validity which can then be only extrinsic and
due to external conditions. If the intrinsic validity

of cognitions is to be admitted in order to avoid an
infinite regress, the same must also be the case with

the intrinsic cognition of cognitions. Kumarila admits

that if validity did not belong to the cognitions in-

herently and intrinsically it could not be stamped
on them from outside. Exactly the same must be said

with regard to cognisibility too. If cognisibility did

not belong to the cognitions intrinsically and inherently

at the very first stage, it could not, at any later stage,

be imported into them.

Cognitions are either cognised or uncognised and
if they are cogiused, it is far more satisfactory to

hold that they are immediately cognised than they
are subsequently cognised. Nor can we maintain

the view that cognitions are unco^ised, for in the

first plate, it would be absurd to maintain that objects

* Chapter IV.
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are cognised without the cognition being cognised,

and secondly, all systems of thou^t agree in holding

that the cognitions are cognised by some means and
at some stage.

If the above analysis of the relationship of the

two concepts of the self-cognisibility and self-validity

is correct, the question is, why did Kumarila contra-

dict himself ? It seems that Kumarila has been
inadvertently led to a criticism of ‘Svapraka^avada’
in his chapter on ‘Sunyavada’ by the force of an
overpowering anxiety to combat the ‘Vijnanavada’

theory of the essential sameness of the subject and
the object of knowledge. It is generally feared, that

the concept of self-illumiuacy of consciousness or the

theory of immediate perception, if established, would
add weight to the subjectivist theorj' of ‘Vijnanavada’.

Kumarila, therefore like most anti-subjectivists,

is anxious to maintain an absolute externality, mde-
pendence, and otherness of the world of objects as

against the theoiy of their being oidy a form of the

inner subjective series of cognitioixs. As against the

subjectivist Vijnanavadi, who does not make an
absolute distinction between the subjective and the

objective, it is thought necessary to uphold, that the

two separate worlds of the inner cognitions and the

outer objects, do never fuse into one another or appear

indifferently both as subjective states and as outer

objects. Kumarila’s process of mind would be like

this :—To admit that cognitions are self-luminous is to

admit that an object can be both a subject and an
object, and to admit this is to play the game of the

subjectivists, ergfo-cognitions cannot be self-cognised.

Kumarila therefore maintains, that nothing can

be both a subject and an object, and that the two
functions of the knower and the known cannot belong

to one and the same cognition. Cognition, therefore,

cannot be self-cognised, because a wide gulf 'between

the knower and the known must at all cost be main-

tained in order to combat the subjectivists. Cogni-
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tions cannot be admitted to be their own objects,

whatever may be the consequences of a theory of

cognition by another cognition or by inference.

Thus, pressed by the aieed to maintain an absolute

distinction between the internal states of cognition and
the external world of objects as against the solipsist,

Kumarila forgets what he had previously propounded
in his second sutra, pressed under a similar need of

maintaining the immediate and intrinsic validity of

the Vedic injunction. He obviously thought, that

without the theory of an intrinsic validity of cogni-

tions, the inlierent authoritativeness of the Vedas
could not be maintained. But m his zeal to demolish
completely the subjective idealism, he overshot the
mark by attacking the ‘Svatahprakasatva’ of congi-

^
tions, little seeing the iiiconsistency involved in it

’ and his own earlier position.

It is not a little difficult to see why, in order to

restore the objectivity of our cognitions as against

the subjectivists, it should at all be considered obli-

gatory to deny self-cognisibility of cognitions. Yet
the practice has been fairly common with a certain

section of philosophers in spite of the repeated de-

claration, that by the theory of the ‘Svatahprakasatva’

of cognitions is not meant, either that cognitions do
not have an extra-mental basis, or that cognitions

are their own subject and object. On the contrary,

a theory of self-luminosity of cognition is perfectly

compatible with the belief in the fullest externality

of the object of cognition, as shown by Sankara,

who retains both the self-lmninosity as well as

the objectivity of cognitions, and yields to none
in his opposition to the Vijnanavada subjectivist.

To say that cognitions are grasped unmediately and
simultaneously along with the objects cognised, is

not to say that cognitions and their extra-mental

substratum are identical, which is the conclusion

feared by the anti-subjectivist. Nor to say that

cognitions are self-luminous is at all to maintain
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with the Buddhist Vijnanavada, its theory of the

non-reality of objects apart from the cognitions.

Yet the two contentions have often been unfortunately

confused and taken as necessarily implying one another,

and philosophers, with the exception of Sankara and
Prabhakara, have not taken pains to separate the

two distinct issues of the self-cognisibility of cogni-

tions and of an absolute subjectivity of cognitions.

The former, as an epistemological problem, is far

narrower in scope than the latter problem of the

ontological stattis of objects. The epistemological

doctrine of the self-cognisibility of cognition can in

no way be identified with a metaphysical doctrine

of the mental solipsism of reality.

Kumarila is therefore inconsistent, for either the

cognitions are not intrinsically valid or they are also

intrinsically cognisable. He cannot have it both
ways, i.e. retain ‘Svapramagatva’ and destroy ‘Sva-

praka^atva’, for the two notions stand or fall together.

It is refreshing to note in this connection, that

Prabhakara, who fully shares with Kumarila his

theory of the self-validity of cognitions as well as his

opposition to the subjectivist Vijnanavada, con-

sistently maintains, unlike Kumarila, the theory of

the self-luminosity of cognitions too.

Sridhara’s criticism of Self-iUuminacy

:

Sridhara criticises Prabhakara by saying that a

cognition is not necessarily self-aware, and conscious-

ness does not necessarily involve self-consciousness,

for instance, in ‘this is a jar’, the self and the cognition

are not apprehended ; there is simply the apprehension

of the object jar.* The primary cognition is always
of the object only, but this cognition also may be

apprehended in the secondary apprehension, ‘I know
the jar’, but it is not always so. This se,condary

*N.K. p. 91. ‘Ghato’ yam ityetasmin pratiyamane jnatr-

jaanayorapratibhasanat’.
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consciousness does reveal itself and the self, but in it

there is the mental perception of the jar as qualified

by the cognition of the self.* And therefore origi-

nally, and in itself, cognition is not self-aware. It

would be too much to bring consciousness and self-

consciousness both at the same level. Thus while

the possibility of awareness of a cognition is not

denied by Sridhara, he denies that all primary
cognitions carry their own self-awareness along with
them. According to him, consciousness is not self-

cognisable specially as we have no instance of one
and the same thing being both the object and the

instrument.f The lamp too which is cognised by
man is made cognisable by the eye. But this objection

is based upon a misunderstanding. The fact that

the lamp is made cognisable by the eye does not
• render the light of the lamp non-luminous, just as

the fact that the sunlight is not revealed in the absence

of certain conditions does not render the sunlight

non-self-revealing. The self-luminosity of conscious-

ness is not affirmed in any antagonism to usual psycho-

logy of perception, but is only to declare that when-
ever consciousness is produced, it is cognised at once

without further mental act to cognise it. But Sridhara

aslis, ‘What is it that is cognised ? is it the object

cognised or the cognition cognised ? If the latter, then

instead of an object being cognised, the cognition

would be cognised’.^

But the above is a needless dialectic, for cognition

is never separate from the object cognised. All

cognition is the cognition of an object, and hence

every case of self-illuminacy of cognition is also a

case of the cognition of an object. Here Sridhara

* N.K. p. 92. ‘GhaUm aham janamiti jnane jiiatrjfianavi-

siftasyarthasya manasa pratyaksata’.

p. 90-91. ‘Ekasya kanaa-karanadi bhave drstanta-

bhavat’.
•

t N.K. p. 91. ‘Yadyarthasya praka^as tadutpatter aiathasya

samvedanam syat na tu svasya etc. etc.’
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makes an absolute distinction between cognition and
the object cognised which is hardly justifiable. If

there is no cognition of the cognition in ‘I see a jar’,

where is the guarantee of the real existence of the

cognition of the jar itself which the Eealist takes

for granted ? And, hence, Sriliarsa meets the Eealist

with his own weapon when he demands a guarantee

for the reality of the cognition itself on which all other

operations depend, ‘What is there to indicate that

the cognition is real ? why should it not be unreal ?*

Thus whenever cognition taltes place, there never

arises the doubt, ‘do I cognise ?’ or ‘do I not cognise ?’

which clearly proves that cognitions are self-revealing.

Jayanta's criticism of self-illuminacy

:

But the most vehement criticism of self-illuminacy.

of consciousness comes from the Nydya Mdnjarl of

Jayanta Bhatta. His criticism is confined firstly

to the emphasis on the other-manifesting nature of

consciousness, and secondly to a denial of the notion

of the ‘aparoksatva’ of consciousness, which is a

corollary of ‘svaprakasatva’. The doctrine of ‘Sva-

prakasatva’ is allied to the theory of immediate intui-

tion of consciousness which also lias to be combated
by the great Eealist Jayanta.

Consciousness according to Jayanta manifests

other objects but not itself. It is not self-luminous

because it does not manifest itself when it apprehends
other objects. It is like the illumination produced
in the eye which illumines an object and not itself.

Just as in order to manifest the colour of an object

it is not necessary for the eye to be itself manifested,

similarly, a cognition too, does not require an appre-

hension of itself in order to manifest its object.f Self-

manifestation is not necessary for other-manifestation.

* K.K.K. p. 52. ‘Ko brute, sati sa vrttih, asatyova na kutah’.

1[N.M. p. 641. ‘Upalambhotpada evartha-drgtih, na punaru-

palambhadrstilji’.
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The essential nature of a cognition is to manifest its

object.* The reply to such an untenable position

has already been given by the Vedantist and the

Vijnanavadin that if the cognition is not cognised,

the object too could not be cognised.| It is contra-

dictory to suppose that an object is perceptible if its

cognition is imperceptible. The unmanifested cannot
manifest an object without also manifesting itself.

The analogy of the eye is not applicable
; for neither

the light of the eye is a cogniser nor is it a cognition.

The light in the eye is not the same thing as the light

of consciousness ‘cit praka^a’. The three types of

light, viz. of the eye, of the physical lamp, and of

the ‘caitanya’ consciousness, are to be clearly distin-

guished. Much confusion in the controversy has

been brought in by confusing the one with the other

•on the basis of part resemblance. The eye is only

an instrument, and may itself be hidden, and yet

achieve its purpose of showing an object, the lamp
illumines only in the sense of dispelling darkness,

while it is the light of consciousness alone which
illuminates in the sense of making Imown an object,

as opposed to the non-apprehension of an object or

‘visaya ajnana’.

It is interesting to note the analogies of the Eealist

and the Idealist in illustration of th'^ir respective posi-

tions with regard to the self-luminosity of cognition.

The Vedantist takes the analogy of the light of the

lamp and the Eealist that of the light of the eye to

establish his point, both forgetting for the moment
that consciousness is in reality like none of these,

and that the anologios are meant to convoy only the

sense of a particular epistemological peculiarity.

Jayanta finds fault with the analogy of the lamp
when it is advanced to show that a cognition should

be self-apprehended even as the lamp is. The analogy

is false .he says, because a cognition illumines an

* N.M. p. 541. ‘Art.hapraka4atmaiva khalupalambliah’.

I K.K,K. p. 60. ‘Anyathatu bodha svarupam eva na siddhayet’.
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object in quite a different sense from that, in which a
lamp illumines an object. There is an essential

difference between the two, and while both are of the

nature of illumination, one is conscious, while the other

is unconscious. Hence we cannot argue that just

as light nrust first be perceived in order to illumine

other objects, so a cognition must first bo apprehended
in order to manifest its object.* One would have, on
the contrary, supposed that the essential difference

between consciousness and the lamp would be counted
more in favour of the self-illuminacy of consciousness

than in favour of the lamp, but Jayanta draws a
different conclusion, and infers from this analogy a
character of consciousness Avhich makes it ‘para-

praka^a’, and not ‘svapraka^a’.

Ja3'’anta’s next argument is that we never have
an experience of a self-luminous object in the world.f
But a ‘light’ and a ‘word’, ‘sabda’, are obviously such
objects. A word manifests itself, its meaning and
an object, all at once

;
so does a light. According to

Jayanta, a word and light are not self-luminous,

because they also depend upon other conditions to

manifest themselves. Like Sridhara, he also argues
against the self-luminosity of consciousness on the
basis of its dependence on other factors in the psycho-
logy of cognition, which, however, is never contro-

verted. What is controverted is only the cognition

of cognition by a subsequent and later cognition.

It is not realised that the theory of self-luminosity

of consciousness just establishes a third alternative

of possibility between ‘Avedyatva’ and ‘Vedyatva’.
It is held that consciousness is neither an ‘Avedya’
nor ‘Vedya’, because it is ‘Svavedya’. Citsukha defines

self-consciousness as ‘Avedyatve sati aparoksa vyava-
hara yogyata.’J It is the possibility of this distinction

* N.M. p. 542.

t N.M. p. 642. ‘Svapraka^sya, kasyacidapy adrstatvat’.

I Citsaukha TattvapradvpiM—Svaprakata Vada,
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between ‘Vedya’ and ‘avedyatve sati vyavahara
yogyata’ due to ‘aparoksatva’ that is missed by the

Eealist in this discussion.

But the theory of ‘Aparoksajnana’ too, is regarded
as contradictory by Jayanta. To him, the self cannot
be an object of immediate intuition for the same
reason for which it cannot be an object of mediate
perception. The self or consciousness is either an
object of mediate perception, or it is not an object

of any kind of knowledge at all.*

Thus, Jayanta denies the self-luminosity of con-

sciousness on the basis of its dependence on other

instruments of cognition on the analogy of the “light”

and the “word.” Ho tries to establish only the other-

manifesting quality of consciousness, without really

seeing the contradiction involved, either in the appre-

hension of an object through an unapprehended
cognition, or in the infinite regress, if one cognition

is to be known by another. He is also hampered
in his reasoning by not keeping before him the

differences in the analogies of the eye, the lamp and
consciousness.

Barndnuja’s criticism of Self-iUuminacy

:

According to Eamanuja, who is called an ‘Ardha-

Svapraka^a-Vadi, consciousness does manifest itself

under certain conditions but not to all persons under
all conditions and at all times. “It is self-lmninous

in the sense that it manifests itself at the present

moment through its own being to its own substrate”.f

Let us examine this position in some detail. We
read ‘The contention that consciousness is not an
object, holds good for the knowing self at the time

* N.M. p. 432. Tratyaksa^ca na bhavati aparoksaSca bhavati

iti citram’.

fE.B. 1.1.1. p. 27. ‘Vartaniana da^ayam sva-sattaiva eva-

iia3rain piati piakaSamanam’.
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it illumines other things, but there is no absolute rule

as to all consciousness never being anything but
self-luminous, for common observation shows that

the consciousness of one person may become the object

of the cognition of another’.* So that, consciousness

is sometimes hmdnoiis and sometimes not, a really

difficult position to maintain. To say that there is

a time when consciousness is not luminous is virtually

to give up the point in favour of self-illuminacy alto-

gether, for a thing can neither take up a quality that

does not really belong to it, nor can it discard a quality

which belongs to it (by Svarupa). To argue, as

Kamanuja has done, that consciousness illumines itself

at some times and under certain circumstances, is

either to altogether give up the distinction of con-

sciousness and its modifications or to play with the

term “consciousness” loosely. The consciousness of'

a person when it is known by anotlier, and is in the

state of an object in the mind of another, is quite

different from the consciousness of the knowing person

who is aware of it. There is no difference between
one object and another as ‘objects of consciousness’

even though one of the two objects of consciousness

happens to be the previous ‘consciousness of another

person’. Consciousness, in its essence, as consciousness

is all alike. The difference is not between one state

of consciousness and another (which again, as states

of consciousness are similar), but between a state of

consciousness and consciousness as such. It is this

difference that Eamanuja overlooks when he asserts

that consciousness is not luminous because it is later

on known as an object. Consciousness is not identical

with its own modifications which are not claimed

to be self-luminous. The mistake is often committed,

for the two are inseparable and in actual experience

* E.B. 1.1.1. p. 24. Yattvanubhuteh svayam praka^atvam

uktam tadvisaya-prakasanavelayam jfiatu^ atmanah tathaiva, na

tu sarvosam parvada tathaivoti niyamosti, paranubhavasya bano-

padanadi li'igakaniimana-jnana-visayatvat, svanubhavasyapy ati-

tasy ajnasisam iti jnaua visayatvadarSauat.
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one is never found -without the other. It is

impossible to understand Eamanuja’s ‘nor can it

be said that consciousness by becoming an object

of consciousness (as if it could) could no longer be
conscious, for, from this it would follow that one’s

own past states, being objects of consciousness, are

not themselves conscious.* It is clear here that by
consciousness he understands only ‘the objectified

states or modes of consciousness’, and this obviously

cannot be equated with the awan^ness of these very
states. We are hero not concerned with a particular

object of consciousness but rather with the conscious-

ness itself which is aware of its particular modification.

• To say that consciousness is not a luminous entity,

because it can later on become a past state or an
object of consciousness is like saying, that the sun
*cannot be called luminous, because, it was shining,

or is at present shining hidden by the wall (and hence
known only by inference). Our past states are cer-

tainly hot conscious in the sense of themselves being

aware of themselves. Besides, it is not past states,

or for the matter of that any state, that is ever

conscious. It is alwiiys a conscious self or consciousness

that is conscious. The reference, therefore, to the

past states or to the contents of consciousness is

in this comiection fruitless.

According to Eamanuja then, the only meaning
of self-illuminacy of consciousness would be that, ‘it

shines forth or manifests itself through its o-wn being,

to its own substrate and at the present moment’; or

‘again, that it is instrumental in proving its own object

by its own being’. One may ask, what is the signi-

ficance of ‘at the present moment’ here ? Is it the

suggestion that consciousness is not conscious when
it is not conscious ? But that would be a simple

tautology like saying that the sun is shining when

* B.B. 1.1.1. p. 24. ‘Svagatatitanubhavanam paragatanu-

bhavanam ca anubhavyatvenananubhutitva prasangat. Anubhu-
teranubbavyatvo ananubbatitvam api doruktam’.

8
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it is shining, and not shining when it is not shining.

Does it then, mean that consciousness is not capable

of illuminating itself to its own substrate in its essential

and inherent nature ? And then, it may well be
asked, what other object is not in some way instru-

mental in proving its own object by its own being ?

Will that mean that other objects too, besides

consciousness are self-luminous in an identical sense ?

To Eamanuja, there is no difference between
consciousness as such and any other object in the

universe. Consciousness is an object in a world of

other objects and differs from other objects, not in

any fundamental sense, but only as one object differs

from another. To retain illuminacy for a while

and also to deny it permanently in the manner of

Eamanuja, is to say the least, extremely unsatisfactory.

His position is far less consistent or logical than that

of the much-blamed Naiyayikas in this matter. For,

if consciousness shines forth only ‘at the • present

moment’ and can be an object of itself like any other

object, it is, in fact, not at all different in essence from
an object which is unconscious. When we remember
that Eamanuja does neither believe in the possibility

of an ‘aparok^a jnana’, (immediate intuition) nor in

the essential ‘cit’ nature of the Atman, it becomes
difficult to see how according to his theory, he can
either avoid the infinite regress of cognitions, or save the

Atman from being reduced to the level of ‘jada’ neither

of which would be agreeable to Eamanuja himself.

Self-illuminacy and absolute immediacy of consciousness

:

The concept of self-illuminacy (svatahpraka^atva)

is closely related to the immediacy of consciousness

(aparoksatva). Immediacy is not the character of

empirical thought or discursive reasoning. The
doctrine of the denial of self-illuminacy to consciousness

must inevitably lead to the denial of the doctrine of

a transcendental, and immediately intuited unity of
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consciousness. The doctrines of consciousness as

‘Aparoksa’ and ‘Svapraka^a’ must go hand in hand.
We ordinarily make distinctions between being and
knowing, or between an object and the knowledge
of an object. But tho transcendental or the
‘Aparoksa’ consciousness is equally the ground of this

distinction of subject and object, knowing and being

as well. All distinctions are within tho immediately
intuited consciousness in which the distinctions of

knowing and being merge. This peculiar character of

consciousness in which to know is to be, and to exist

is to be known, and whore there is no intermediary

between the knower and the known, the ‘grahaka’

•and the ‘grahya’ may be called its “absolute imme-
diacy”. This is signified by describing the self as at

once ‘svapraka^a’ and ‘apsiroksa’. Not only that

this ultimate principle of revelation does not

require another light for its own manifestation, but

it is an absolutely immediate experience in which
there is no distinction of subject and the object,

the knower and the knovm. It has revelation in its

own existence. It is immediately experienced though
not known through the senses. Anindriyagocaratve

satyaparohsatvaf .

Tho inmiediately intuited consciousness exists

as a self-subsisting reality in which the distinctions of

subject and the object or knowing and being merge.
It exists as self-revealed even in the absence of any
other object, much as the sun continues to shine even
though there be no objects to be illuminated. Thus
the ‘svaprakasa’ is also ‘Aparoksa’, for what is not

dependent on anything else for its own manifestation,

also exists without tho mediation of anything else,

for in reality there is nothing else excepting tho self-

effulgent Atman.* To say, therefore, that conscious-

ness is ‘svaprakaia’ is the same as to say that it is

‘aparoksa’.

• Brh. 4.8.22 ,
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It ia true that ordinarily, consciousness appears

to be a term signifying a relation of the knower and
the known, but a little reflection would tell us that a

consciousness of relation too is a relationless con-

sciousness, which is grasped as an indivisible unity,

all at once, like a flash of lighting. It is also true

that the same object cannot be both the subject

and the object, but wliat is stressed here is, that

ultimately, consciousness need not bo either a subject

or an object and yet be itself, a complete and
undifferentiable light.

Self-Luminosity of Consciousness and Mysticism

:

The theory of self-luminosity of consciousness as

ma'ntained by theTdea4st is held in order to vindicate

the uniqueness of the nature of consciousness which is

entirely unlike the nature of an unconscious object.

Consciousness is like nothing else in the universe.

It is only like itself, essentially self-effulgent. This

‘Svayani-jyotih’ character of consciousness is denied

by the Eealist who pulls down consciousness from
the higli pedestal of superiority given to it by the

Idealist, and relegates it to a position of equality

with other objects in the universe.

Now this idealistic theory of the self-luminosity

and the absolute immediacy of consciousness is shared

in common both by Idealism and Mysticism.

Mysticism too, emphasises the intuitive nature of

self-realization and the ‘svatah-praka^atva’ of con-

sciousness. But though on this point. Idealism and
Mysticism are both opposed in common to Eealism, it

does not, therefore, follow that Idealism and Mysticism
are necessarily one and the same. The foregoing

considerations about the self-luminosity of conscious-

ness are based upon an examination of the nature of

knowledge and consciousness as involved un an act

of cognition and should not necessarily imply an agree-

ment with Mysticism on other points. But if by
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Mysticism is also meant a distrust of the finality of

discursive reasoning which always grasps Eeality

through the distinction of subject and object, and
which always perpetuates the distinction between
being and knowing, then the Idealistic theory of the
‘Aparoksa jnana’, is very near the mystic attitude

of the immediate intuition of Eeality. Idealism

and Mysticism meet on the common point of the
immediacy of conscious experience, and affirm the

unity of being and knowing; but, while Mysticism does

so by exalting being, Idealism achieves the same by
exalting knowledge.

The view of the self-luminosity of consciousness

is therefore, not necessarily mystic. It is here pro-

pounded as the basic epistemological presumption of

•all knowledge-situation.

Consciousness is sui generis

:

The cognitive relation is uniqtie and sui generis.

It is called ‘Svarupasambandha’. It is defined as

“the rotation which must be held to exist in a case

where determinate knowledge or judgment ‘vi^ista-

jnana’ could not have been affected by another relation

of ‘Samavaya’ or ‘Sanyoga’.* “The effect of knowledge,
as distinct from the act or the process of knowledge,

is neither the physical object in itself, nor a merely
mental state”.'!' It is the essence or the ‘svarupa’

or the ‘what’ of the object known. It is quite different

from other relations and is like itself only. It is not
like the relation of time, space and causality. It is

quite different from any other inter-objective or inter-

subjective relation. The relation of knowledge should

bo regarded as foundational and. we should not seek

to re^esent what is foundational by the analogy of

anything but itself.

* Nyaya KoSa—^Bfumacarya.

t Indian Phihsopliy. Vol. 11. p. 124.
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Udayana holds that there is a ‘svarupasambandha’
relation between a cognition and its object by virtue

of which the former is a subject ‘visayin’ and the latter,

an object ‘visaya’. Between a cognition and its

object, there is no intermediary reality in the form of

‘Cognised-ness’ (jnatata) as supposed by Kumarila.
The natural relation between a cognition and its

object by virtue of which the former apprehends
the latter is called ‘visayata’ or objectivity which
constitutes the ‘svarupasambandha’ between a
cognition and its object.* Hariddsa also declares that
a particular relation of ‘svarupasambandha’ deter-

mines the relation of cogntion and its object.f

Conclusion

:

The question of the self-illuminacy of conscious-

ness is an important one for two main reasons.

Firstly, because the alternative to the self-illuminacy

of consciousness is the theory of a series of cognitions

of a cognition, in which case, it is impossible to avoid

the ‘anista’ of an infinite regress, consciousness

must be held to be not only other-manifesting, but

as essentially self-manifesting. It should not stand in

need of any other instrument, agency, or act to

manifest itself. To reduce consciousness from a self-

manifesting to a merely other-manifesting level, is

to make knowledge or apprehension of an object

impossible. It is its uniqueness as a self-revealing

light that distinguishes it from anything else in the

world, and also puts it above everything else in the

‘democracy of things’.

Secondly, consciousness is something foundational.

It is that to which all else is presented. It is in this

sense, ultimate. It cannot itself bo presentedJm like

maimer either to itself or to any other thing. It

* Nydya Kusumdnjali with Haridasa Tika. 4.2.8-4.

t "Ghatajfiana” ity atra ghatajfianayoli svarupa eva samban-
dhah”.
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cannot be divided into the distinctions of knower
and known. It is ‘Svayamsiddha’ or self-established.

It stands as an eternal witness and as the source and
the essence of all manifestation, itself unmodified and
ever shining in its own light, and grasped in an unitary

and direct intuition.

The notion of consciousness as self-luminous is,

therefore, a vital one for the Idealist, for, if, conscious-

ness is not accepted as essentially self-luminous it

must necessarily lead to a metaphysics of reality in

which consciousness cannot have an ontolog cally

independent and an epistemologically privileged

. status. Self-luminosity of consciousness means
immediacy of consciousness. Lnmediacy means loss

of distinction of subject and object, which further

. means a faith in a unitary, and undifferentiated

consciousness which exists, and illumines itself, is

‘svayamjyotih’ and is the principle of illumination in

all experience and knowldge.



CHAPTER V.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL NATUEE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS.

The contradictions of the problem

:

Tho purpose of tliis chapter is to examine the

problem of self-consciousness with a view to under-

stand the nature of consciousness and to see how
various theories of self-consciousness lead to the

conclusion of a unitary and a distinctionless con-

sciousness. It is shown here that the problem of

self-consciousness must necessarily involve the two
’

difficulties of (1) an infinite regress in the cognitions

of the self, and (2) an objectification of the subject.

Those difficulties are shown to bo insurmountable in

any theory of self-consciousness whether realistic or

idealistic, strongly suggesting, that tho problem of

self-consciousness is a pseudo-problem and that the

attempt to know the subject in the manner of an object

is unsound. The true self is ipso facto self-conscious

and revealed, and is yet not amenable to any
division within itself of the cogniser and tho cognised.

The true self is not cognised as an object of knowledge,
and tho psychological self which is cognised, is not

the true self. But as a substantial help to this

understanding, we must guard ourselves against the

confusions that have grown round tho term, self-

consciousness.

The term self-consciousness is ambiguously used
almost indifferently in more than one sense and thus

gives rise to unnecessary perplexities. It may for

instance, be used either for consciousness of the self as

an object given in introspection, i.e. for the empirical

ego, the ‘jiva’ and the ‘jnata’ who is alternately both a
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pbject of experience as well as an object of experience

in an act of self-introspection ; or, it may stand for

the transcendental and the pure Subject-consciousness,

which, though not known in an act of knowledge
as an object, is yet known to exist as the ultimate

subject and the pre-supposition involved in all know-
ledge. Similarly, consciousness too, may stand either

for the ultimate metaphysical consciousness which
is unchanging and eternal, or for the psychological

and the changing consciousness which constantly

appears and disappears. The former cannot be
objectified, and the latter is not consciousness but
only its content. It is absolutely necessary that we
do not pass on, in the course of the discussion, from
one meaning of the term to another as it actually

happened with some philosophers.

The Upanisads

:

The Upanisadic doctrine of the Atman as the

basic and the ultimate pre-supposition of all knowledge,

and of the self as the Absolute Knower which would
not be known as an object is indeed Avell known and
so, according to the Upanisads, the self is devoid of

attributes,* and hence cannot be perceived by ‘Manas’.f

It is beyond the categories of space, time, and causa-

tion which are applicable only to the phenomenal
world. It is itself the knower of all things. How
can the knower itself be known It cannot be

comprehended by intellect, because it makes the

intellect itself go.§ It is the Thinker but not Thought.||

It is the witness, the seer, and the know^er.^ Lastly,

it is all-comprehending, ‘Bhuma’. In it there exist

*Kath. 3-16.

^Ken. 1.5. Katha 3.12. Taitt. 3.4.1.

XBrh. 2.4.14.

§ Brk. 8.4.2. “Na mater mautaram manvithal^”.

\\Brh. 3.8.11.

^ Pra4m. 6.6.
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all relations.* It is beyond duality and distinctions.

Thus by its very nature it cannot be an object of

knowledge. Yet it is not unknown, for this ‘Atman’
is knowablo as the ‘pratyagatman’ apprehended by
‘adhyatma yoga’f and can be realised by the pure

in heart.J It can bo realised by super-intellectual

intuition, ‘prajna’.§ Thus, though unknowable in the

usual way of knowledge as a ‘prainoya’ it is yet realised

through higher intuition.

The Admits view of Sanhara

:

According to Bankara, there is only one reality

of the Absolute and the universal consciousness which
alone exists without any duality or distinction within

or without it. All distinctions of knowledge into

the knowor and the known pertain to the realm of

a seeondaiy reality. The absolute consciousness is

immediately intuited because it is self-luminous. It

is called ‘Brahmanubhava’. There is thus no self-

consciousness in the sense similar to the consciousness

of the ego. The Atman cannot know itself even as

fire cannot burn itself. It cannot become an object of

knowledge.]] It is not an object of mental perception

or intellectual apprehension.^f It carmot be an object

of perception because it cannot split itself into ‘jnatr’

^d ‘jneya’.$ Yet it can be apprehended by hi^er
intuition.^

* Ch. 7.24.1,

t Kafka. 2.12.

} MundcJca. 8.1.8.

^ Kafka. 2. 24. S.B.

II
Brh. 2.4.14. ‘Na, cagneriva Atma Atmano vi^yo na ca-

vigaye jikananmpapadyate.

^Brh. 3.8.11.

$ Taitt. 2,1. ‘Na hi niravayavasya yugapat jfieya jfiatrtvopa-

pattih’.

£ S.B. 3.2,24-23. ‘Enam atmanam nirasta-samastapiapaucara

avyaktam sau^radhanakale patyanti yoginaV*
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Later Admitists

:

Vacasfati Miira holds the same view that the
inner Atraa is manifested only when limited in the

condition of ‘Jiva’.* It is the ‘jnatr’, ‘kartr’, and
‘Bhoktr’ as ‘jiva’, but as ‘cidatma’ it is not an object

of self-consciousness.|

Govinddnanda holds that what is apprehended by
self-consciousness is the active ‘jiva’

4

AppayyadlMita holds that the jiva as determined

by the mental modes is apprehended as the object

of self-consciousness, and as determined by ‘Ahah-

kara’ is apprehended as knowing subject. Thus_ there

is no contradiction in the apprehension of the Atman
itself.§

Pfulmapdda raises the objection of contradiction

in the apprehension of the Atman by itself by drawing

the fundamental distinction between the ‘visayin’

and the ‘visaya’. The nature of an object is ‘idam’,

of the Atman is ‘anidam’, hence the Atman can never

know itself. It is the Ahahkara which is the object

of self-consciousness and not the true solf.||

Vidydranya also holds the same view and says

that the Atman is not possessed of the dual character

of the ‘jnatr’ and ‘jneya’ which the Ahahkara has

* Bhdmatl 1.1.1. ‘Jivo hi cidafcmataya svayam-prakasataya

avisayopyopadhikena rupona visaya iti bhavah.

^Bhdmatl 1.1.4. -Ahampratyayavisayo yah karta karya-

karana-sahghatopahito jivatma tat saksitvona paramatmano'
hampratyaya-visayatvasya pratyuktatvat*.

XB. Prdbhd. 2.3.38. -Yo’hamadhigamyali sa karta sa ova
jivah*.

^K.T.P. 1.1.1. ‘Aham sukhityadyanubhavat sukhadivisista-

rupona karmatvam, antahkaranavisistarupeua karLrtvam’. Page
89, N.’ S. Press, Bombay. 1915.

11
Pancapadikd. ‘Asmatpratyayatvabhimato ’haiiikarah, sa ca

idamanidamrupa-vastugarbhah sarvalokasaksikah.
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and hence, it is only the Ahankara that is the object

of self-consciousness.*

DharmardjddJivanndra too denies self-conscious-

ness to the pure Atman and says in 'the Veddntapari-

bJidsd, that ,n deep sleep, the Atma persists as the

witness only, and not as the Tcnower, because the Ahah-
kara is then resolved at that time in the universal

nescience. There is consciousness of the self only

so long as there is Ahankara, and no longer.

Citsuhhd holds that the Atman is self-luminous

without being an object of cognition.f

Thus according to Advaita Vedanta, consciousness

is of two kinds (1) ‘nirupadhika’ and (2) ‘sopadhika’.

The first cannot have the character of an object, and
is, ‘nira^raya’, and ‘nirvisaya’. It is identical with
being, ‘samnatra rupa’ to which ‘jnatrtva’ does not

belong. It belongs only to the (2) the sopadhika

Atman or the Ahankara which is a modification of

Avidya. True self-consciousness, therefore, is not the

consciousness of the self as an object given in intro-

spection
; and neither introspection ner inference can

establish the reality of the true self as a ‘prameya’

as supposed by the Nyaya philosophers, for the Atman,
in the light of which all the universe shines cannot

itself bo presented as an object. There would bo the

difl&culty of the ultimate subject becoming an object

if true self-consciousness was possible.

The SdnhJiya-Yoga

:

For an understanding of the problem of self-

consciousness according to the dualistic position of

Sankliya-Yoga, it is necessary to understand how

* V.P.S. p. 63. ‘Yadyapyatma niraii^atvad avisayatvaccan-

lona va svarupona va nasya jnanasya viaayah, tathapyaka^aprati-

bimbagarbhitadarpana-vad atmanyadhyastam antah'karanam

atmapratibiiaba-garbhitam ahampratyaya rupenavabhasate’.

t CUmkhi. ‘Akarmatvaccatmauabi svaprakaSatvam’.
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ordinary perception takes place accordingto this theory.

It is supposed that the transcendental ‘Buddhi’ goes
out to the object through the channels of sense-organs

and assumes the form of the object ; but it cannot
yet manifest the object as it is unconscious. It

manifests the object to the self only when the
reflection of the self is cast upon the unconscious
‘Buddhi’ modified in the fonn of an object. Thus
the self knows a.n external object only through the
mental modification on which it casts its reflection.

This is the view of Vdcaspati Miira as expounded in

his TattvavaUdradl.*

Vijmnabliiksu thinks that there is also a mutual
reflection of the self on the ‘Buddhi’, and of the re-

flected ‘Buddhi’ on the self, and that it is through
this double reflection that the self comes to know the

external object.f

Now if this be the procedure of the ordinary

perception, then the question is, how can the Self

be conscious of itself ? It cannot directly Imow
itself, much as we cannot see our own face. But we
can infer it through its reflection, for the reflection

must have an original. Thus what we know is not

the true self and what is true self is not directly Imown.f

Yoga thus holds that the self is always a knower,

the witness, ‘saksin’, the seer, the spectator, (drastr),

so it can never turn back upon itself and be truly

self-consciousness. But it can know itself through

its reflection in the ‘pure Sattva’, unmixed with ‘Bajas’

and ‘Tamas’, by supernormal intuition ‘pratibha jnana’.

But it comes to this : that while the pure self can know
the empirical self, the empirical self cannot know the

pure self.

*Y. B. (1) 7., (2) 17.10., (4) 22.

t Yoga Vdrttiica on 1.4. and 8.35. S.P.B. 1.87.

J “Na ca pnrusapratyayena buddhi sattvatmana puruso dr^yato,

purusa eva pratyayam svatmavalambanam pa^yati” Y.B. 3.35.
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There is thus a clear contradiction in the self

being both the subject and the object and the theory

of reflection in a dualistic metaphysics does not much
improve the situation

;
for either there is in reality

no consciousness of the self which is a spectator and
a “kevalin”, or there is the consciousness of an illusory

and the reflected self. Vdcaspati tries to avoid the

contradiction by saying that, while the transcendental

self is the subject of self-apprehension, the empirical self

is the object of self-apprehension.* But this is virtually

to maintain that the self is Imownonly transcendentally

as implied in all cognition as a subject and is never

Imown as an object. Self-consciousness according to

S.Y. should be impossible, for either the self illusorily

identifies itself with the modifications of ‘Buddhi’

in a state of experience, in which it is not to be

known in its purity and essential nature, or it is not

identified with the modifications of ‘Buddhi’, in which
case, there is no possibility of any experience or cogni-

,
tion whatever. Self-consciousness arises in the field of

' objective and empirical consciousness out of a confusion

between the nature of the seer and the seen.f What is

‘seen’ is not of the nature of the ‘seer’, and what is of the

nature of the ‘seer’ is not ‘seen’. Let us ask if in self-

apprehension, it is the ‘Buddhi’ which knows the self, or

the self which knows itself ? The first alternative is not

possible, for ‘Buddhi’ is unconscious, the second would
be self-contradictory. Vijndnu-hhiksu who holds that

the self can be Imown and yet avoid the contradiction

of being both the knower and the known goes against

the view of Vydsa and Vdcaspati who regard the pure

self as the subject of apprehension only and never

the object.^ But his interpretation does not seem
to be in keeping with the traditional Sankhya-Yoga
distinction of the ‘DrSya’ and ‘Drastr’.§

T.V. on 3.35.

t Y-S. 2.6. ‘Drgdar^ana^aktyorekatmatevasmita’.

j Atmakaravrttyavaochinnasya jfiafcrtvat kevalasya jneyatvat.

§ Y.F. on 3.35. ‘Atmakaravrttyavaochinnasya jnatrtvat

kevalasya jneyatvat.
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The view of Prahhdhara

:

According to Prabhakara, Saravit being ‘Triputi’

in nature, the self is necessarily known in every act

of cognition, for the self-luminous cognition manifests

not only itself but it’s support, the Atman too, much
as a flame manifests its own wick.* Ho does not

accept any distinction between the Atman and the

Aliahkara which are held by him to bo identical.f

According to hhn therefore, there is no occasion for

a contradiction in the consciousness of the self by
itself. For, whenever the self is known, it is known
not as an object but as a subjecit necessarily revealed

by the ‘Triputi samvit’ in the revelation of an object.

The self is to be known as a subject of cognition and
not as an object.f This position of Prabhakara is

rather new in as much as it neither accepts the realist

view, that the self is known as an object, nor the Advaita
view that it is self-revealed. It strikes a middle

course by maintaining that the Self is known as a

subject involved in cognition and revealed by it as

such. But ultimately, it also fails to solve the diffi-

culty of self-knowledge for, there can hardly be made
any distinction between the self being known and
being known as an object.

Self-misciousness according to Nyuya Vaisosika :

According to N. Eealism, self is not of the nature

of self-illumination, and is apprehended either by
means of perception or inference. The Naiyayikas
generally admit that the self is an object of inference,

but some Naiyayikas hold that it is an object of per-

ception as well.

* V.P.S. page 53. ‘Ghataiuaham janami iti atra svaprakaia-

vijnanam ghatadin visayatvona, atmaiiam ca a^rayatvena sphorayati’

and V.P.S- page 56. ‘Kmnbhamaham janami ityadisu visaya

samvedanasya svaprakasasyaarayatvena pradipa^rayavartivat

praka^amano, hamkara atmaiva’.

t F.P.S. p. 66.

j BrJiatl p. 15. ‘Samvittaya eva hi samvit samvedya na
samvedyataya’. .
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While Gautama makes it an object of inference,*

Vatsyayana makes apparently conflicting statements.

In one place he says, ‘The self is not apprehended by
perception, Atma tavat pratyaksato na grhyate.’f In

another place he says, ‘The self is an object of yogic

perception’.^ The two statements can be harmonised
by saying that the self is not an object of ordinary

perception, but is an object of supernormal perception.

Udyotahara holds that the self is an object of

perception, because it is an object of ‘Ahaihpratyaya’

which is of the nature of direct perception.§

Jayanta holds that the self cannot be established

by perception, nor is it self-apprehended It is esta-
.

blished by inferenceH and the qualities of pleasure,

pain, etc. ‘suldia’ ‘duhldra’ and ‘jnana’ are the marks
of this inference. And since these qualities cannot

inhere in any other object except the self, wo infer

that self exists.

TJie Vaisesika view

:

Kandda holds that self is not an object of normal
perception but is an object of higher intuition, through
a particular yogic conjunction.^f

Sankara Misra holds that though the self as

modified by its specific qualities is an object of internal

perception, yet the pure self is an object of yogic

perception only.$

* N.8. 1.1.10.

t N.B. 1.1.9.

J N.B. 1.1.3. ‘Pratjrakflam Yimjanasya Yogasamadhijamafcma-

mansoh samyogavisosad-Atma pratyaksa iti.*

§ Tad evam ahampratyaya visayatvad atma tavat pratyaksah.

11
N.AL p. 433. ‘Na pratyaksa atma napi svatah cot^atiti

sthitah*. Stmano anumanagamyatvam. Also N.M. p. 431. ‘Atma
paroksa iti siddhara*.

% ‘Tatratma manascapratyakso. V.S- 8.1.2.

$ F.S.D’. 9.1.11. ‘Atmanyatmamanasoh sanyogaviSesadatma-

pratyaksam’.
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^rWma also holds that while the empirical self

is known through ordinary internal perception, the

pure self is known only through yogic perception after

constant meditation with undivided attention on the

self, and after complete withdrawal of the senses from
external objects.*

The realists deny the Advaita claim of the imme-
diate intuition of the Atman based upon its self-

luminous nature and Jayanta offers the following

important criticism of it in his N.M.

(1) The distinctionless transcendental conscious-

ness is never experienced.

• (2) Consciousness is not self-luminous because we
are not conscious of other selves.

(3) Sankara’s theory of ‘Aparoksa Jfiana’ is self-
*contradictory because ‘aparoksa’ also is a kind of per-

ception. If the self manifests itself, it must be appreh-

ended, and hence it is both the subject and the object.

(4) There is no other way of knowing the self

than the knowledge of it as an object.f

Now, if the self is to be revealed only as an object,

either of perception or of inference as claimed by
Jayanta, we really forget the fundamental difference

between the self as self, and the self as not-self. It

is not sufficiently realized that if the self which is

absolutely different from an object is reduced to the

status of an object in introspection, it is also virtually

reduced to the position of an unconscious object;

for, an inability to become an object or to discard the
character of the subject constitutes the veiy essence

of the self. The self must ever remain as a subject

without ever becoming an object. This is what we
have called the second difficulty of the problem of

self-consciousness, viz. ‘the objectification of the self’.

196. ‘Svabhavikam tu yadasya rupam. . . .vahir

indriyebhiyo manah. . . .S.tmatatvam sphutibhavati’.

\NM. p. 482, .

9
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The Bhdtta view

:

Kumarila seems to accept the view that the self is

self-luminous,* but his follower Pdrthasdrathi Misra

does not accept this view and holds that the self is

an object of mental perception.! It is neither an

object of inference as held by the Nyaya, nor of imme-

diate intuition (Sankara), nor a subject of object-

cognition as held by Prabhakara, but is an object

of simple mental perception. To the Nyaya theory

lhat self is an object of inference, Bhatta replies

that if the self can be an object of inference, it can

as well be an object of perception. The Nyaya
might suggest that the self, being formless, could

not be perceived, but the Bhatta retorts, that so is

the feeling of pleasure formless, which according

to Nyaya is an object of perception. There is no

reason why the self cannot be perceived. Thus, there

is no escape from the position that the self is an

object of perception.

Pdrthasdrathi tries to avoid the contradiction in

self-consciousness by saying that self is both a subject

and an object in two different senses. It is subject

as consciousness but object as a substance.J

Bhatta attacks Sankara’s theory of the self-

illuminacy of consciousness on the basis of its loss in

dreamless sleep. If the self were self-luminous, it

would not lose its luminosity in dreamless sleep. And
because it is not luminous, it must, then, be regarded

as an object of internal perception.*

*S.F. Atmavada 142. Atmanaiva prakaiyo, ’yam atma-

jyotir-itiritam,

p. 347. ‘Manasa-pratyaksarup-ahampratyaya-gamyo

jnata. Also page 351, 349. ‘Na visaya-vitti-kartrtaya avabhasah,

kintu manas-aham-pratyaya-karmataya avabhasa^.

X S.D. p. 849-53.

* S.D. 852. ‘Susuptau aprakaSat natmanah syaprakasatvam,

ata^ manaspratyakga gamyah*.
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Thus there can be the following possible theories

of consciousness of self :

—

(1) Self is perceived by ordinary mental per-

ception like any other object.

(2) It is known not by perception but by
inference.

(3) It is known by a higher and super-normal

perception.

(4) That it is perceived neither as an object,

nor through inference, but, by reason of its

self- luminosity, wo have an immediate in-

tuition of it.

•

All these theories can be brought under the two
broad classifications of Eoalism and Idealism. The
•realistic attitude leans towards a theory of some kind
of perception of Ihe self, i.e. towards an objectification

of it, normal or super-normal and towards a know-
ledge of it by inference. The Idealistic attitude,

holding that the self is essentially incapable of becoming
an object, leans tow'ards the (conclusion that it is

answerable noitlier to perception, nor to inherence

but being self-luminous, is immediately intuited and
is known as a presupposition of all cognitive activity.

To the Idealist, the self being the ultimate basis

of all Itnowledge, it is as impossible to perceive it as

to mount one’s own shoulder. That, however, does
not mean that it is unmanifested, for the alternative

to the self-illumination of the self must be the un-
consciousness of the self which would be absurd. The
realistic account of self-consciousness leads us into

the difficulties of infinite regress. If the self is

perceived, it must be perceived as an object, to which
must be posited a perceiver, which also must in

turn be made an object of perception and so on ad
infinitum’, with the result that the ultimate self is left

unperceived. This is the first difficulty. But there

is a second an(i| a more objectionable difficulty.
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In the process of self-consciousness, the self, whose
nature as a subject is sharply distinguished from

an object, is known not as a subject—as is its true

nature, but has to be known as an object, i.e. as is not

its true character. Self-consciousness, therefore, forfeits

its purpose of revealing the self as a subject. The
ultimate subject either remains unknown or is known
in a character which does not belong to it.

If the realistic account of self-consciousness must
inevitably lead to these difficulties, a way out of it

must be found in the self-luminosity and the immediate

apprehension of the self. But while the Eealistic

attitude towards self-consciousness has the danger

of degrading the unique status of the self-luminous

self to the level of an unconscious object, the Idealistic

attitude of emphasis upon its basic character an^
transcendental nature has the risk of the Self’s being

lost or altogether denied as actually happened with

the Madhyamika Buddhist. There is a sense in which

both the Eealist and the Idealist deny the reality of

self and consciousness and come very near the Madhya-
mika position. The realist denies the self by making it

essentially unconscious and by imposing upon it in the

process of self-consciousness the status of an object.

He denies the self-subsisting reality of consciousness

by making it a temporary phase of an accidental

conjunction of circumstances which does not fully

explain knowledge and experience. The idealist, on
the other hand, denies* the self or consciousness by
insisting upon its transcendental, unchanging and
distinctionless nature, and by insisting upon its in-

comprehensibility to empirical sources with which
alone we are familiar in the practical world.

The difficulty of the Eealist position is due to

the fact that he does not take his stand on the self-

revealing and independent nature of consciousness or

* He does not altogether deny it, but only rationalistically.

And therefore it is held that the instruction about the true nature

of the Atman should be taken on authority. -
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self. The difficulty of the Idealist, however, is that

he cannot empirically establish the difficult fact of

self-knowledge. A solution of the difficulties is, there-

fore, sought to be found in the Advaita recognition of

the two orders of consciousness.

The Two Bedims

:

The Idealist makes amends for his theory of

transcendental consciousness by his hypothesis of the

two orders of being and a dual realm of reality, the

‘Paramarthika’ and the ‘Vyavaharika’. He affirms

the reality of the phenomenal self and the changing

consciousness, but relegates it to a lower or a practical

cealm and what he affirms of the ‘Paramarthika’

realm, he takes away from the ‘Vyavaliarika’. This

is nothing special. All true theories of consciousness

•have to provide, at some stage, for both the transcen-

dental and the phenomenal aspects of consciousness.

According to Sankara, the key to the understanding

of the problems of consciousness lies in the under-

standing of its ‘Paramarthika’ and the ‘Vyavaharika’

aspects. We have self-consciousness in the ‘Vyava-

harika realm, in which we do perceive the self, but

it is a self which is not the true self. It is only the

self as conditioned and qualified by the internal organs.

We do not have self-consciousness in the ‘Paramarthika’

realm, in which the true self exists as the only reality,

as ‘no other’, as the objectless subject, and as the sub-

strate and the basis of the distinctions of the known
and the knower, and not as either the knower or

the known. ‘The fiction of independent individualism,

the belief in the Ahankara and the fiction of isolation

must be discarded in the way for salvation’.*

An eoBcmination of Bdmdnuja's criticism of ego-less

consciousness

:

According to Eamanuja, self-consciousness is an
essential and inseparable feature of consciousness.

* 'Some basic principles of Indian Philosophy’. B. Reimam
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Self is a conscious subject which never loses its self-

hood* ‘Ahaihpratyaya’. The Ahampratyaya is present
even in deep sleep though in a dim degree.'}' This
theory of the eternal presence of the self-consciousness

comes in conflict -with Sankara’s theory of the eternal

presence, not of a consciousness of self-hood which
is an illusory superimposition, but of a self-less and
distinctionloss presence of consciousness and Eamanuja
offers the following criticism of it.

Eamanuja’s first criticism against ego-less con-

sciousness is, that egoity is not something illusorily

superimposed on the self ; for if that wore so, there

would be such a consciousness as ‘I am consciousness’,

and not as we have in our daily life, ‘I am conscious’,j
This should clearly prove that self is a subject of

consciousness. The one and unitary consciousness

cannot be divided into two parts of ‘I’-ness and ‘con-

sciousness’, the one being held illusory and the other

as the only reality. But this criticism of Eamanuja
is both true as well as irrelevant. If there is an
empirical consciousness, it invariably involves the

duality of subject and object and the upholders of the

distinctionless consciousness never deny this pheno-
menal aspect of consciousness which must necessarily

be in the form of ‘I am conscious’, and cannot possibly

be in the form of ‘I am consciousness’ which would bo

,
meaningless. It is admitted on all hands that empirical

knowledge revels in the distinctions of the knower,
the known, and knowledge. What is affinned is that

this distinction is not final and ultimate.§ On the

other hand, if by consciousness is meant the pure

duality-less consciousness it could not possibly be

in the form of ‘I am consciousness’, for the ‘I’-noss

is as unnecessary to it as ‘this-ness’. It can be only

*1LB, 1.1.1. p. 29. ‘Ahaihpratyaya siddho hi asmadarthah*.

1.1.1. p. 35. ‘Susuptavapi naham bhava vigamah*.

tB.B, 1.1.1. p. 31.‘ Anubhutiraham iti pratlyeta,‘na anubha-
vami aham iti pratitih*.

lb

§S.B. 1.1.4. Avidya kalpitam vedya-veditr-vedana bhedam*.
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in one form and that is subject-less objectless con-

sciousness. The witnessing self which is ‘Sak§i’,

‘Kevala’, and ‘Nirguna’ cannot be identified with

the jiva’ which is actually undergoing the modifica-

tions of experience.* But Eamanuja could never

see the need of just such a consciousness. To him,
. consciousness or the self could never be without egoity.

He asks, ‘Do you mean to say that knowledge appears

to itself? The Self is not mere knowledge but the

subject of it’. And the general principle is that

whatever appears to itself appears as an ‘I’, and
therefore, even granting that consciousness appears

to itself, it will appear in the form of ‘I’. Hence
•‘what constitutes the inward self is not pure conscious-

ness but the ‘I’.f

Eamanuja’s second criticism of ‘Sankara’s dis-

’ itnction of self and egoity is an attack upon the belief

that the unconscious ‘Antabkaraua’ can come to

possess the character of a knower. Sankara held

that since egoity or the character of a knower involves

action and consequently change, it could not belong

to the unchanging consciousness. Action and change

must be the property of limited consciousness and hence

the qualities of ‘Kartr’ or agent, and ‘Jilatr’ or knower
must belong to the ego or the ‘jiva’, the lower principle

of consciousness.^ But to Eamanuja it is manifestly

absurd that the non-intelligent ‘Ahankara’ or the

‘Antahkarana’ could become a knower.§ The agency

of knowledge cannot belong to the unconscious Ahan-
kara. Nor can Sankara’s theory of egoity as a re-

flection of the Pure Self be tenable. ‘How, we ask,

is this becoming a reflection of intelligence imagined

* PimcadaM. X. 11-ff. Nityalalasthito dipah prabhum sabhya-

nloa nartakim, dipayed avi^esena tadabhave’ pi dipyate.

tE.B. 1.1.1. p. 35. ‘Ahamartba ova pratyagatma na jnapti

matram’.

X8.B% 2.3.40.

§ B.6. 1.1.1. p. 32. ‘Na juatrtvamabamkarasya’ na kadacidapi

ja^asyaban]»ra9ya.juat;tva sambbavai^’.
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to take place?’ Does consciousness become a re-

flection of ‘Abankara’ or does Abankara become a
reflection of consciousness ? Tbe former alternative is

inadmissible since tbe quality of being a knower would
not be allowed to consciousness

;
and so is tbe latter,

for tbe non-intelligent can never become a knower.*

Tbe Advaita reply to tbe above is that tbe un-
conscious Abankara manifests tbe consciousness even
as tbe band manifests tbe light of the sun. But
Eamanuja retorts that, to say that the non-intelligent

Abankara should manifest the self-luminous self has no
more sense than to say that a spent coal manifests

the sun.f The relation of manifestation cannot at all

hold good between two contradictory natures of*

consciousness and ‘Abankara’, The Advaita illus-

tration of the hand and the sunbeam is untrue, for
_

‘in reality the sunbeam is not manifested by the hand
'

at all’.J

Moreover, the concept of a knower does not

involve a concept of change. Eamanuja denies,tbe

fundamental tenet of Sankara that to be a knower
is to be changing and hence different from tbe un-

changing consciousness. The ego as a subject of

knowledge is not necessarily an active and changing

principle. ‘Nor can it be maintained that to be a

knower is something essentially changing’.

§

According to Eamanuja, the Atman is eternal,

and its natural quality of consciousness too is eternal.

But it is yet consciousness subject to contraction and
expansion,which are due to the accidents ofthe ‘Karma’

* B.B. 1.1.1. p. 82. ‘Kimahankarachayapattih samvidah, ut

4tsamviccliayapattir-ahadkarasya’

.

t ^antSngara ivadityamahanikaroyadatmakah,svayamjyotisam
atminam vyanaktiti na yuktimat’. Quoted by E. N. in 1.1.1.

%R.B. p. 32.

§ B.B. 1.1.1. p. 32. ‘na ca jnatrtvam vikryatmakam, jnat^tvam
hi jnana gunaSrayatvam jnanam casya nityasya svabhavikadharmat-
vena nityam’.
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of the person in the cycles of existence, it is not the

natural property of the self. ‘The quality of an agent

is not, however, essential to the self, but originated by
‘Karma’, the self is essentially unchanging’.* It is

difficult to see here any difference at all between the

position of Sankara and his critic Eamanuja when
both virtually believe in the eternity of the self as

well as of consciousness, but attribute change and
action either to the unconscious ‘Ahahkara’ or to the

mere ‘accidents of Karma’. In fact, Eamanuja’s two
above quoted remarks, (1) ‘Nor can it be maintained

that to be knower is to be essentially changing’, and

(2) ‘It is subject to contraction and expansion due
•to accidents of Karma, and the quality of an agent

is not essential to the self but is originated by ‘Karma’,”
are identical which are meant by him to be different.

If the self is admitted to be ‘essentially unchanging’,

it matters little whether tho character of change and
egoity (knowership) is ‘due to the Antahkarana or

‘to the accidents of Karma’. The relevance of the

argument consists in the recognition of two orders of

consciousness, one of the status of the unchanging
and egoless, and the other of egoity and action which
Eamanuja too is virtually forced to admit.

Eamanuja next criticises Sankara’s notion of a

‘Saksi-conscious-ness’, a form in which tho egoless

consciousness is supposed to exist in deep sleep. To
Eamanuja, ‘Saks!’ and ‘ego’ are identical concepts.

He asks ‘what is tho meaning of a ‘Saksin’? By a

‘Saksin’ is meant some one ‘who knows about some-
thing by personal observation’, and one who does not

know an object cannot be called a Saksin’.f Mere

*B.B. 1.1.1. p. 82.

(a) ‘Svayam aparicchinnam eva jnanam sankoca vikasarham
ityupapadayisyamal/

.

(b) Tacca na svabhavikam apitu karmakrtam ityavikriya

svarupa GTatma*.

t B.B. 1.1.1. p. 36. ‘Saksitvam ca saksat jfiatrtvam eva, na
hi ajanatah sak^itvam, juata eva saksi na jnana znatram’.
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consciousness cannot be regarded as ‘Saksin’. Now,
though to be a Saksin is not to be devoid of knowledge
yet there seems to bo clear difference between the two
concepts of an indifferent and unaffected witness,

and the actual participator and the affected ‘Bhokta’

or the Jiva’. There is at least as much difference

betAveen a ‘Saksi’ and a Jiva as between an umpire
and a player in a game of football. The Saks!

knows but is not an actual and active participator,

and hence is not affected by the vicissitudes of the

game. The concept of a Saksi-conciousness is nece-

ssitated by the need of a self-same consciousness in

the midst of its changing modes ‘vrttis’ wliich are the

actual and active agents.* The active modes of

consciousness and the quickly successive phases of

ego-hood cannot themselves explain the conscious

phenomenon without the assumption of a Saksi-

consciousness behind them.

Kamanuja, whilo justifiably rooted in the concrete

aspects of consciousness, unjustifiably overlooks the

unenipirical background of his empirical super-structure,

as most on-lookers in a game notice only the winning
and the losing player and not the unaffected umpire.

Besides, if there is no difference between a ‘Saksi’

and a ‘Jiva’ and if a ‘Saksi’ must always have an
‘other’ to look on, then this permanent state of the

duality of the knower and the known would make
omniscience ‘Sarvajnata’ or the state of all knowledge
impossible. The imperfect knower ‘jiva’ must at

sometime so completely know everything that there

is no ‘other’ left outside itself and then he is called

not a ‘jiva’ but a ‘Saksi’.

Ego-less consciousness and deep sleep

:

A study of deep sleep provides a fruitful back-
ground for a theory of the true nature of consciousness

* Pancadasi 10 .9-19 .
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as a distinctionless eternal presence. Such an eternal

consciousness as exists in deep sleep or in the fourth

state ‘Turiya’ is consciousness but not self-conscious-

ness, because there are no objects in the dreamless

sleep in opposition to which there may arise the ego

consciousness, ‘Ahampratyaya’. Self-consciousness is

the consciousness of the self as mediated through the

consciousness of objects as is the case in the wakii^

and the dream state. But since this mediation is not

possible where there are no objects, there is consequently

no self-consciousness in dreamless sloop in place of

which there is only a distinctionless or a ‘nirvisaya’

and ‘cinmatra’ presence. And conversely, where

•there is a mediation through the presence of objects

as in waking and dream states, there is also the presence

of the differentiated consciousness in the form of the

‘Jiva’ which revels in the distinctions of the ‘Aham’

and ‘Idam’. But there is then, no manifestation of

the ‘nirdiraya’ and the nirvi^ya ‘jnapti matra cit

praka^a’, which also, is nevertheless present as the

basic substrate.

Eamanuja says that the ‘I—consciousness’ is not

very clear in deep sleep for lack of external objects.*

He, therefore, accepts the main principle that

consciousness is due to the mediation of external

objects, and that ego-consciousness is the one extreme

of the polarity of consciousness of which the object-

consciousness is the other extreme. So that whore

there is no possibility of this mediation, there is no

self-consciousness. The question, therefore, is whether

in deep sleep there is unmediated consciousness or a

mediated consciousness.

Eamanuja accepts that there are no objects in

deep sleep and hence no possibility of any mediation.

*B.B. 1.1.1. p. 85. ‘tamoguriabhibhavat paragarthanubhava-

bhavaecakamarthasya vivikta-sphuta-pratibhasabhave apya-

prabodhadaham-ityekakarena atnianali sphura^at suguptSvapi

nabam bbava vigama’^’.
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The only alternative left therefore is either to deny
the presence of consciousness and thus to affirm a
break in the continuity of consciousness, or to admit
the existence of an eternal consciousness, unmediated
by external objects. Ego-consciousness must exist

only in polarity with object—consciousness. It must
go in the absence of its objects. Eamanuja cannot

retain the one without retaining the other also. He
destroys the object-consciousness but wants to retain

the ego-consciousness. In deep sleep, either there is

self-less consciousness or there is a lapse of con-

sciousness. Since the latter alternative is not acceptable,

the former alone is in keeping with the doctrine of

the polarity of subject-object consciousness. This'

self-loss consciousness is not either a psychological

self or a particular consciousness, but a consciousness

presupposed by all empirical and particular fluctuations

of consciousness and which itself cannot be apprehen-

ded as an object. Kamanuja’s theory upholding ego-

consciousness in sleep in the absence of object-con-

sciousness is beset with another difficulty, viz, of the

admission of degrees of consciousness which is not

consistent with the notion of its eternality. Eamanuja,
for instance, says that though the distinction of ‘I—ness’

is a permanent feature of our consciousness, it yet

fades and grows dim though it never ceases to exist.

This would lead to the admission of degrees of clearness

and faintness of the ‘I-consciousness’ which would
lead to the theory of perpetual modification of con-

sciousness into infinite shades of distinctions, and
would therefore destroy the concept of it as an un-
changeable principle. If the ‘I-consciousness’ expands
and contracts as he maintains, there is no reason why
it should not meet the minimum of contraction viz,

extinction and the maximum of expansion, viz, Abso-
lute I-less consciousness both of which are unpleasant
alternatives to Eamanuja.

That the seeming appearance of unconsciousness
in deep sleep is due to the absence .of objects and
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not to the absence of consciousness, is almost generally

acknowledged.* There is, therefore, no inconsistency

in accepting consciousness as the essence of self, and
yet postulating a self in deep sleep which is unconscious
of anything ; for the self, during deep sleep does see,

‘though it appears to see nothing’.f The self in such
a state is like the sun which consists essentially in

revelation or brightness, and is not thou^t of as the

revealer. Wherever there are objects distinct from it,

they get illuminised, while, when there are no objects,

it shines in its own light. J

The self in deep sleep is called the seer only on
> account of its essential permanent sight. K this

sight had been a mere activity or a mere accidental

property of it, then, of course, it would lead to its

occasional lapse into unconsciousness. But not the

sight which is its very essence. Siudi basic conscious-

ness must exist uninterruptedly but not the self-

consciousness whose existence is conditional and
depends upon the presence of objects and the conse-

quent modifications of ‘citta vrttis’. Hence, in the

absence of these conditions, the self is in a state of

unity with its real nature. It has no more any specific

type of knowledge and has no consciousness of outer

or inner, of the ‘other’ or ‘himself’, just as a man
loses all such specific consciousness when embraced
by his beloved.

The question is often put in Western Philosophy

that ‘If the soul is a principle of consciousness, what
would remain of consciousness if the necessary para-

phernalia of the material body of the senses (external

* S.B. 2.3.18. ‘Visayabhavad iyam acetayamanata na caitanya-

bhavat’.

t Brh. 4.3.23. (PaSyan vai na pasyati).

J Brih. 4.3.23. “Adityadayo nityapraka^asvabhava eva santah

svabhavitona nityenaiva prakasena prakaiayanti, na hi

aprakasatmanah santah prakasam kurvantah prakasayanti iti

ucyante*' iS. B.
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and internal) is taken away’? The answer to the

above is provided by the distinction made between
rational thinking and self-illumination

; in the

latter, all empirical thinking is set aside and only

the pure spiritual ‘Svaritpa’ of the self remains
without any differentiation or modification. The
view is supported by Yoga-Siitras* where the nature

of ‘Asamprajnata samadhi’ is expounded as a con-

scimisless consciousness, and the Purusa exists as

‘Bodhasvarupa’ or ‘Svarupamatra eva’. The pheno-
menal and noumenal consciousness differ in kind,

the former implying the three factors of, grahya,

grahana, and grahitr, a trinity, which the noumenal
knowledge wholly transeends.|

Thus, the hypothesis of eternal consciousness is

reconciled with the apparent gaps of unconsciousness,

because, it is the selj-consdjcnisness which is absent

during the gaps, and not the eternal consciousness

which never sleeps. The mediated consciousness which
is conditioned by the presence of objects is in turn

conditioned by the eternal consciousness which is not

conditioned at all. The consciousness of distinctions is

not a permanent feature of our spirit and the mediated
consciousness is not the only form in which conscious-

ness exists. All distinctions presuppose an undivided

and unchanging consciousness, which cannot, however,
be experienced during our waking or dream states.

It is necessary, therefore, to postulate consciousness

in deep sleep and an explanation of its apparent gaps

must be found in the absence of mediated self-con-

sciousness and not in the absence of consciousness

itself, i.e. consciousness exists even when there is no
consciousness either of objects or of the subject. It

exists, not as a self-conscious self or as conscious of

some particular object, but as mere “sciousness”. It is

this theory of the self-consciousless consciousness of

* Y.S. (1) 18.50.51. (2) 27.20. (3) 50. (4) 35.84.

ty.S. (1) 42-61. (2) 20.25. (3) 47.60.49.. (4) 34.
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Yajnavalltya which is here desired to be upheld by

showing, that all attempts to maintain a consciousness

of distinctions into self and not-self as an eternal

feature of our life lead to unresolved contradictions.

This Hindu concept of objectless and subjectless

eternal awareness as either ‘atyanta vivikta’, pure,

‘kevala’ or as Turusa’, and ‘cinmatra’ is more con-

sistent as an explanation of deep sleep and other

riddles of self-consciousness than the modern theories

of Idealistic thought which acce])t the concept of

eternal consciousness and yet reject the notion of

contentless consciousness. The modern idealist would

^
rather accept self-consciousness in deep sleep than an
objectless and contentless consciousness. But what

is forgotten is the fact, that even the consciousness of

distinctions and relations must presuppose a distinc-

tionless and relationless consciousness as the very

basis of these distinctions and relations.

The Conclusion

:

The foregoing study of the problems of self-con-

sciousness from the various orthodox systems of Hindu
thought has been made to show that, firstly

:

(1) Self-consciousness does not belong to the

realm of Pure consciousness, and the question of

self-consciousness does not arise if by consciousness is

to be understood the foundational and the pure

sciomness, free from all limiting adjuncts and without

distinctions of ‘I’ and ‘not-I’.

(2) Secondly, lhat no matter to what system of

thought wo Owe allegiance, no sooner do we descend

to the lower concept of a practical and ‘vyavaharika’

realm than we have to provide for a subject-object

distinction in consciousness, and thus have to make
room for a theory of self-consciousness. The question

as to how exactly the self is perceived, by inference

as held by Ny^ya, or by immediate intuition ‘Prati-
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bhajnana’ as held by the Vedanta and the Sahkhya-
Yoga, or by ordinary internal perception as held by
Kumarila, or again by perception as subject (Prabha-
kara), is of little significance in itself apart from
showing that it is never the consciousness as such,

but a modification or a condition of it which is

apprehended as the self, the ego or the ‘I’. This throws
an important light on the nature of consciousness as

in itself one, pure and indivisible.

(3) It has also been shown that in every case of

a consciousness of self, there occurs (a) an infinite

regress of selves and (b) an objectification of the
self which does violence to the nature of the subject'

as subject. Both these alternatives of either infinite

regress or an objectification of the subject are inadmi-
ssible though necessarily involved in self-consciousness.

These contradictions can be removed only by postu-

lating a higher self-loss consciousness in which alone

they can be resolved.

There is a need, therefore, of clearly recognising

two aspects of consciousness, the transcendental and
the empirical. The contradictions and the perplexities

of the latter are resolved in the former. On this

recognition is based the Advaita distinction of the

Atman and the Jiva. The Atman is the eternal light

of consciousness. The Jiva is the eternal conscious-

ness as limited by the organism, i.e. the sense-organ,

the “Manas” and the “Antahkarana”. The Atman is

the presupposition and the basis of all experience. The
Jiva can be the subject and the object both. The
Atman is never the object of consciousness. It becomes
an object of consciousness when it loses its purity

and is determined by its limiting adjuncts. The
Atman as the inner self is apprehended by immediate
intuition.*

* 8.B. Introduction, p. 10. A.S.S. ‘Na tavadayainekantena-

visayo, asmiit pratyayavisayatvat, aparoksatvacca pratya^tim
prasiddal^’.
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(4) Another important consequence of the princi-

ple of the contentless and foundational consciousness

would be the concept of an actionless self, for to be a
‘jnata’ implies the activity ( kriya

)
of grahapa or

knowledge. There can bo no activity in the Absolute.

Idealistic thought, following the method of an
a priori deduction of the necessary presuppositions

of knowledge, almost inevitably comes to the concept
of an absolutely unchanging, inactive, and self-same

static consciousness as the ground and the basis of

change and development. Nothing, therefore, that

grows and changes is truly real. Eeality or the
^atya’ becomes identical with the umnodifiably “nitya
and the ‘avikriya’.” Q^he realistic thought on the

contrary, in its reluctance to exceed beyond what
•is strictly warranted only by our observations of the

facts within empirical knowledge and experience,

necessarily arrives at a concept of evolution, activity

and dynamism as a more fundamental and a truer

feature of reality. Starting from these opposite view-

points, the divergence in their conclusions is not

surprising, for, to the Eoalist, the supposed and the

transcondentally existing reality of the Idealist

which does not either become something or modify
itself but stands isolated, remains not only empirically

unknown but also pragmatically inconsequential.

It is significant, however, to find, that in this

idealistic conclusion of the concept of a static conscious-

ness or the ‘Avikriya cinmatra’ as the supreme Reality,

and in relegating the role of change and dynamism
to a lower principle of reality, the non-dualistic view
of Sankara, and the dualisticview of the Sankhya-Yoga
both meet and agree in as much as, change and activity

belong only to the ‘jiva’ or ‘Avidya’ in the former,

and to (he unconscious Prakrti in the latter. In
Vedanta, the true self is free from it, and in the

Sankhya-Yoga the Purusa.

10



GHAPTEB VI.

THE TEANSCENDENTAL NATUEE OP
CONSCIOUSNESS.

Introdmtion

:

We saw in the last chapter that the problem of self-

consciousness led us to the presupposition of a selfless

transcendental consciousness. A satisfactory theory

of knowledge must make room for two kinds of con-

sciousness and two distinct principles one of which
undergoes modifications, while the other remains un-

changing and unmodified. The fonuer may be called

‘Antahkarana’, ‘Citta’ or ‘Buddhi’, & the latter ‘cit’ or'

‘Bodha’. Tho mental modifications & the ‘Antahkarana’
vrttis do not by themselves constitute laiowlodge

because left to themselves they are unconscious. It

is only when the liglit of tho consciousness or the ‘cit’

(which is other than the modes) holds them together

and illumines them that a knowledge of an object arises.

The distinction between ‘Antahkarana’ and ‘cit’,

the unconscious changing principle and the conscious

unchanging principle is so fundamental that it

must inevitably form part of any metaphysics of

consciousness.

The Yoga Bhasya gives three reasons for the reco-

gnition of this difference between mind and the self.*

The mind is different from the self, firstly, because
the former undergoes modifications and is active

while the latter is not ; secondly, because the mind
serves the purpose of the ‘cit’ for whom it is an object

while the transcendental Purusa has no ends to serve

;

and lastly, because the mind takes the form of ‘Sattva’,

‘Eajas’ and ‘Tamas’, while the self is free ‘and does
not take upon itself the quality of any one of these

* Yoga Bhdfya 2. 20 .
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constituents.* This transcendental consciousness exists

as a ‘Baksi’, ‘Kevala’ and ‘Akarta’,f and does not enter

into mutations, is different from its other counterpart,

the ‘Buddhi’, and exists as the pure subject incapable

of being reduced to a status which constantly enters

into mutations in the forms of the modifications of

the ‘citta’. Thus, the pure self is different from an
empirical knowledge-event because the fomier knows
the latter.J

This distinc/tion of consciousness into one un-

changing in the midst of change, and the other,

changing and varjdng according to its moulds
and contents has been a bone of contention and a

source of much confusion among philosophers. The
Eealists, like Kanada, Bridhara and Jayanta, and
•even the Idealists like Ramanuja, starting from the

solid ground of daily oxi)erienco, find a changing and
quickly succeeding consciouness, full of varying con-

tents, itself a result of a juxtaposition of circumstances,

involving an inevitable reference to an object and a

subject, as the only visible nature of consciousness.

And though the Eealist is forced to provide for a

constantly present and unchanging principle of re-

collection and personal identity in order to build up
a consistent series of experience ; he, yet sees nothing

beyond the em])irically verifiable facts of changing
consciousness, and thus feels compelled to deny the

“ghost” of the transcendental consciousness. But
to the Idealist thinkers of the Upanisads, the ‘Advaita’

Vedanta, and the S.Y. it is the very back-bone and the

basis of all experience without which no knowledge
even of the fragmentary type would be possible. It

is, therefore, useful to know what exactly are the

* Y.B. 2.20. ‘Parinamini hi buddhih, siddham puru§asya
aprinamitvam, pararthabuddihsvarthahpuru^ah, triguna buddhih,
gUQaimia upadra^ta puruHah’.

tS.K. 19. ‘Siddham saksitvamasya purusaaya, kaivalyam,

madhyasthyam, draftrtvam, akartrbhavasca’.

t Y.S. 4.18. ‘Sadajfiata^citta vrttaya^’.
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implications of a theory of transcendental consciousness

and how much is exactly meant by this assumption.

An additional interest attaches to this study of

the transcendental nature of consciousness because

the characteristic Hindu Thought has laid a special

emphasis on the transcendental nature of our being.

It has carried it to its farthest consequence in its

belief in a psychical entity entirely dissociated from

all experience as the truest reality.

The transcendental consciousness is eternal and all

pervading :

By transcendental consciousness is meant a con*

sciousness which does not change in time, is un-

changing, permanent, and in fact beyond the category

of time. It is not in time, for time is in it. The*

category of time itself is clue to consciousness

without which no time can be imagined. There was
never a time when consciousness did not exist, nor will

there be a time when it will cease to exist. The
antecedent non-existence or the consequent absence

of the present consciousness cannot be established

without tacitly assuming the presence of that very

consciousness which is desired to be denied at some
point of time. It stands immutable, ‘Kutastha’, as

an unceasing reality and stays as a permanent
spectator beholding all changes, himself unchanging.*

It is unmodified because it is the witness of all

modifications.! The concept of etemality means
existence in all the three divisions of time. ‘Sarva

kala vartamanam’.

It is ‘sarvagata’ and ‘vibhu’ like ‘AkaSa’. It

is unintermittent. It is infinite or ‘Bhuman’. It is

unlimited for there is nothing to limit it. Just as

*Brih. 4.4.16-17., C.U. 6.8., Kaiha Al4. 3.16. 2.22. t.S. 4.1^21.

otc.

t Paiusa-Sikhd Sutra in Y.B. 2.18,
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temporally, there is no time when Consciousness is not,

similarly spatially, there is no place where it is not.

In fact, considerations of it in terms of time and
space are meant only to aid our understanding of its

supra-temporal and supra-spatial nature. Transcen-

dental consciousness could not be considered in terms of

time and space. It is timeless and spaceless. Spatial

and temporal distinctions are themselves distinctions

within it and not of it. It is hysleron protero7i to

think of transcendental consciousness spatio-tompo-

rally.* The Upanisads say that since there is nothing

but intelligence at the time of origin, continuation and
dissolution, therefore “intelligence is AH”.f

It is uncaused

:

' Transcendental consciousness is uncaused because

there is nothing elso beside it which could precede it.

It has nothing ‘before’ it. It is therefore ‘aja’. And
since there is nothing else excepting itself, it follows that

it is not only uncaused but also micausing. It is free

from all the limitations of time, space and causation

which have a nieaning only as functioning within it.{

The Brahman is without cause or without effect

and can never itself become either the cause or the

effect of anything. The category of causation cannot

be applied to the Atman for, from the standpoint
of the ultimate existence, there could be no such thing

as an act of creation. Absolute non-production of

it ‘Ajati’ should be the only truth. If the ultimate

reality is perfect in itself, and seJf-satisfied-‘aptakama’,

then an act of creation can never be predicated of it.

From the transcendental view point, creation does

not exist, that we see it is due to our limitation of

the view-point. The empirical reality of the illusion

* S.B. Bfh. 3.8.7., 4.4.20., 2.4.6-f. CH. Up. 7.25.2., 3.14.

tAit. Up. 5-3.

iS.B. GJ^. 4.14, 20, 40. Brh. 3.8., 4.4.20., 6.19. K<4ha
2.14.18. Ch. Up. 6.1.3. Ma. 4.6.9.10.12.
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of creation does not exist from the standpoint of the

Absolute reality. The hypothesis of creation is only

an explanation given by those and for those who
must hold creation to be a fact, because they have
not yet seen the highest truth which is above creation.

According to Gaudapada, there is no becoming

or evolution either of the Atman or of anything else

from it, for the explanations of creation either as

(a) ‘Bhogartham’, or as (b) ‘Kridartham’, turn out to

be logically unsatisfactory.*

Creation cannot bo understood except as illusion.

The Absolute consciousness is, therefore, uncaused and
uncausing. •

It is an undiffereniiated and distinctionless unity

:

The Absolute consciousness has neither external

relations nor internal dilfereutiations. It has nothing

of a like kind ‘sajatiya’, or of a different kind ‘vijatiya’

and it has no internal variety ‘svagata bheda’ either.

A tree has an internal variety of foliage, flowers and
fruit, it has a relation of similarity to other trees

and of dissimilarity to objects of different kinds like

stones. But the Absolute consciousness has no other

thing which is similar or dissunilar to it, and it has no
internal differentiation.^ It is ‘nirvisaya’ and ‘Nira-

6raya’. It is, therefore, quite distinctionless and un-

differentiated. All differences and distinctions of con-

sciousness belong to the empirical and the conditioned

manifestation of it, and are due to the differences

in the conditions and ‘Upadhis’. The true self is free

from them.

Ordinarily, empirical consciousness implies a

relation of ‘of and ‘for’. Consciousness is conscious-

ness ‘of’ something and ‘for’ somebody, but no such

* G. Kdrika 9.

t Paricada^i II. 20-21. Hatha sadvastunal^i bbedatraya^ nivw-
yate’.

*
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differentiation ia possible in absolute consciousness.

There is in it not even ego-consciousness or cognition

of ‘Ahampratyaya’, for it is just a mass of undifferen-

tiated consciousness. It is nevertheless of the nature
of consciousness ‘jnasvarupa’ and not unconsciousness,

‘Jadavat’.* All differentiations and distinctions

brought into the Absolute consciousness are due to

the ‘Ahahkara’. The Absolute Self, for instance,

undergoes three states of differentiation in deep sleep,

drean\ and waking states, as its ‘Ahankara’ sleeps,

is half-awake, or is fully awake. In deep sleep, there

is no consciousness of distinction, because the Ahah-
kara is completely merged in nescience while in the

j)ther two states there is half or firll differentiation

of consciousness according to the full or partial activity

of the Ahahkara.f

The undifferentiated consciousness appears differ-

entiated exactly as ‘liglit’, ‘ether’ and the sun appear
differentiated through their objects like finger, vessel,

and water, which constitute their limiting adjuncts.^

Duality which is wrongly supposed to be the

eternal feature of consciousness is due only to the

activity of the ‘manas’.§ The non-dual consciousness

is not differentiated. There is in it no diversity. He
who perceives diversity “goes from death to death”.l|

' It is uriaffected, ‘asahga' mid 'kevah,’

:

It is unaffected by the experiences of good and
bad and pleasure and pain, for it stands isolated as a

* V.P.S. p. 40.

'\D.D.V. 10. “Ahankaralaye suplau bhavet dehah api ace-

taiiah, Aliaiikara vikasardhah svapnah, sarvastu jagarah”.

J S.B. 3.2.25. “Yatha prakasaka^a savitr prabhrtayo anguli

karakodaka prabhrtisu karmasupadbibhutesii savisesa ivavabha-

sante, na ca svabbayikim avise^atmatam jahati”.

§ G.K. 3.31. also Yaga-VdSistha. ‘ManodySyam idam dyaitam,

amanibbave dyaitam nopalabhyate’.

II
BrA. 4.4.19.

_
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Spectator and is not a participator in experience.

Feelings of desire and longing, pleasure and pain, do
not touch it, because they do not form part of it,

Lnperfections and consequent misery and un-

happiness belong to the level of finitude and limitations

which is that of the ‘Jiva’. The Absolute or the Pure
consciousness which is in reality unaffected by the

possibilities of joy and sorrow, only comes to superim-

pose upon itself the conditions of bodily and mental
aggregates. It then regards itself as happy or

unhappy, thougli in reality it is free from all limiting

adjuncts of ‘Buddhi’ without which it could not be

a feeler, an enjoyer or a doer of anything.* It is

absolutely imassociated with anything else, physical,*

emotional or mental and has no direct connections

whatever.! Connection, mixture or ‘Sansarga’ is a

cause of impurity. The transcendental consciousness

is absolutely pure, ‘Buddha’ and stands in its unmixed
purity of isolation.^

The Upanisads say tha t the ‘Purusa’ is unconnected,

‘Asango’ yam Purusah. It is as aloof as a sword
drawn from its sheath. The Yoga teaches that the

‘Kevali purusa’ thougli ‘Buddha’ and ‘amala’, becomes
tainted and tinged because of its connection ‘sansarga’

with what is not itself, as when pure and clear

‘vi^ada’ water gets impure by its association with
other objects.

According to Advaita, the nature of Brahma is

absolutely unconnected, and in Hindu Idealism, it

is such a consciousness alone which is truly real and
has a ‘paramarthika satta’. In contrast with the

reality of this transcendental consciousness, the em-
pirical consciousness whoso very nature is of differ-

entiation, inter-connections and change has only a

* y.B. 2.18.

fBrft. 2.1.8. 4,8.7.f, 8.9.26.

t Y.B. 8.27.
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dependent and conditional reality. The reality of the

‘Vyavaharika’ consciousness is not absolutely denied.

What is maintained is that the reality of the empirical

consciousness is conditional and is due to the basic

reality of the transcendental consciousness which in

/ turn is not based upon other conditions. It is

important to bear in mind here a distinction between
the Eealist and the Idealist attitudes with regard

to the two realms of consciousness. While the

Eealist denies absolutely the transcendental and the

unconditional consciousness, the Idealist denies only

the absoluteness of the einpirical (sonsciousness which
he never denies absolutely.

* It is not a little strange that the reality of “the
reality of the reality” ‘satyasya satyani’ should have

^

been often and forcibly denied only because it is not

amenable to the usual canons of knowability and
proof. Yet the only proof ever available for the

existence of the transcendental consciousness must
rest upon the discovery of the presuppositions of the

empirical consciousness itself. One feels that the

validity and the efficacy of this indirect method of

proof has not been fully recognised. What is pre-

supposed in the existence of a fact is as undeniably
real as the fact which presupposes it, even though
the presupposition may never be directly verifiable.

The reasons, therefore, for believing in the transcen-

dental nature of consciousness other than a direct

realisation of it in a supra-intellectual vision of

‘Samadhi’ or ‘Brahma jnana’ are logico-epistemo-

logical, and the only proof capable of being advanced
must be of the nature of a jpriori deduction. An
analysis of the very possibility of knowledge leads

to the postulation of a continuously present and
constant consciousness, a consistent denial of which
must inevitably lead to the two undesirable alter-

natives of materialism or agnosticism neither of which
can be a solution of the problem of knowledge and
consciousness.
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The intellectucA knowledge of the unconditioned

:

We have already said that the transcendental

consciousness is not to be grasped in its completeness

by our discursive intellect througli any one of its

rational categories of thought. It is in this sense

beyond word and speech. We have also maintained

that what is unexhausted by our particularised snaps

of intellect and logic is not necessarily unexperienced,

even as the limitless ‘Akasa’ is not unknown
though never completely grasped in a single act of

spatial perception. It is, however, unknown only

in the logical or the relational way for the simple

reason that the Absolute consciousness is not rela-

tional or logical, and, therefore, all attempts to grasp*

it only logically must fail. It is, therefore, best des-

cribed negatively by denying of it all the predicates

that are usually attributed to other objects.

This method of ‘via reniotionis’ or ‘negativa’ is not

unknown in Christian context too. “What he is

not, is clearer to us than what he is”,* and also that

he caimot be reached “except by negation. ’’f We
cannot exhaust the ultimate subject in our single or

collective predication of it. No predicate can do
full justice to it and therefore it is best described

positively only by tho help of metaphors. Even then,

it should not bo forgotten that since these metaphors
are derived from the world of objects, they can only

aid the intellect in having a tolerably clear notion of

what is essentially indescribable, but caimot in any
way make the intellect fully grasp it.

It may be asked, how then can there bo a philo-

sophy of the transcendental consciousness ? In answer
to the above, we repeat that the unconditioned Ab-
solute, though inherently and logically undoliuable, is

* Thomas Acquinas,

t Nicholas of Causa. Also “there are things which our intellect

cannot beheld, wo cannot understand what they are except by deny-
ing things of them”. Dante.
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yet something very positive of which we can have a
knowledge by other means than definition and des-

cription. It is but proper tliat we cannot have a
definite knowledge of the ‘Brahman’, for definite

knowledge can bo only of the objects that can be dis-

tinguished from one another. Objects like pots and
pitchers can be defined because they are determinates
and are related to things other than themselves.* But
what is not determinate cannot bo Imovm by distin-

guishing it from other things. It is only in this sense
that the Absolute is unknowable. The negative des-

cription is simply meant to deny of it all categories

that are applicable to the object. “It does not negate
•absolutely everything, but only everything except
Brahman’’, and it is not apprehended, not because it

does not exist, “but because it is the apprehender of

whatever is apprehended.’’|

The method of Adhydropa

:

But if transcendental consciousness exists, its

existence is to be reconciled with the requirements of

discursive thinking and it is this whi(ih the Advaita
Vedanta does by its doctrine of the ‘Adhyaropa’, or

false super-imposition. The doctrine moans that
though the Pure consciousness is indescribable, yet
by a method of false super-imposition, it may be first

identified and confused with such determinate objects

as the body, the Praiia, the Manas, and the Ahahkara,
etc., and then each of these may in turn be rejected

as ‘not-it’ till this process heli)s the discursive intellect

to go beyond its limitations and understand what is

not like an empirical object. “Just as when a royal

anny is seen, the umbrellas, flags, and other emblems
of royalty point to the presence of a king who is not
himself seen, and the people begin asserting that there

*
2.3.2. S.B. ‘Murtam sthitam paricchinnam arthan-

taia-sambandhi’.

8.2.22.f.
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is the king though he may not be seen, exactly is the

case in respect of Brahman.”*

This method of ‘Adhyaropa’ or of figurative super-

imposition followed by subsequent negation is the

only one available for pointing towards an uncondi-

tioned Absolute which is essentially incomprehensible

in its fullness to the conditioned intellect, and a close

approach to which may bo found in the consciousness

of deep sleep.f It is sometliing like Vailiinger’s philo-

sophy of ‘as if’ which alone is the method of describing

the Absolute consciousness which is already set fortli

in Brh. 4.3.7. as ‘‘It does not tliink or move, but

fications thinks as it were, and moves as it were.’t •

Though Brahman is described by means of name,
form, and action super-imposed on it in such terms

as pure intelligence and bliss, yet when we wish to

describe its true nature free from all difiorences due
to Ihniting adjuncts, then it is an utter impossibihty

and then ‘‘there is only one way left i,e, to describe

it as ‘not-this’, and by eliminating all possible speci-

fications it of it that one may know of.”§

Transcendental Consciousness and Definition

:

Pure consciousness is confused very often with
determinate and objectified consciousness because the

very grammatical forms of the language in wliich we
have to express our thoughts have encouraged the

conception that it is something like the table or the
chair. But consciousness cannot bo so defined in as

much as it is the ultimate presupposition of all knowable
objects. In order to be defined, it must be brought
under a higher genus and also differentiated from

* S.B. C'ft. Vp. 7.1 .3. also Gita 13.13. and S.B. 1.1.12. ‘Adf^ya-
mane’ pi rajanjesa raja driyate iti bhavati’.

tS.B. 1.1.4.

JBrfc. 4.3.7. ‘DhySpyativa lelayativa’.

§Br». 2.8.6., 8.9.28., 2.4.12.
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other thin^ belonging to the same genus. But that

would obviously be to contradict the assertion that

it is the ultimate presupposition and the highest

genus. Once it is admitted that consciousness is

sui-generis, it must also be admitted that it cannot

be defir td in the ordinary way. I’urthormoro, the

process of definition itself must end in something
which cannot be defined or the process would never

end. In the definition of such a term as conscious-

ness, therefore, “the re'sult would be identical state-

ments disguised by change of name.” Pure con-

sciousness cannot be defined because it is something
entirely different ‘anyad eoa’. We need not again

•repeat that from this we must not conclude that it

is unknoAvn. To draw such a conclusion would be as

absurd as that of a man ‘who fails to see, though near,

the existence of himself, which completes the number,
when intently engaged in counting the persons other

than himself’.* It is therefore perfectly intelligible

though undefinahle.

The attributes of ‘Sat’ ‘Cit’ and ‘Ananta’ do not
define it, for it is not a finite thing. They only describe

it in their combined connotation.| The ultimate
unity of consciousness must be an “undefinablo uni-

versal” for ‘words signify counter-realities in an
objective world only’,J and the Absolute consciousness

has no counter-reality and hence cannot be named
or defined.

In denying the Absolute consciousness, the agnostic

Buddhist, the empiricist ‘Naiyayika’ and the pseudo-
idealists like Eamanuja, have a common assumption
that everything which is real for us must be either

* TaiU. B.B.S.B.

t Taitt. B.B.S.B. ‘Enam satyadi Sabda itaretara saimidh§,iiat

anyonya ’niyamya niy makah santa^’. na tu satyaiabdavaoyam
eva Brahma’.

tCh.Up.6.2A. 8£.
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determinate and definable or pure nothing.* It is a

mistake to suppose that whatever is, is capable of being

perceived like a pot tlirough the medium of the

senses and what is not so perceived is like the horns

of a hare. “The ultimate consciousness to which all

objects are presented cannot itself be meaningless

though it cannot be defined in the way of a definite

objecf’.f Consciousness is ‘anidam’, it cannot

take the form of %dam\ and it should therefore be

grasped as ‘anidam’. A single cognitive bit being

co-relative to an other cognitive bit, may be differen-

tiated and defined, but the foundational consciousness

which cannot bo co-rolated with anything outside

itself cannot be so defined.

A unique and infmito realitywould notbeknowable
because to know it is to distinguish it from something

else. It is wcdl known that the infinite cannot be

divided and therefore if the absolute consciousness

Avhich is infinite be divided into the Itnowing agent,

the knowledge and the luiowable object, it cannot as

such be infinite.

Transcendental consciousness and language :

Our analysis of experience has often been
influenced by the grammatical forms of the language
in which we express out thoughts. The result is that

the real fonns of existence are supposed to correspond

to the linguistic forms while really such a corres-

pondence does not exist. VVe should, therefore, be
warned against the ‘vikalpavrtti’ of the language.

The discursive understanding which is variously called

as ‘buddhi’, antahkarana or ‘vijnana’ gives us only
a describable and a practically explainable self. We
must not forget that what is thus given is, however,
only a semblance of the real self and not the true

self itself.

*B.B. 1.1.1. p. 28. ‘Sadharmatil syat, no cet tucchata.

t The Nature oj Self. p. 281. A. 0. Muckerjee.
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The form of language in which the pure self is

' expressed is not the form in which the pure self exists.

The confusion created in philosophical thinking by
the linguistic form or the power of words ‘Sabda
maliatmya’ in its ‘vikalpavrtti’ is illustrated in Y.B.
1.9. Avhere it is defined as ‘Vastu^unyatvepi 6abda-

jalamahatmyanibandhanali vyavaliarah’,* which means
that the power of linguistic knowledge creates mental
modifications oven in tlte absence of corresponding
reality. The grammatical forms often mislead us
into believing in realities which do not exist in the

same form. Vydsa refers to a few popular examples
such as ‘consciousness is the real nature of the self’

or ‘the arrow is staying’ etc. which are to be under-
stood with care and necessary modifications. Thus
when we say that consciousness is the real nature of

the self, we are apt to think in the same form in which
wo think of a cow as belonging to Caitra which would
bo totally misleading. The remedy of such falsi-

fication is ‘^abda sahketa smrti-jiari^uddhi’, which
means the purging of the mind of the memory of lin-

guistic association after which alone dawns the

‘nirvikalpa’ or the pure-distinctionless knowledge.

Transcendental Consciousness and proof

:

Consciousness is a ‘svayamsiddha’ reality which
is presupposed by all proof and disproof and which
falls beyond the region equally of logical justification

or refutation. It is in this respect also quite different

froih any otlier object. Other objects depend upon
‘Pramanas’ for their establishment but the basic

consciousness must not depend irpon the usual means
of proof for it is self-established. It is ‘Pramdnani'

rapeksa’.

This ‘svayamsiddha’ character of consciousness

follows . from its self-illuminosity or ‘svatah praka-

^atva’. Proof is quite unfit to establish it, for proofs

* Yoga Eh&fhga on 8€ira 1.9.
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and other means of evidence and vahdity have them-
selves to he proved by self-luminous consciousness. It

is said in the ‘Trifco Hrdaya' that just as when a man
tries to jump so as to get his feet where the shadow
of his head lies, the shadow of his head moves off

before his feet arrive there, similarly it is with the

consciousness which is self-grasped and ungrasped by
anything else.* Consciousness is the very basis 'diraya'

of the process of proof and is ('onsequontly established

prior to the process of proof.| For it is the accidental

or the conditional that can be refuted but not one’s

essential nature, and what is presupposed in all proofs

cannot be established by it, for how can that be

established by Pramana on which the Pramana itself

depends for its own functioning.^

Criticism oj Tmnseendenial Consciousness :

(1) Bdmdnuja

:

We have seen that acceding to

the Upanisads, the Sankhya-Yoga and the Sankara-

Vedanta, consciousness is eternal, absolutely un-

changing and a purely undifferentiated intelligence,

which is free from all distinctions of even the knower
and the known. But this transcendental consciousness

is not without its uncompromising critics. Eamaimja,
for instance, denies s\ich a consciousness on the

following grounds :

—

Firstly, that there is no proof of a non-differen-

tiated substance, for ‘all consciousness implies difference

and all states of consciousness have for their objects

something that is marked by some difference as appears

in the judgment ‘I saw this.’§ And consciousness is

* ‘Pratyahhijnd hrdaJjam’. “svapada Bva^iraSchayam yatha
lafighitnnahato, padodde4a Siro na syat tathoyam”.

t fif.B. 2.3.7. ‘Xtma tu pramanSdi vyavaharasrayatvat prageva
pramanadi vyvaharat siddhayati’.

’

f K.K.K. ‘Yani pramanadi avalambya bahulam vSgvyaya-
hara^ te^ameva pramane kim pramanam’.

§ B3. 1.1.1. p. 20. ‘na kvacinnirvifie^a vastu siddhi^’.
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affoctod witih difference tveu in the state of deep
sleep.*

Wo have already dealt with Eauunnija’s criticism

of tlie undifferentiated consciovisnes^ in the last

chapter. But bofan* wo pass on to lii:! seeond criticism

of the otemality of consciousness, we might further
suggest that the iropuLw belief in ,“.n everlasting

egoity ari;t,M out of a. failnro to distinguiui between
the nature of the otonial Seer and tbcvt which is seen.f
The illusory sense of egoity remain!; only so long as

the phenomenal experience lasts whicli itself dis-

appears in the ‘asaapirajnati’ samadhi’ in which the
Self exists in its owjx 'svarupa’ as ‘bodha svarnpa’ and
as shorn of ail sense of egoity or distinction, '.fho

liction of iiidopendeot inilividualirm is therefore

•conditional and must be evonlually discarded in our
effort for the vision of our true ‘svarupa’. And as

Vaoa.sirati aptly remark , the unconditioned conscious-

ness siiould not ].K) denied wturn tlu; conditions do
not exist

,
for “that would prove too A crystal

continues to exist in its pure transparency e\’en when
the coloured flowers have been removed. The dis-

tinction of til- transeendontal and t]i.e emjiirical cons-

ciousness is therefore based upon a distinction between
the conditioned knowledge and the iiuconditiouod, i.e.,

between an unttuctueding coni-ciousiu ss and its fluctua-

tions. If E.arnanuja moans by conseionsnoss only the
varying contents of consciousness (as ho always seems
to inean),§ thou all his (u'iticism of the transcendental

consciousness is true, otliorwise all hi-; criticisms are

beside the point, for ; in fact they are not criticism of

the eternal consciousness at all. Consciousness is both

* R.B. 1.1.1. p. 20. ‘sviipainadamurcliaou ea savisosah.’

t Y.S. 2.6. ‘Drgdarsanasaktyorokatmatteva asmita.’ Also

VaUaradl 1.19.

J y.S.F. 1.3. ‘na copadhi nivrttavupalnta nivrUiratiprasaogaP.

§ B.B. 1.1.1. p. .28. ‘Sadharmata syat, na cet tuochata’.

11
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differentiated and undifferentiated in its double aspects

of ‘content’ and ‘form’. The nature of consciousness

cannot bo characterised as differentiated, for “one
consciousness cannot be conceived as separate from
another consciousness on account of the differences of

space, time, or form.’’*

To take his next criticism, Eamanuja gives two
arguments for the denial of eternality of consciousness.

Firstly, that if consciousness wore eternal, it would
in experience also appear as eternal and be cognised

as such, but this being not the case, it cannot bo

eternal. All knowledge is therefore only temporal.^

Ramanuja here appeals to our facts of concrete

and particular experience of passing states of con-

sciousness in order to discredit its eternal nature.

The eternality of consciousness is not of course to be

perceived in an act of perceptual and sensory know-
ledge. Wo need not repeat here the well known
arguments of the apriorist in order to disprove the

position of the sensationists. Suffice is to say, that

the reasons for the eternality of consciousness and in

favour of an unchangeable self lie in the logic of the

very possiliility of knowledge, and so, it is difficult to

understand how a philosopher like Ramanuja could

not see the need of an eternally present consciousness

and could confuse between a ba ic consciousness as

such and the contents of that consciousness.

Ramanuja’s second argument against the eter-

nality of consciousness is an attack on the idealistic

dogma often referred to, that “the non-existence of

consciousness cannot bo established,’’ for the ante-

cedent non-existence of consciousness itself presupposes

consciousness which moans that consciousness is

eternal. Ramanuja, in reply says, “there is no such

* S.S.V . Siitra 1. commentary, ‘cidatmattvo bhedanupapatteh,

cito doSakalakaraih cidvyatirekadbhodasya adhatum a^akyatvat.

t Tt.B. 1.1.1. p. 26. ‘Nityam cet saravedanam svatahsiddbain,

lutyamiti eva pratiyet, na ca tatba pratiyate’. •
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rule that the antecedent non-existence of consciousness,

if proved, must be contemporaneous with conscious-

ness”,* for, according to tlie opponent himself such a
rule has never been observed because the antecedent
non-existence of consciousness has never boon observed.
But to argue like this is to accept the idealistic position

that consciousness is eternal for its non-existence is

not observed. Eamanuja asks further, “how can
consciousness apprehend its own non-existence which
is contradictorily opposed to it.” But it is exactly

because of this reason that it is eternal.

To conclude, liamanuja’s criticism of transcen-

dental consciousness is that “we have no experience

of it,” and by experience he means the ordinary ])er-

ceptual bits of fleeting states of consciousness. If

. that bo so, there is a denial, not only of the eternal

consciousness, ])ut there is an end to all intelligible

experience itself. If as Eamanuja holds, there is

no distinctionloss cons(‘.iousness for all knowledge is

of distinctions,! then this is just the character of the

states of consciousness and not of that which these

very states presuppose.

Eamanuja not only does not make any difference

between states of consciousness and consciousness of

states, but by consciousness, ho always means only

the human consciousness of psychological observa-

tion, and not the ultimate consciousness of meta-
physical speculation which alone is under discussion.

The N. V. Criticism

:

Another denial of the transcendental consciousness

is from the side of the realist philosophers like Kanada

* R.B. 1.1.1. p. 25. ‘iia liy anubliutih svasamana-kalavarttinam
eva visayi karotityasti niyamah’.

'\li.B. 1.1.1. p. 20. ‘Nirvisosavastuvadibhih nirvisosa vastiml-

dam prarnanam iti na sakyato vaktum, savisesavastu-visayatvat

sarvapramanauam’. .
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and Sridhara. The realist denial of the transcen-

dental consciousness is already implied in its concept

of consciousness as a quality. A. doiiial of the eternality

of consciousness and in fact of all its transcendental

character must inevitably follow from the N. V. view

of the origin of consciousness. If consciousness is what

is produced in time by a conjunction of circumstances

and stays cnly as long as the conditions last, then

the entire view of consciousness is mistaken, and as

shown already, the most elementary type of perception

remains unexplained. The realist, too, like liamanuja

makes a great deal of the apparent unconsciousness

in the state of deep sleep, swoon, and spirit possession

and therefore protests that ‘if the soul were of eternal

intelligence, it would remain intelligent even in these

states’.* But the charge has already been answered in

the emphasis on the need of a perrmmently conscious

principle over and above the mental modes uE which it

is a i ecessc.iy prosup])osition.f Furthennore, what is

manifested by a coivlition is not tliorefore created by
it. Waking, dreaming, deep slet'p, and swoon states,

are only the variety of conditions which could not

have generated or destroyed consciousness if it did not

already exist. That is why the Upanisads say “whence
could it otherwise come back.”J

A distinction between a ‘nitya.’ consciousness and
an ‘anitya’ or perceptual consciousnosis seems in-

evitable. If perceptual or the ‘anitya’ knowledge
which alone is the reality for the N.V. and Ramanuja,
wore not distinct from the eternal Imowledge of the

Self, the blind man could not see in his dreams, and
if all knowledge were of sousaous origin, it would be

impossible to explain knowledge of relations. Eternal

Knowledge ‘pararnarthika drsti’ being the very essence

of the permanent knowor ‘drstuh svarupatvat’ does

not appear and dis ippear.

* S.B. 2.3.13. ‘snpta-murclutagrahavistanamapi’.

I Ait. Up. 3. ‘Nitya atmane drstih vahyanitya drster grahika’.

tBih Up. 2.1.16.
'
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Eamanuja and tho Eoalisfcs both commit the

fallacy of coiifusing tho psychological consciousness

of everyday obsorvation with its metaphysical back-

ground or the basis, and this leads to tho mistaken

transforonco of the characteristics of tho former tio the

latter. This fallacy of tho confusion between ‘vrtti’

and ‘cit’ can be traced to the common assumption

that consciousness is a product and a quality of an

unconscious self, and app ars and aU'appears like any
other changing object of tho world.

Transcendental Consciousness and Bliss :

• In order to throw further light on tho nature

of the transcendental conscioii;-.ness it is necessary

to enquire into the nature of the state of tho dtilivorance
* of the conscious entity, tiu» Atman. Wo have two
theories regarding tiie uitiuiate Siiat.o of deliverance

of tho ‘Jiva’, the positive tiieory and tiie negative

theory. The positive iilieory whiidi lias hueu made
popular by the Yediinta empliissis on Ananda as tho

nature of Brahma affirms that, tlie ultimate reality

is not only of tiie nature of consciousness but that

consciousness and Idiss are one.*

The Vedanta vicin

:

According to tins view, the state of deliverance

is a positive state of Bliss or eiijoymont and the

gradual approxijnation of man towards this ultimate

goal is marked by au ascondiug lierios of ‘Anauda’.

The attrihutos of ‘sat’ ‘cit’ and ‘anania’ are the same
as Bliss. T'o bo limitless, one without a second and
umjonditioned, is to have perfect ‘Ananda’ and Boanti-

tudo. Duality and limitation is fear and pain.f Wliat

is infinite is Bliss, ‘Yo vai Bliilma, tat sukham.’J

.* BJidihatl. ‘Anaiida-xnakasayo abhodat’.

t Tcdtt 2.7.9., 3.6., Ch. U. 7.23.1., Brh. 3.9.28., 4.3.30-33.

t Ch. Up. 7.23.1*., 7.24.1.
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The Vedanta argnment is that the Self in the

state of doliveraiico is either conscious or unconscious.

It it were unconscious, it would be like a block of

stone which experiences neither pleasure nor pain;

and if the Self were to experience neither of these,

there would be no difforoneo between it and a block

of stone. For tliis reason, wo must regard conscious-

ness as belonging to the Self by its very nature.

When this consciousness is drawn outwardly by the

senses, there is the experience of the wordly and the

intermittent enjoyment. But when the sense organs

have ceased to function, consciousness becomes merged
into the Self itself, and thus enjoys the permanent,

unceasing and eternal bliss.
'

This ultimate state is called ‘Ananda’ in order

to distinguish it from another negative conception

of it which consists only in the deprivation of pain

or suffering and not in any positive presence of joy.

As being ard consciousness ‘sat’, and ‘cit’ are<,,one,

80 are consciousness and ‘ananda’, ‘cit and ananda’

one. The ultimate stage must bo a state of positive

Being, and even the negative state of the absence

of pain can have moaning only if something positive

is loft. ‘Ananda’ is therefore a positive term which
stands for the calm and unruffled state of the pure

‘cit’ in which there is no possibility of any motion or

activity which is the cause of pain. According to

Kasmere Saivaism too, pure consciousness is the same
or ‘Ananda’ because it is just awareness as a mere
presentation without any feeling or motion.*

This positive view of the state of mukti is

opposed by he negative theories of the Nyaya
Variesika and the Sankhya. The N. V. and the

Sankhya both agree that the ultimate state is only

of an absolute negation of ‘duhkha’ and not of any
positive experience.

* Tantraloka of Abhinavagupta. ‘prak^o hlada ucyato*. Ah. 9.
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The Yoga criticism of the Vedanta view

:

Vijnana-bhiksu in his Yoga Sdrasahgraha criticises

the Vedanta concept of the ultimate consciousness and
points out that the view is against such Srutis as

‘One who has attained knowledge renounces pleasure

and pain’,* or ‘pleasure and pain do not touch one
without physical body’. Liberation is either a posiiive

product and as such it would bo destructible, or it

is everlasting, in which case, it would always bo an
accomplished fact, and not bo a doliborato aim. Nor
can it bo said that the purpose of tho Atman lies in

the removal of its ignorance only for “a man’s aim is

always for experiencing pleasure”,f and not only for

removing something. If it be said that the Brahman
gets obscured by Mdyd and liberation consists in the

removal of this veil, then consciousness is not eternal

if it can get overpowered. Thus ‘Moksa’ is only the

cessation of pain and is called Bliss only to eulogise

it for tho sake of tho dull-witted. The attainment

of bliss is only an inferior Uberation.

The Nydya Criticism:

Sndhara in his N.K. offers almost identical criti-

cism of the Vedanta view and says that the theory

of the ultimate consciousness as bliss will not bear
examination of tho possible alternatives. He asks,

‘is the bliss in tho state of deliverance actually ex-

perienced or not ?’ If it is not experienced, then
though existent, it is as good as non-existent for the

reason that it is not enjoyable. If it is experienced,

where are the instruments for this experience in tho
absence of tho body and tho organs ? The self must
be devoid of action and feeling, for action and feeling

* Kalha 2.12. ‘Dhiro har§a Sokau jahati’.

or Ch. Uju 8,12.1. ‘Asariram vava santam na priyapriye spar4ata^’.

t Y^.S. 4. ‘sukhanubliavasya eva loke puru§artliatvat’.

I S.S. 6.68. Yuauktipra^aosa maudauam’.
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denote corporeality.* Again, the eternal bliss of the

self which belongs to it by nature could not be taken

away from it in the worldly state without loss to its

true nature. Either the soul is always possessed of

the bliss and there is no need to attain it or nothing

can produce it. Thus, there can bo no eternal bliss

for the self and hence the oxporience of bliss cannot

constitute the state of deliverance. “Wo must there-

fore regard deliverance to consist in the subsistence

of the self in its own pristmo condition marked by the

cessation of all specific qualifications portaining to

the worldly stato.”f

The Advaita answer : ,

The Vedanta reply to this is, that by the statement
that the ultimate (jonsciousness is the nature of bliss

is not meant that there is any enjojmient of the bliss

in the corporeal sense involving the aid and the

instrumentality of body and the sense organ or the

duality of subject and object no(5essary for experience.

What is meant is that the ultimate consciousness as

opposed both to unconsciousness and the empirical

consciousness is of the nature of Ananda, i.e. a tran-

quility, and a ‘^anta’ as contrasted with the commotion
and activity of the empirical consciousness which
implies pain. It is afiinnod only to maintain a disti-

nction between a positive and a negative oxprionce. A
negation is only an affirmation of some absence. That
Etality is ‘A]ianda' means it is not of the negative

nature of pain but is of a positive nature, for negation

cannot logically bo the last word about reality. Be-
sides, if the ultimate release is only a negative state

of painlessness as hold by the nogativist, then a man
in pain should consider himself as released, for even

*N.K, p. 286-287. ‘Anubhuyato cod anubhavasya karaiiam

vaeyam na ca kayakaianadivigame tadutpatti karauatam pa^ya-

mah’.

^N.K. p. 287. ‘sainastatma-vise^agu^occhedopalak^ita ava-

ritpastbitir eva’.
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at that moment, there is an absence of other possible

pains. His non-admission of this proves that he
desires the ultimate stage to be a positive state, for

one negation cannot be ditferent from another negation.

Again, the nogativo theory of painlessness is contrary

to the accepted theory of grades of happiness in the

attainment of the ultimate stage
;
for what does not

exist cannot bo graded. If it is admitted that the

ultimate stage of oxperionco is a state of pure con-

sciousness, then the conclusion seems to bo forced

upon us that it must be of tho nature of ‘Ananda’,

for it would bo difficult to characterise it otherwise.

It is impossible to find any difference between
Consciousness and ‘Ananda’ at tho highest stage.

The negative .state of the painlessness cannot bo

logically conceived without further carrying the concept

to a positive state fi)r which ‘Ananda’ is just another

name. But we must again repeat that even this is

no true or perfect characterisation of tho absolute

consciousness. It only expresses tho highest Eoality

in the best possible way. To say that the liberated

man Iniows the self as blissful is meaningless because

tho Brahman either knows its bliss interruptedly or

uninterruptedly and in either case there is a difficulty

;

for in tho former case there is no point in saying it

and in tho latter, tho Brahman would become change-

ful. “Hence tho texts must be interpreptod as sotting

forth the nature of Brahman and not as signifying

that the bliss of tho Self is cognised.’’* It is unthink-

able that tho bliss of tiro pure con3ciousness_ should

meananexperiencoablo or enjoyable bliss, for ‘Ananda’

is no property or part of tho Brahman wlrich has

neither parts nor properties. It is simply an un-

characterisablo and the fullest reality, one and
infinite, about which it is best to tliink in terms of

‘saccidananda’ rather than in others .f

* Brh‘. 3.9.28. S-B. ‘tasmad vijnanam anandam iti svarupan-

vyakhyiaapara iva srutih natmananda-samvedyatvaxtba’.

t PJD, 11.23. .‘Sukimm advaitam eva hi’.
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The positivist Advaita and the negativist Nyaya
and the Sankhya both however agree in holding that

the ultimate stage is a state of purity, qualitylessness,

and an absolute negation of worldly state. What it

in itself is, is indescribable, for the ultimate state

is ‘anirvacaniya’ and the description of it as bliss is

only to aid the discursive mind to have a tolerable

notion of it and not exactly to describe it.

Transcendental consciousness and Activity

:

The transcendental consciousness which exists

eternally and unchangingly is non-active ‘Akarta’,

both according to the dualistic Sankhya-Yoga and,

the ^^dvaita Vedanta. In Siinkhya-Yoga, the principle

of dlmamism, activity and change comes from the

Pradhana
; the Purusa being pure and unattached is

ever the self-same. In Advaita Vedanta, the Atman is

perfect and Absolute and so is incapable of evolution,

change or growth. It neither increases nor decreases.*

Sankara denies activity to Atman since activity by
its nature is non-oternal ‘adhruva’. The Self cannot

bo the abode of action since an action cannot exist

without modifying that in which it abides.f All

activity presupposes a sense of self-hood and is moti-

vated by desire.f

Besides, the concept of activity involves the concept
of limitation. There can be no agency in the Atman
without the limitation of the Atman by the body and
other instruments. There cannot bo activity in the

transcendental consciousness since even the conscious-

ness of activity and change shows that consciousness is

greater than activity. The transcendental conscious-

* Brh. 4.4.23. ‘Esa nityo na vardhate kannaaa no kaniyan’.

1 8.B. 1.1.4. ‘Yadairaya kriya tam avikurvati, naivatmanam
labhate’.

tS.B. 2.3.40. ‘tasmad upadhi dharmadhyasenaiva atmanah
kartrtvam na svabhavikam’. ‘Ahaukaiapurvakam api kartjtvanx
nopalabdbur bhavitumarbati'.
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ness has no motion in it. Activity, therefore, only

appears to belong to the inactive transcendental

consciousness duo to its contact with tho ‘Upadhis’

which are active. The concept of change and activity

cannot be ultimate for even activity is apprehended

by some one and* is presented to some unchanging

consciousness. Whenever action or evolution is

attributed to tho highest consciousness, it is done so

because of a confusion between ‘Vrtti and Bodha’.

It is the ‘Vrtti’ that changes, grows and evolves,

wlhle ‘Bodha’ remains unchanging, constant and static.

Mental changes are changes mithin consciousness but

not of consciousness, and the evolution of mind is not

the evolution of the ‘cit ^akti’. Evolution implies

that the dil'foient stages of the evolute occupy different

places in time. But in pure ‘cit’ there can be no

evolution if within it there is no ‘before’ and ‘after’.

Tho otemal ‘Drsta’, in so far as it luiows the

f
changing universe cannot itself be a part of it. And
that is tho- reason why tho Sahkhya stows apart and
cuts into two tho ‘Akarta Purusa’ and the evolving

‘Prakrti’. The ultimate consciousness must bo a

non-successional Seer, an ‘Akrama-drk’ of tho passing

modes of tho mind which changes. If tho witness-self

had changed, thoro would ariso no knowledge of

the changing modes of the mind. Tho ultimate con-

sciousness is above the throe temporal distinctions

of the past, the present the future, and hence it

is unchanging and oterniU.* In itself, the eternal

/ consciousness is ‘acala’ and ‘aksara’.f As a fire brand
when set in motion appears as straight and croaked,

so also is consciousness. Whenever the pure cons-

ciousness is spoken of as an agent, it is done so only

; figuratively.^ The pure consciousness is truly no
knower also but is called so only epistemologically, for

*N.&. 2.69-77.

tG.K. (4) 45-47-51-62.

is.B. 2.8.40.
.
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even knowing implies the activity of ‘jnana’ and being

subject to modification. Similarly, it is not a doer

also and is not affected by joy or sorroAV, but is consi-

dered so only ethically.* Thus all characteristics of

change belong to consciousness only in its aspect of

limiting adjuncts and not m realit;^.f

Criticisms of the view that Consciousness is ever-changing :

According to Vijilanavada, there exist only number-
less series of changing cognitions, each one of which
is momentary and has its own distinctive character.

The distmetions between thoiio cegniLions belong

to them essentially and are not due to the differences

of objects
;
for according to them, objects in any real

sense do not exist.J This view of conseiousness stands

in opposition to our theory of an unchanging and
a permanently present consciousness. It is believed

by the advocates of this view of changing cons-

ciousness that these changes are causally determined.

But it is difficult to see how a theory of the passing

flux of phenomena can be compatible with a theory

of theircausal detorminatioii. F<ir, as Bankara argues,

the denial of a pornianont cause Avould load inevitably

to the supposition that entity springs from non-entity,

‘abhavad bhavotpattih’ Thus anything may come
out of anythmg and a ‘sprout may originate from
the horns of a hare’.§

Moreover, a continuous^ changing consciousness

would make remembrance and recognition impossible,

for a permanently present principle is presupposed

by our consciousness of personal identity and self-

recognition. The Buddhist Vijuanavadists and other

* B.G. 18.17. ‘If one has no notion of ‘I’ and has his Buddhi
untainted, even though he may kill, he is liimself neither killed nor
a killer.

t S.B. 2.1.14. S.S. 6.54. ‘Ahahkarali karta na puru^ah’.

t V.P.S. p. 82.

§i3.B. 2.2.26.
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empirical philosophers have sought to deny a permanent
and an unchanging principle in our coirsciousness and
have tried to explain the phenomena of memory
and recollection by a hypothesis of similarity.

But similarity is not the same thing as Identity,

and oven similarity must presuppose an unchanging
principle throughout present at least through the

two moments of the perception of similarity.* It

is wrong to suppose that Identity is accounted for

by Similarity (sadi ^yat pratyabhijnanam) for when-
ever such doctrines have been illustrated, invariably

a permanent principle has boon presupposed.f The
doctrine of raomentarinoss has boon illustrated by
examples not of momentary things but of permanonjj

things. A jxidgmont of resemblance is based on two
tilings and implies a subject which grasps two similar

things. The momentarist has either to give up his

doctrine of momentaviiiess and admit a subject that

exists at least for two moments or ho cannot explain

the judgment of similarity
; for in the absence of a.

subject permanently existing at least for two moments,
who would grasp the two resembling things as similar ?

The consciousness of a series of conscious moments
would bo impossible if consciousness itself had been

a member of that series.

Changes in consciousness cannot account for the

consciousness of change. Whatever is the object of

our knowledge becomes a state of our minds, and since

something or the other always continues to be known,
it is the world of knowledge that is always on the

change and not the knower. The self for which all

objects have a moaning is not itself divided and chang-

ing. It is therefore impossible to explain recognition

and memory without the concept of an unchanging

self ; for if the self itself undergoes mutations, who

*8.B. 2.2.25. ‘na ca ayam sadrsyat samvyavaharah jruktalj

tadbhavavagamat tat sadr^abhavanavagamat’

Also, ‘Ekasya ksanadvayavasthauat ksariikatva-pratijua pidayet’.

tB/k. 4.3.7. §.B.
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knows the fluctuations of the mind stuff as its fluc-

tuations.* The concepts of identity and unity

cannot be replaced by the doctrine of a ‘santana’ of

of the mind-stuff which aro momentary and lack

unity
; for either there would be no experience without

unity, or the unity would be presupposed and provided

for.f Two ideas which occupy different moments
of time and pass away as soon as they have become
objects of consciousness can neither apprehend each

other nor bo apprehended without assuming an un-

changingly present principle of consciousness.

Activity as IMd

:

*
Activity is of two kinds. One that originates

in a want, finitude and out of a motive for a purpose,

and the other which has its origin, not in want or

finitude, but in the abundance of infiiiity and plonti-

tude, and is not conscious of any motive or fulfilment

of purpose.

This second kind of activity is exemplified

say, in an artistic dance. It is different from the

purposive activity of walking in the sense that in

it, there is no end to be achieved, no place to roach

to. Nor is dancing necessary to the more physical

needs of living. It is the spontaneous sport of the

abundance of the zest of life and has no other end
but the play of it. This is only an illustration of

the distmction between the purposive activity and
the activity as sport. If we heighten a little the

difference between the two, we gradually begin to

see that the truer is the activity as sport, Tila’, or

play, the minimum comes to be seen the diffe-

rence between artistic activity and practical inacti-

vity. At the ultimate stage, the concept of activity

*Y.S. 4.18. ‘Sadajfiata^cittavrttayah-tatprabhoh pviru^asyi-

pariiiamitvat’.
' '

'

.

t Y.B. 1.82. ‘tasmad ekam anekartham avasthitam cittam’.

also 2.2.28.
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and inactivity meet and coalesce. The highest

activity of the ultimate conscious principle is the

cosmic play or sport, which from the {)ractical and
the phenomenal point of view, may be considered as

inactivity. The more artistic the dance, the loss utili-

tarian is the activity, i.o. the activity is for all pra-

ctical purposes inactivity. The highest activity of the

Lord is in the form of the inactivity of Lila. “The
activity of the Lord may bo supposed to be more sport,

as inhalation and exhalation or, as is the doing of the

princes.’’* The doings of the princes suggest the

inactivity of their activity, for they are not active

to achieve anything, having all that they need and
yet they engage thornsolvos in sport in proportion

to their plontitudo. Mxich more is the infinity and
the abundance of the eternal and the infinite conscious-

ness whose activity in the manifestation of the world
is duo to its sport or lila and must, from a practical

standpoint, be called inactivity.

The dualistic system of the S.Y. and the monistic

system of the Vedanta both relegate the concept of

activity and change, to some principle other than the

pure, the transcendental and the isolated conscious-

ness which is inactive ‘Udasina’ and exists as unchan-

ging and imchangoablo, ‘Kiitastha’. AU change,

development and activity which is soon in the world,

is due either to a separate and a constant factor of

dynamism which provides the contents of change, (as

the Prakrti in the Sankhya) or is due to the Universal

Nescience winch superimposes the character of the

changing and the limiting adjuncts on the unchanging
consciousness, (as in the Vedanta.)f

True consciousness is like ‘aka4a’ and is thus

said to be ‘Aka^akalpa’. Just as the sky shows
impurity, change and activity due to its reflecting

* S.B‘ 2.1.83. ‘Evami^varasya-api anapekfya-kiflcitprayojan-

antaram svabhavadova kevalam lilarupa pravittii bbavi^yati’.

tQX4.1.
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the contents and its limiting adjuncts so is the case

with the ultimate consciousness which is absolutely

inactive but duo to the inherent power of the

‘Mdyd’, appears as active and changing. ‘Prakrti’

and ‘Maya’ are the two sources of the dynamism and
evolution. They provide the cont(3ntless, the pure and
the inactive consciousness with its content and fonn.

It is the content which is active and illusorily reflects

its O'nn activity on the inactive consciousness and not
the latter which is non-active. AVhat Maya does to

the Brahma, the same Prakrti does to the ‘Purusa’.

Conclusion

:

We have shown in this chai)tor that consciousness

has a transcendental aspect which alone is its basic

nature. Transcendentally, (consciousness is one,

eternal, unclianging and a distinctionloss universal

which stands constantly as the support and the sub-

strate of its ceaselessly varying manifold of inner and
outer fluctuations. It is the presupposition equally

of plurality as well as of unity of all knowledge and
experience.

This transcendental consciousness, though always
behind the phenomenal consciousness is yet un-
sallied, ‘Kevala’ and isolated. It is a substrate

which never gets mixed up or shares the qualities

of what it supports. That is why it is called ‘pure’

and ‘Kevala’. It remains aloof, itself untouched by
the impurities of the phenomenal consciousness for

whoso plaj’’ of the em])irical role of differentiation

and experience, it itself provides a basis. This detacfted,

yet ever present consciousness is the only true reality,

for that alone is the truth which is never sublated.’*'

The reality of the phenomenal consciousness is

like the reality of the experience of the dream which

* Bhdmatl 1.1.4. “Abaclliitanadhigatasamdigdhabodha jana-

katvam hi pramanatvam”. Also P.D.X. 11-12,



is true only so long as the dream lasts but is later

on sublated. Men, due to an original ‘avidya’, confuse

between this transcendental consciousness and its

phenomenal representation. But, no sooner the true

knowledge or ‘Vidya’ destroys the wrong knowledge
or ‘Avidya’, the transcendental consciousness alone

shines as the only reality and the phenomenal play
of consciousness then finally disappears like a dream.
The critics of the transcendental consciousness fail

to see it because they do not carry their analysis of

the implications and the presuppositions of knowledge
to its logical consequence.



CHAPTER Vll.

CONSCIOUSNESS AND UNCONSCIOUSNESS.

Statement oj the Problem

:

In every system of philosophy, the question of

the relationship of “thought” and “extension” has

come up in some form or the other. In dualistic

metaphysics where the gulf between consciousness

and unconsciousness has ex hypothesi been made
the widest, it is an eternal problem to bridge the gulf.

In monism (of either sort, the Materialistic or the

Idealistic) the problem presents itself either in the

form of the emergence of the unconscious element

from the conscious 'cif, or vice versa. How can the

one distinctionloss mass of an unchanging intelligence

which is pure ‘form’ and does not in itself consist

of the diversity and the fluctuations of experience,

ever split itself into its opposite of a changing and
an unconscious material of itself ? The Atman in its

transcendental role is pure ‘jna and inactive, entirely

dissociated from its emotional, mental and physio-

logical adjuncts, but in its empirical role is a 'bhoktf,

under the names of 'hahsa', 'dehin’ or *jwa\ This

concept of the dual aspect of the Atman is as old as

the Katha* if not older. In the history of philosopy,

the concept of Purusa as pure ‘cinmdtrd’, capable of

contact with the physical elements as well as of

separate existence in the state of salvation has raised

a big problem. How exactly could this isolated and
unattached Purusa come to associate itself with mental
and physiological adjuncts in order to play the empirical

role of capacity for knowledge and enjoyment ? On
the dualistic hypothesis, Prahrti is a material and
a non-intelligent principle while the souls or Purusas

*KapM 8.4. ‘‘Atmendriyamanoyuktah bbokteti ahur mani-

9mab”.
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are isolated, indifferent, intelligent and inactive. How
can the one come into contact with the other ? Two
absolutely opposed and contradictory entities cannot
possibly enter into any mutual relation without losing

their own identical natures. Eelationship implies some
common ground of meeting. Consciousness and un-
consciousness are totally opposed to one another
and there is no common ground between them. While
in the monistic account of reality there does not
seem to be a sufficient provision for an unconscious
princij^le other than ‘cit’ with which there (jould be a

possibility of relationship, on the dualistic account
where the opposites are already ))rovided for, the

p^:oblem presents itself in the form of an impossibility

of their relationship.

Thus, taking both tlie monistic and the dualistic

accounts into consideration, there can be formulated

three distinct views about the relationship of consci-

ousness to unconsciousness.

(1) That consciousness alone exists and there is

no such thing as the unconscious.

(2) That consciousness exists independently and
separately side by side with the unconscious which
also exists independently and separately.

(3) That there is no such entity as consciousness.

The unconscious alone exists.

Of tb(! above thixio views, avo nectl examine only
the first two, i.o. the Monistic Idealism of the Vedanta
and the Dualistic Idealism of the Sankhya-Yoga.
The third alternative of the material monism has

already been dealt with.*

The Monistic Account :

We have seen that according to this view, con-

sciousness is not a complex entity which could be

analysed into simpler entities. It is an entity so

* Chapter III.
’
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foundational and unanalysable as not to be opposed

by any negative category of unconsciousness. The
fundamental tenet of this view is that ‘there is no
unconsciousness’. All things that exist are reducible

to and iwrceived in consciousness while consciousness

is not sustained or perceived by anything else to which
consciousness can be reduced. Consciousness is the

basis of all reality. It being given, some thing is
;

it

being not given, nothing is. Tilings being given, it is,

and things being not given, it still is. This consciousness

the Vodantist calls the Brahman.

Now, we do sometimes conceive of an ‘uncon-

scious’ part in ourselves or in matter, but this is only

a pragmatic and a symbolic ‘materialisation’ of the

true reality and not the reality itself which exists only

in the form of pure ‘cif. Man’s experience at any
moment is really a complete universe but for practical

reasons, he ignores the totality of experience and seizes

upon those particular features only which happen to

interest him. He carves out a portion out of the infinite

given and regards this jiortion alone as his conscious-

ness of the moment. In triitli, no bounds can bo

set to the infinite ‘given’ which is the logical whole

and is all inclusive. It is the Absolute ‘Brahman’
which by ignorance and avidya is limited into parti-

cular bits of our phenomenal experienc-o, and is split

into portions of consciousness and unconsciousness.

Conversely, by seeing things as they are, i.e. by ‘Vidya’,

the limits of the given experience can be indefinitely

pushed back, and the whole of consciousness can be
re-discovered.

What is unconsciousness

:

The term ‘unconsciousness’ can be used in the

following three meanings.

(o) Unconsciousness is something known by
consciousness, and is believed to exist outside

consciousness by its own right.
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(b) It may be something of which we have no
consciousness at all and is not known to

exist.

(c) Or finally, it is anything which can be made
the object of knowledge, a jneya'' or ‘idam’,

and is distinguished from the subject of

knowledge, the jiidtf or ‘anidam’.

The first two meanings of unconsciousness are not
recognised by the Advaita Vedanta for nottiing can be
affirmed to exist outside consciousness without being

subsumed in consciousness. The only moaning of

unconsciousness which can be recognised is, therefore,

tbe incapacity to bo a subject and the capacity to

appear in the form of an ‘-idam’. In complete know-
ledge, the world of the ‘unconscious’ (of the ‘idam')

is gradually narrowed and diminished till, by complete
‘Vidya’, the yogi or the ‘sarvajna’ crumbles entirely

the walls of the Hdam’, or the ‘maconsciousness’. And
then, when all objects are soon as the self, there is

no unconsciousness because there are no objects

besides itself.

Thus, it is hold that there is nothing else but
consciousness or the eternal ‘cif which wrongly super-

imposes unconsciousness upon itself by making an
object of itself. The unconsciousness is created by a
process of self-objectification and by a reverse process

of ‘re-subjectification’ the consciousness is restored

to its original purity of a non-doal ‘cit\ Pragmatically,
it is not denied that things exist outside our conscious-

ness. Practically, there no doubt exists a realm
of unconsciousness in our midst. But it is due to

the fact that our consciousness has not yet attained

its highest stage of possibility. But when the range of

our consciousness is so widened as to include the realm
of the sub-conscious, the semi-conscious and the

unconscious, then it becomes identical with that uni-

versal consciousness in which there neither is nor
can exist anything excepting itself. Thus matter
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or the unconsciousness is only the receding and the

vanishing point of consciousness which alone exists

as a paramount reality.

Man thinks that relatively to the stone he is the

‘jndtd’ while the stone is a *jneya’. But this is only

pragmatically true and is not an absolute principle

of valid thinking. To the ‘sarvajna’, the stone is as

much a potentially conscious entity as the man is

an actually unconscious entity though capable of

increasing the horizons of his possible consciousness.

Prom the point of view of a more conscious being,

man would bo as unconscious as a stone is from the

point of view of a man. The stone, according to its

'adrsta’ possibility, is a knower and an onjoyer. Thff

denial of consciousness to other parts of the universe

is,therefore, due to our ignorance. The common view

which looks upon particularized consciousness as alone

consciousness, and looks upon the marginal and super-

marginal consciousness as unconsciousness is a view
which sees only what is of use and utility in practical

life. But that does not mean that the supra-practical

or the *Pdramdrthilca which is. the basis of the

practical, does not exist. In fact it is the unparti-

cularized consciousness wliich alone exists in a divi-

sionless presence.

If consciousness alone exists, how does it then,

split itself or create its own antithesis in the form of

unconsciousness, for no experience is possible without
the duality of the subject and the object or without a
unity of conscious entity with the unconscious. The
Advaitic answer to tlie question is, that in reality there

is no experience and that the appearance of it k due
to the one or the other of the following causes :

—

The Advaitic Theories of Belation

:

(1) The reflection theory or the 'Bimha-Prati-
Uniba-Vdda.

(2) The limitation theory or the 'Avaccheda^Vada’
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(3) The Mdydvdda, or the non-discrimination

theory, according to which, pure consciousness without

actually either reflecting or limiting itself mis-believes

itself to be unconscious because of a non-anwareness

of its true nature.

(1) According to the reflection theory, the trans-

cendental self which is all-pervading is reflected in

the unconscious intellect which is nearest to it

and is able to catch its reflection by reason of its

purity and capacity to do so. It then so happens

that the pure ‘dt' erroneously identifies itself with

the varying forms of its limiting adjuncts and the

jeflectors much as a reflection of the moon foUows

the varying forms of the water.* The pure conscious-

ness is reflected in its limiting adjuncts and takes

upon itself the character of the adjuncts. The illus-

tration popularly given is of the sim or the moon in

the water, or of the pure white crystal and the coloured

flower. Just as the reflected moon in the water appears

to be shaking because the water is shaking, and just

as the crystal takes upon itself the colour of the object

which is near it and appears, now as red, and now
as green according to the colour of the object, though

in itself and truly, neither the moon is shaking nor

the crystal is coloured, similarly the Brahman, whose

nature is pure and undifferentiated consciousness

appears differentiated and unconscious in accordance

with the nature of its 'upddhi's upon which it is

reflected.|

But •reflection is a hypothesis of the relationship

between two given entities. The true problem of the

monism is an earlier one, i.e. of the very possibility of

the ‘other’ to enable any relationsliip to take place at

alL Considering that there is nothing else excepting

* .Brh 8.B. 2.1.19. ‘Buddhyupadhi-svabhavanuvidhayl hi sa

caudradi* pratibimba iva jaladyanuvidhayi’.

t ‘Yatha hi kevalo raktah saphatiko laksyate jaua4t ranjak-

adyopadhanena tadvat paramapurufali.
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itself, tlie question is what is that in the nature of

the pure consciousness which turns it into even a

seeming unconsciousness ?

(2) According to the Limitation Theory, the all-

pervading intelligence gets limited by its adjuncts of

the “memos” ”Buddhi” and “Ahdmkdra”. The
common example is that of “AMia” which though
unbounded and one, is often spoken of as bound and
many, according as it belongs to and takes the form
of a jug or a cloud.*

Thus, the unconscious is only the self-limitation

of a hmitless and an all-pervading ‘cit’. The limitless

is the true reality while the limitation is to bo regarded^

as due only to name and form. But here also it may
he observed that the “.dfcdio” limits itself only into

some thing other than itself which already exists. If

nothing but the Ahma existed, the Akdsa would remain
limitless and be not limited. It is apparent that in

the absolute consciousness there is no motive for self-

limitation and no urge or reason for it. The fact is,

that both these theories of the relationship between
the transcendental and the empirical self or between
consciousness and unconsciousness are relavent only

after an assumption of the duality of the two. The
root problem of the very possibility of the reality of

the other which is also the central difficulty of Monism
remains untouched. The rnonist answer would indeed
be that this limitation too of the Brahman is only
apparent and not real. The apparent limitation of

the Brahman into the form of the world is only for

the ignorant. In reality there is nothing else but the

Brahman.'f But there are obvious difficulties in such
a view also.

""Sarvagatasya caitanyasya autah-karanadina avacchedalji

avaSyam bhaviti ava^yakatvat avaccheda^ iti jiva^’.

t‘Ata^ca krtsnasya jagato brabmakaryatvat tadananyatvat’
also 8.B. 2.1.20. ‘Maya-matram by etad yat paramatmano avastha

ttayatmanavabhasanam lajjvaiya sarpadi bhavena iti. 2.1.9.
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(3) Wo have a ttiird school of the Vedantist
according to which tho ‘jlva’ is neither a reflection
nor a limitation of the transcendental Atman. But
as the son of Kiinti was known as the son of Badha,
or as the prince of the royal family brought up in a
low caste family mis-took himself to bo a low caste
man, so does the Brahman through its own
nescience assumes limitations and is later released by
its own discriminative knowledge.* The Sankhya
also takes up tho same story in ‘Rajaputravat tat
upade^at’. and both the Sankliya and the Yoga hint
at and clearly mention the hypothesis of non-discri-
mination in a manner similar to that of the
A.dvaitist.‘|' This means that in reaUty there is

neither any reflection nor any limitation or modi-
fication in the transcendental reality which only
misbelieves itself as of empirical characteristics
through ‘Avidya’ or a big mistake, the reality of
which endures as long as the illusion lasts and no
more

; for, ‘no soul is either bound or liberatod’.J

This view of Avidya or Ajndna, whicli is shared
both by the Monist and the Dualist in common,
except for the difference that Sankara makes it as

belonging in .Home %cuy to the ‘Brahman' while the
Sankhya rolegattss it to ‘Prakrti', is not free from
dififlculties of its own when its exact relationship with
the Brahman comes to bo determined. Tho only
possible answer for tho Monist is to declare tliat this

principle of ‘Maya’ has no exact nature and is in itself

‘anir vacanlya'. In fact, the strength of the Monist

(2) ‘Apare tu iia prutibimbo napi avacehodo jivah kintu
kaunteyasya eva radheyatva-vad avikrtasya brahina^ah eva
avidyaya jivabhavab, vyadha kula samvardhitarajakuinara dratant-
ona brahinaiva svavidyaya aamsarati sva-vidyaya vimucyate’.
‘Siddhantale^ sa'iffrdha, jivesvara-svarupa-nirupanam. p. 158.

t (a) ‘Nisango api uparago avivokat’. (b) ‘Japasphatikayor
iva noparagah kintu abhimanah. S.8. 6.27-28. Y.S. 1.4.7. 2.20.
4.22.

X 8. Earika 62. Vaiidradi on 2.17.
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lies not so much in its own position as in showing
the unsatisfactorinoss of the dualistic position.

‘Brahman is not the author of ignorance, nor

subject to error, but what is not admitted is that

there is any other entity but Brahman which
could be the author of ignorance or the cause of

error’.*

None of these theories are free from vagueness

and unintelligibility which are only increased by
physical illustrations. The non-dual ‘Cit’’ or the

pure intelligence <;annot undergo reflection. It re-

quires two for a reflection. And then, objects

belonging to different pianos of existence cannot act

as originals and reflections, nor can the non-dual ‘Cit

be obstructed or limited either by itself or by any
other object. Monism admits that ‘ignorance is not

a natural characteristic of the Self for it increases

and decreases and can altogether vanish. What is

natural to an object like ‘pidna’ to the Atman cannot

be eliminated as the heat and light of the sun’.|

But then, what is natural to a thing cannot also be

overpowered or obscured. We thus seem to be in

a fresh difficulty here. Perhaps the exact nature of

the principle of Mdyd cannot be ascertained. May
be, it is too much to ask such questions which
cannot be answered till the veil of finitudo is lifted.

It is our finitude which raises questions and also

prevents an answer, for, after true knowledge is

attained and the true reahty of the Brahman is

seen, there remains no ‘acit' or the phenomenal
world. The explanatory principle of the Mdyd and
the reality of things other than the pure Intelligence,

both last only so long as the Brahman is not

realised after which neither exist.

* Bfh. 8.B. 1.4.10. ‘Bhavatvevam, navidyakartr bhrantam ca

brahma, kintu naivabrahmavidyakarta cetauo bhranto anya i§yate’.

t Brh. 4.3.20. ‘Tasmannatma-dharmo avidya, na hi svabha-
vikasyocchitih kadacidapyupapadyate, Baviturivausnya prakaSyoh’.

8.B.
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Tho underlying principle of Monism seems to be

that nothing except an infinite and an universal light

of the ‘Cit’ can possibly be real which is sufficient

unto its own 'prapanca’ and ‘prasdrana’ i.e. which
can make objects of itself. The dualistic position,

however, gains strength from an opposite logic whose
principle is that ‘illumination cannot make an object

of itself.’ The advaita reply to the above is that

in reality the illumination does not make an object

of itself, and that tho Brahman and tho A¥orld are

non-differont, and so tho question of tho relation of

tho two is inadmissible. But our jiresout difficulty

with Monism is more of the creation of tho two
j'oalms than of their relationship. It is not for

Monism to first assume the two realms of reality and
hen justify monism by emphasising the transcenden-

tal reality of tho one only. The problem is how
out of a single realit}'’ of the Brahman can at all

come the duality of the Brahman and tho World.

Criticism of the theory of MdyCi

:

According to Advaita, the creation of the uncon-

scious is an act of Avidya which is natural, begin-

ningless, and inexplicable.* Avidya can of course bo

destroyed, otherwise liberation and the realisation of

the true nature of the Brahman would not bo

possible. It has an end but no beginning. It

somehow belongs to Brahman. It is called Maya
because of its quality of plurality, limitation, and
veiling of the truth of tho Brahnmn.f

This theory of Maya or Avidya, which is one of tho

most important metaphysical concepts of the Advaita

Vedanta is objected to by Eamanuja, Parthasarathi

Mika and Bridhara in the following manner.^

* ‘Anadirbhavarupam yad vijnaneiia viliyato. Tad ajiianam

iti prajna laksanam sampracaksate’. citsuJchl 1.13.

t ‘Eka eva parame^vara^ kutastha nityo vijnana dhatur

avidyayff mayaya mayavi vad anekadha vibhavyate, nanyo
vijuana dhatur asti. S.B. 1.8.19.

p. 318-314. i?.B. 2.1.16. page 27.
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Is this ‘Avidya’ itself misapprehension, or some-

thing else which causes misapprehension ? If it is

the former, whose is the ‘Avidya’? It cannot belong

to the Brahman whose very nature is pure know-
ledge, nor can it belong to the ‘Jlva’ for Jiva

itself is the product of ‘Avidya’, and to say

that it belongs to ‘Jlva' is to admit that ‘Avidya’

exists as something additional to ‘Brahman and
thus virtually to give iip the position of non-

duality.*

We have already noted in brief Sankara’s answer

to the above :—tliat firstly, so long as we are finite,

we cannot grasp the true nature of Avidya, and
when wo have attained to true knowledge, no pro-

blem of the World and the Brahman reinains.f

Secondly, that the principle of ‘Avidya’ is admitted

to be anirvacamya' about whicli no definite state-

ments can be made. Only it is not admitted that

anything other than Brahman can possibly exist

and logically satisfy our metaphysical curiosity about

the ultimate nature of the Reality. Thus, though
Maya is in some way in Brahman, yet it does not

belong to it. Finally, illusion or Ma3'a is not absolu-

tely fictitious, nor does it make the Avorld of empirical

objects absolutely or entirel}’^ unreal. Elusion is not

an illusion from the empirical stand-point. It is as

real from its own empirical stand-point as it is un-

real from the transcendental stand-point. Illusion

therefore has full reality so long as it is not des-

troyed. Only it has not got the undostructible

reality of the Brahman.

J

* S.D. 313-314. ‘Kim bhranti jnauam, kiia va bhranti-jnaaa

karana bhutam, vastu antaram yadi bhrantih, sa kasya’.

tB. Gita. S.B. 13.2. page 105. A.S.S. No. 34.

%Vide Eahdakrishnan, Eastern Bcligions and Western Thought,

p. 86. ‘Simply because the world of experience is not the perfect

form of reality, it does not follow that it is a delusion’.’ Also
‘Dlusion exists only from the transcendental aspect’. B. Heimann
‘Eeality of Fiction in Hindu thought’.
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The Ducdistic theories of Relation :

According to dualism, both cionscdousness and
unconsciousness exist independently and eternally as

perfect opposites and yet they somehow get related.

So long as they stand isolated and unrelated, there is

no experience which arises out of a failure to realize

the unrelated nature and the ‘Kevdia' existence of

the ‘cit’. The moment this rolationlessnoss is realized,

there follows the lilieration or the ‘Kaivalija' of the

‘Ptmisa’ which is the goal of experience. But if, as

the Sutra says,* ‘experience is just a failure to

distingirish the 'Sattva’ and the ‘Self which are abso-

lutely unmingled, the question naturally arises, how
does experience at all start if originally the conscious

Pvnisa is not in contact with the unintelligent

'prakrti and if the two are ‘atyantasanlclrnd’

.

Vacas-

pati puts the question thus -How can the self

whose essence is intelligence and whose brightness

does not depend upon another, be properly said to

illumine that which is inert, and on tlie other hand,

how can the inert at all take the illumination ?t

The answtn- to the above and an explanation

of the possibility ol: experience is sought to bo

provided by a theory of reflection or double reflection

based upon the transpanmt nature of the satlm.X

Tt is said that the ‘Sattva' although not in c.om-

* Y.S. 3.36. ‘Sattva purusayoratyanta sankirnayor pratya-

yaviseao bhogah pararthatvat, svartha sanyamat purusajnanam’.

also Y.S. 2.17.
’

t Vaiiaradi on Y.S. 3.35.

{ As to how exactly the two, the ‘Puru?a' and the ‘Sattva' meet
to enable experience to take place, there Ls significant divergence

between the opinions of Vacaspati and Vijnana Bliiksu. According

to the former, the reflection is a smgle affair, i.o. the Purusa is re-

flected in Biiddhi just as a face is reflected in a mirror, or the moon
in water. ' There is no further or mutual reflection of the mirror in

the face or of the reflected water in the moon. Tlius on this hypo-

thesis, the Purusq remains unmodified. Vijnanabhiksu, on the other
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bination with the intelligence, but in so far as, being

absolutely clear, it contains the image of the

intelligence, it seems to come in a contact with the

intelligence and so experiences the various things’.*

And this is illustrated by the statement, ‘BuiMheh

pratisamvedl purusah’ i.o. the Puruh who is not a

: direct seer, knows only by reflecting the concepts of

‘the Buddhi. He is consequently an indirect sort of

a knower. In order to make the association of the

twoi,e, the 'Burma' and the ‘Sattw’ possible, it is of

course assumed that the 'Burma' is not absolutely

different from the 'Sattva'. 'Sa buddher ndiyardcm

mrupah'.^ The ‘Burusa’ is not absolutely different

from the Buddhi for, though pure, he sees the ideas

that have come in the mind. Ho cognises the

phenomenon of consciousness a^ier they have been

formed, and though his nature is different from that

iof Buddhi, yet it appears to be the same as that.

Consciousness, therefore, according to this dualistic

standpoint arises, either out of a supposed and a

single reflection of the Purusa in the 'Sattva' as hold

by Vacaspati, or out of a mutual reflection of the one

upon the other as hold by Vijilana-bhiksu.J

hand thinks that this single reflection would not be able to explain

experience or Ivnowhulgo. He therefore suggests, that on Punisa's

being reflected in Buddhi, the reflected Buddhi casts its own re-

flection on Purusa and it is lliis mutual reflection which enables

Purusa to take cognisance of the modifications of the Buddhi and
thus confuse the experience of the Buddhi as its own. Both these

explanations are open to difficulties. While the latter better ex-

plains the possibilities of experience, it compromises the true and
the transcondental nature of the Purusa, The former while it fails

to explain the possibility of experience retains the original and the

orthodox purity of the absolutely unmodified nature of the 'GiUakti\

See Y. Vdrttikd on 1.4. and 3.35.

* Y.S. Vaiiaradl, 2.17. “Citya asamprktamapi, buddhi sattvam-
atyanta svacchataya citibimbodgrahitaya samapannacaitanyam iva-

anubhavati-iti*'.

t Y.B. 2.20.

t Y.V. 1.4. also 3.85.
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To put it more briefly, the proeef5« would be like

this. The Bvddhi suffers a modification according to

the form of an object it cognises, and liaving assumed

_

the form of an object, has to come in contact with
’^the constant factor, the Pwrusa or the eternal light.

Out of this contact of the two, there arises the illu-

I
mination in the Buddhi in the form of ‘I know this’.

This is either reflected back in the Purusa which
confuses this state wlrich really belongs to the

Bvddhi as belonging to himself, or the Purum,
having reflected his light on the Buddhi, regards

himself as its reflection. Tlie same is meant by
'Pratyaydnupasi/ah’. The inactive Purusa erroneously

regards himself as active in perception owing to the

reflection of the active Buddhi in it, and the uncon-
. scious Buddhi seems to be conscious owing to its

:
proximity to the conscious Purusa*

But, in an account of knowledge and experience

like the above, there is a serious difficulty. It is said

that ‘the dt which unites not with the object, is

conscious of its own Buddhi when it takes its form
by reflecting it.f But how can the 'cit' take tlie

form of the Buddhi without itself conforming to the

fluctuations of the mind ? The answer is that

‘Although the moon does not unite with the (dear

water still it seems to unite with it in so far as its

reflection unites with the water. Similarly in this

case also’.t Although the ‘cif does not unite with the

{Buddhi still it seems to unite since its reflection has

'united Avith it. Bat how can ec'^en a seeming reflec-

tion of the Purum either arise in the non-intelligout

‘sailva’ or the ever unmodifiablo ^cif take upon
itself the changing character of knowledge ? An

* S.P.B. 1.87.99.104. and YB. 1.4. 2.20.

•j" Y.S. 4.22. ‘Citorapralisankramayiistadakarapattau sva-

buddhisamvedanam’.

I VaUiradl on 2.20 and 4.22.
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answer to the above is sought to he extracted

from Y,S. 8.55.* which shows that the pure nature,of

ithe BiiMhi has something in common with the

^Purusa. In the ‘Kaivalya' state, Biuldhi can be

so pure as to reflect the J\rusa as truly as he really

in himself is. But this theory of the purity of the

Sattm and its resemblance with the ‘cit’ which is

supposed to enable the'.5aitm to catch a glimpse of

the Purusa, either damages the stri(*t dualism of

the position or does not explain reflection. For, ex-

hypothese, the Burma which is ‘trigw}dtlta' is so

completely different from the Btiddhi which is one of

the ‘gums' that there is hardly a meeting point

between them.

We do not, therefore, have a satisfactory ex-

planation of knowledge in the dualistic theory of
. ‘Sankhya-Yoga according to which the unconscious

I'Buddhi’ is suddenly and mechanically illuminated

by the Pnrnsa. It first of all assumes that the

subject and the object of experience are wholly out-

side experience and then struggles to bring them in

together. As 8ir Eadhakrishnan says : “If the

passive (M)ns(!iousuess of the Purusa and the incessant

movement of Prakrii are regarded as independent of

each other, the ])roblom of philosophy is insoluble”.t

A truer analysis of experience should bo able to tell

us that the subject and the object of knowledge

are not absolutely separate, and that both equally

have a fundamental consciousness as their basis

; and support within which they unite and come

I

together.

CriUdsm of the Theory of interviediary nature of Buddhi.

On Sankhya-Yoga metaphysics any relationship

between consciousness and unconsciousness seems
absolutely impossible. But some rencent Indian

* y.S. 3.56. ‘Sattvapurusayoh suddhisamyo kaivalyamiti**

t Eadhakrishnan. I.P. Vol. II. p. 332.
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scholars (Dasgupta and Prof. Sinha) have tried to
alleviate the gulf between Purusa and Pralcrti and to
make an interaction of the two possible on the basis

of which alone is any supposed reflection to take place.

It is obvious that a reflection between two absolutely
heterogeneous objects is not possible. Attempts
therefore have been made to reduce this antithesis

to its minimum by providing for the similarity of the
‘Sattva' in its purest state with the nature of the ‘cit’

and thus to make an interaction possible.

Says Prof. Sinha, ‘The dualism of Sankhya is

modified by the admission that there are different

grades of existence amongst the modifications of

Prahrti, the highest of which is Buddhi'.* The
Bu'Ulhi is unconscious no doubt, but it is so trans-

parent owing to the predominance of the ‘Sattva’

that it is not entirely foreign to the nature of the
Pu>usa, and hence it can catch the reflection of the
Purusa whereas gross material objects cannot reflect

the light of the Purusa owing to the predominance
of ^Tamas’ in them. Thus Buddh< is represented to
be a kind of ‘intermediary reality between gross

matter and conscious Purusa ' and is supposed to

partake of the nature of both. It is unconscious
like gross matter but is transparent like self-luminous

Purusa. It is only in the Buddhi that the conscious

Burma and the unconscious material objects come
into contact with each other. Thus there is made
possible a mutual reflection of the one in the other.

According to Prof. Dasgupta, “The ordinary diffi-

culty, as to how entirely dissimilar wholes can come
into contact with each other vanishes when we look
at the point from the S.Y. perspective.^

* 'Indian Psychohgy’ page 126. Sinha.

t Sinha ‘Indian Psychology’ p. 125. ‘According to Sankhya
Buddhi is 'an intermediary reality between gross matter and the

conscious Purusa’.

j; Cultural Heritage of India. Yol. 1. p. 407. Dasgupta.

18
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This attempt to solve tho difiiculty of the dis-

similar wholes coming into contact with each other,

shows more the desire to do so than the success of

having done it. Those interpreters perhaps take their

stand on statements hke. ‘Ho is not homogeneous

nor entirely heterogenous’* and 'Sattva furiisayoh

imUi sdmye kaimlyam'-\ whore an attempt is made

to bridge tho gulf and make exporiomio possible on

a theory of the similarity of tho 'Pimisa’ and tho

‘Sattra'. But tho question is, does the attempt

succeed ? Buddhi may be pure and transparent by

tho predominance of ‘Sattva’ in it, it may also be tho

highest ovoluto of the evolution of 'Prakrti’, but

that does not make it lose its character of beingon

the other side of the rigidly bifurcated r(^ality. Tho

subtlest and tho finest ovoluto of 'Prahit is after all

Prahrli, and cannot become identical with or share

tho nature of 'Purusa\ If 'Purusa’ iind 'Prakrli'

meet in 'Sattca as is supposed by Profs. Dasgupta

and Sinha, the dualism of Saukhya-Yoga is virtually

(dven up. Tho physical and the mental may bo tho

modifications of the same ultimate real, namely

Pradhdna, yet they are irot the modific.ations of tho

other ultimate reality, the Purusa, who is ever

unmodified. Prof. Dasgupta contradicts himself

without realizing tho contradiction when he says

elsewhere tlitlt ‘Buddhi’, Ahnnhdra and Manas’,

though psychical entities, do not belong to the

Burma, they are all stages in the evolution of the

Prakrti. Does he mean that an evolution of ‘Prakrti’

when it becomes very pure and transparent, becomes

Purusa ? Tho ‘Sattva’ is either a constituent of the

‘guncis’ (no matter how fine) and must be completely

uidiko the ‘Purusa’ and incapable of any contact and

reflection, or if at all it can take reflection, it gives a

lie to rigid dualism. If ‘Sattva’ can become so fine

* Y.B. 2.20. Sa buddher na sarupalb na atyantam virupa^i’.

t Y.S. 8.66.
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and transparent as to be able to oatcb the reflection

of Purusa, noibing prevents it from becoming one
with it. One step more and Prahrti and Purusa are
ontologically one and dualism is merged into monsim
Such an easy solution of the difficulty confuses trans-

parency with ‘cit'. All ‘cit* is transparent but the
converse is not true, the transparency of the crystal,

the shining metals and the water is not the same
as intelligonco. Part resondilancos in metaphors and
similies can not be stretched into perfect identifica-

tions, otherwise Buddhi in the ‘Kaivalya’ state

would bo identical with Purusa. The Sankhya
Karika definitol}'' says that the dancer stops dancing
after final separa tion is realized,*

So long as Buddhi belongs to the opposite camp
in essence, it does not improve matters to make it

an intermediary or a hyper-physical entity. The
problem of Sankhya-Yoga is not only to make a
contact of the two possible but to make it possible

on their prok'ssod antithesis. A more logical posi-

tion would be either to give up the attempt as

impossible or the metaphysics of dualism as untenable,

prof. Basgupta concludes—‘so the relation of

mind and body is no special problem in the Yoga
theory’. One would have thought that it was
obvious that in the system of Yoga, both body and
mind of the Western philosophy wore the ovoluto

of the same ultimate real, viz., the ‘Prj’dhana’ and
that the queslion was not of the relation of the mind
and the body, but the question in Yoga ])hilosophy

was of the relation of the mind and the Purusa.
The dualism in Yoga is not between mind and
matter, but between mind and Purusa, a kind of

transcendental dualism between transcendental and
empirical cousoiousness.'j'

* S.K. 61 .

ty.S. 2.6.
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Dualism of Sankhya-Yoga and the possibility of

experience cannot co-exist, and to make ‘Buddhi’

share the nature of both is more to give up the

dualism than to solve a difficulty from the professed

platf(n'm of an absolute difference between ‘Purusa'

and Pralcrii’.

The Dualistic TJieories of Relationship) :

The Sankhya yoga gives three possible theories

of the contact of the conscious and the unconscious.

They are :

—

(1) Tlio theory of the proximity or ‘Sannidhi-

maira'.

(2) of unconscious teleology or ‘Purusdrtha'.

(3) of pre-established harmony or ^Yogyata.

According to the Theory of Proximity,* the

‘Pnrnsa’ draws to itself the modifications of the

Buddhi, makes them visilde and sm’vo its end by
its more presence, just as a magnet, itself unmoved
draws to itsidf the iron by the mere fact of being

near.'l* The theory of the reflection of the self in the

Buddhi referred to above is explained by this hypo-

thesis of proximity. By reason of the Buddhi’s

proximity to t'le spirit, the spirit becomes reflected

in the Buddhi, whereby the Buddhi assumes the form
of tlio spirit.j And it is tlius that the Buddhi
accomplishes the experiemring for the Self.

The inactive but conscious Purusa need not be
active to influence the active but unconscious Buddhi,
for its mere proximity is enough to intelligise the

Buddhi and to be in turn illusioned into a self-identi

* S.P.B. 1.87.99. S.K. 23. and B7. and Y.B. 1.4. 2.18. 4.22.17.

t Y.B. 1.4.2.18.

I T.K. on K. 37. ‘Buddhir hi purufa saimidhanat taochaya-

pattya. . . .sadhayati’.
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fication of its own nature with the modes of Buddhi.*

‘Buddhi acquires sentience from its proximity to the

Purusa.’ The Purusa does not undergo moditications

even though it reflects the modifications of the

Buddhi, because, the mind stuff is not in coniioction

with the Purusa but is only near it.f

But this proximity is either eternal or non-eternal

and either case is full of difficulties. If it is eternal,

final isolation of the Purusa would be impossible,

and if it is non-eternal, proximity will have to ho

accounted for. The Sanlthya answer is tliat the same
‘Buddhi’ which creates a confusion of identity between

the ‘Purusa’ and the ‘Pradhana’, reveals to it its

difference also through discrimination, which is tem-

porarily lost sight of, and the ‘Pradhana’ having

accomplished its purpose witlidraws.J Cut if two

things are entirely independent of one another and

are perfectly heterogenous, and are also infinite, no

relationship of proximity or nearness can bo possible

between them. Tito relationsliip of proximity is

usually a spatial or temporal coocont and subsists

between two finite and limifed objeets, and these

illustrations wliich are mainly physical only adil to

the difficulty. How can ‘Purusa’ and ‘Prtidhilna’,

both infinilo and eternal and all-f)07vasivo be conti-

guous ? Vacaspati therefore suggests that this

proximity is not to bo understood as a spatial or a

temporal relationship but as a land of 'Yogyata'^ or

suitability between the two which makes co-operation

and contact possible. And, in order to solve this

difficulty a fresh relationship is discovered, viz. that

of ‘means and end.’

*T.K. on Kdrikd 23. ‘CSti saririidhiinridapanuacaita.nyiiyalii

Buddheiy.

f VcdSaradl 1.4. also compare Kumarila ^loka Vdrltika, Atma-
vada, ‘Sonapatistu vacaiva bhurtyanam viuiyojakah. Kaja sanuidhi

matiens viniyunkte kadacana.

XKarikd 61. S.P^. 8.70.

§ Vaihradi 1 .4.
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It i3 maintained that the ‘Prakiti’ ig so consti-

tuted as to serve the purpose of ‘Purusa’ who must
get his purpose served.* We shall examine hereafter

if ‘Pradhana’ which is unintilligent, can possibly serve

any purpose of the intelligent ‘Purusa.’

(2) According to this next theory, there is an
unconscious teleology ^Purusartha' conslantly opera-

ting between ‘Purusa’ and ‘Praki ti’ and the two come
together by reason of their mutual need. The uidon

is like that of the blind and (ho lame.t The purpose

of the spirit is the solo motive of the activity of the

unconscious Prakiti.J ‘Purusartha ova hetuh’. To
the question as to how the unconscious entity cap
have the purpose of the spirit as its urge, S.K. 57

suggests that an insentient nature can act towards a

definite end just as the insentient milk flows for the

nourishment of the chikl.§

The unconscious therefore acts as a means for the

realization of the purpose of the conscious and the

relationship between the two is that of the moans and
the end. But how can the teleology of the uncon-
scious ‘]:*rakiti’ really guide the evolution in all its

particular details so as to ensure the best possible

mode of serving all the interests of ‘Purusa’

The position has a double difficulty. The con-
scious entity cannot bo in reality supposed to have
an end, for the Purusa is over isolaled and liberated.

‘Bondage and release are ascribed to it only as

victory or defeat is ascribed to the king.H And while

the conscious entily does not stand in need of asiy

service, the unconscious entily would not be in a

* Y.B. ‘2.20.

iS.K. 21 .

t T.K. on K. 31.

§ Karilid 57 . ‘Vatsa vivrdhi nimittam ksirasya yath i pra-
Vftti.i ajiiasya’.

II
YJS. on 2.18. and 1.24.
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position to servo him by reason of its unconscious-

ness, lack of intolligiince and motive, evpn if the

conscious entity did actually need any service. The

relationship of the end and means on an unconscious

basis would not bo very reasonable to hold if we did

not look for a deeper roas>)n for the invariable success

of the teleology. The wonderful way iii which they

help each other shows that the opposites fall within

a whole, and that the transpare'd duality rests upon
some unity above itr-olf.”* An unconscious teleology

should point towards a deeper consciousness, within

which alone, the fullihuont of both the Purusa and

Prakiti should take place.

This suggestion of a category higlior than both

Purusa and Prakrti is however lacking in ‘Sankhya’.

But Vacaspati Misra Ijrings us to the concept of

an I^vara as the final guarantee of a pro-ostablislied

harmony,! and suggests a theory of pre-established

harmony between the conscious ‘Purusa’ and the un-

conscious ‘Prakiti’, for othoiwiso no reason is found

why the organism of the cow should bo just so made
as to yield just that kind of milk which should so

much suit tlio organism of a human child. The
activity of the unconscious ‘Pradhana is assured and
guaranteed by a pre-ordained plan to take place in

just such chaniuds and ways as are bound to fit

in with the ensuring of a particular purpose. There

must be adjustment and co-ordination betw'e'ir the

conscious need and the unconscious service, and there-

fore, the self must become co-rclatod with the object

by a pre-estaljlished harmony brought about by some-

thing more comprihoiisive than either. By virtue of

this pre-arranged harmony, the Self can be a seer of the

external objects which appear (caka^ate) as if they

were the external objects of the self in so far as they

* hidian Philosophy, Vol. II.p. 832.

f T.F. 4.3. ‘Na ca puruaarthopi pravartakah kintu tad udde-

fieneSvarah, uddefiata matreiia purusarthah pravartakah ityucyate*.
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have received the image of the self. There is a bond
of suitabilitj'^ or co-relation (Yogyata) between the

subject and the object. This theory of harmony is

developed by ‘Vacaspati out of liis interpretation of

the theory of proximity. He adds ‘This nearness is

not a sjiatial or a temporal co-relation, but the

distinguishing character of the ni^artiess is that the

Self stands to the raind-stutf in a relation of pre-

established harmony.*

The hypothesis of God in Sdnkhya-Yoga :

—

This union of a bond of suiiahility between the

active unconsciousness and the inactive consciousness

is not suggested by tlie Sankhya Karika in the illus*-

tration of the milk and the babe. But the later

thinkers like Vacaspati, Vijnana bhikshu and Nage^a,

found it impossible to account for the harmony
between the need of the Purusa and the acts of

Prakrti, and so attribute the function of guiding

the development of Prakrti to Godf.

The union of the blind and the lame.J may
lend support to a designed possibility of harmony
bet.ween the two, by reason of which alone they can
unite. But the lame and the blind are both intelle-

gent beings, and can discover points of common
interest by iiitoliigent mutual discourse and can in-

tentionally unite. But not so the Purusa and the

Pradhana for the Pradhana is iinintolligont, and the

Purusa inert. But here a fresh question arises.

If tlie real nature of the conscious principle is only

‘Kevala’ and isolatod§, how can even a pre-arranged

co-relation of Purusa at all take place with Prakrti ?

* VaiMradl on 1.4. ‘Sarinidhih ca purusaaya na do^atalj

kulatan va tadasanyogat kintu yogyata lak^auah, asti ca purusasya

bhoktr saktin cittasya bhogya §aktih’.

I T.7. 4.3. ‘I^varasyapi dbarmadhistbauarthain praiibandha
panayaeva vyaparah veditavyalji.

IKarM 21. § Y^., 1.4. 4.22. 9.86.
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To that the S. Y. answer is that questions regarding

the origin of the correlation are inadmissible sinco

this correlation of the two, the conscious and the

unconscious is without beginning ‘like the serial order

of the seed and sprout’*. Hero the dualistic and the

monistic theories of relationship both agree in making
this relationship beginningless, though having an
end. In Sankara Monism, Miiya is anMi., so is the

su[)posed union of ‘Purusa’ and ‘Prakrti’ in Sankhya-
Yoga dualism. This position of the beginninglossnoss

of the principle of the rolafionship between the con-

scious and the unconscious with its cliarctor of termi-

nation at the time of delivoranco is again not free from
diffic ulties. Plow can the terminaf.ion of ihe priiiciplo

of non-discriraination be compatible with iis beginning-

lessnoss ? P’or either the ‘Purusa’ is never in

bondage, and hence Ihore is never any co-relation

with anything else as pointed out by Vacaspali Mi^ra.f
or he is again and again bound and liberated. Thus
the bond is either eternal or not beginningless.

The theory of pre-established harmony cannot
stand on the rigid dualism of con ciousnoss and
unconsciousness. It must presuppose a third principle

more compiohensive and powerful a-^ a guarantee and
the ground of harmony. Since (he unconscious Srakrti

by reason of its inertness ^Jadatva’ cannot be supposed
to attain successful results, and sinco the inactive

consciousness cannot desire or strive for ends, it

follows that a higher entity should sei; to the co-

ordination of the means and the ends. The ‘lhara’

of Yoga, is the guarantee of tho perfection of the

adjustment between tho conscious Purusa and the

unconscious Prakrti. The ‘Isvara’ of the Yoga, would
be a superfluous entity in the system but for its

function of standing as a guarantee of the blind

teleology of the ‘Pradhana’, without which the

* Vaiidradl on 2.17. and 1.4.

t Y^. 2.18. j>nd S.K. 62.
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relationship of the means and the end, ‘Purusartha'

between Purusa and Prakrti must remain unac-

counted for.

The Problem of Exferience in SdnJ>hyayoga Metaphysics

with special reference to Vdcaspali and VijndnabMksu.

It has been a difficult problem to justify ex-

perience and knowledge) on the admittedly extreme
dualism of ‘Purina’ and ‘Prak ti’ in the systems of

Sankhya-Yoga. It is accepted on all bauds, that

according to tlie ortliodox Sauldrya-Yoga metapliy-
sics, the ‘Purusa’ and the ‘Prakrti’ are originally

outside the realm of experience prior to which^
neither the ‘Purusa’ is an enjoyor and the knower,
nor is ‘Piakrti’ the ‘enjoyed’ and the ‘known’. The
‘Purusa’ is never an e ;periencer or a direct seer, for

he is always a ‘kevalin’ a)id a ‘drgraatrah *, and the
‘Prakrti’ too, waits to bo ‘intelligised’ by the ‘Purusa’

before it can be seen or experienced. For the sake
of clarity, let us imagine for a moment that ‘Purusa’

and ‘Prakrti’ stand on two opposite extremes, both
possessing only the capacilies of being a ‘seer’ and
a ‘scon’, and of being a subject and an o’oject, but
as yet not being eitlier the actual seer and the
seen of experience or the subject and the object of

knowledge.

Now, starting from the transcendental stand-
point of an oxporienceloss potentiality, the question
is how do the more transcendental jiotentialitios of

‘drk’ and ‘drsya’ come to be modified into the
empirical actualities of the seer and the seen which
necessitates ‘Purusa’s’ taking upon himself attributes

and characteristics which do not really belong to
him in his ‘svarupa’. In other words, how is ex-

p -rienco at all possible and how is the ‘original

fair from the transcendental ‘jrarusa’ to the empi-
rical knower and feeler is to be explai led. " This

* Y.S. '2.20., 2.23,24,25., 3.35,
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difficult question in S. Y. becomes more so, when
we remember, as wo must, that out of the two
partners of tho polarity of oxporionco, it is only

the one, i.o., tho ‘Prakrti’ alone tli.it can be modified;

for, tho other viz, the ‘Purusa’ is held to bo ever

unmodifiable, ‘aparinamin.’*

We shall hero trace in brief tho history of tho

attempt to explain experionco in this paiticular

system. Beginning with tho Sutras of Patanjali, we
can successively point to four notable attempts in

the Yoga-system to explain tho sujiposod experionco

which remains even in the last resort, unoxpLiinod.

* In the first stage of tho ‘Sutras’, it is more tho

transcendental and the unattached naiuro of the

‘Purusa’ that is stressed raiher than the experience

of the ‘purusi’ that is explained. We are just told

that there occurs experience when there is a confusion

and a Lick of discrimination between the natures of

tho two absolutely different and apart ‘l^aktis’ of

‘drk’ and ‘drsya’. Notliing more is said except tho

declaration (wliich forms the basis of our [uesont

problem) that the ‘Purusa’ exists m two condiiions,

the one of his true ‘svarupa’, in whicli ho exists

before confusion and after discrimination, and the

other, tho untrue one of tho ‘sarupyam’ with the

vrttis’ which ho erroneously takes upon himself

under confusion.f

How exactly does this lack of discrimination

occur is left unexplained. If the ‘purusa’ is in reality

not a seer but only a capacity of seeing, a, ‘rlrk &i>kti’,

and if the prakiti’ is not originally an actual ‘seen’

but only a capacity of being seen, then ihe causes of

the turning of the more potentialities of seeing and
being seen into tho actualities of being the soor and
the seen, is to be further investigated.

* y.S. 4.18.

t Y.S. 1.8-4,
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There is given of course, the foremost reason

‘hetu’ of this big modification in the dogma of the

.‘Pumsartha’*, or the purpose of the ‘Purusa’ which

has anyhow to bo effected, but the hypothesis of

‘purusaitha’, is more of the nature of an ultimate

axiom than an immediate cause. It can further be

asked as to how does ‘purusartha’ bring about a change

in the essential natures of the ‘Purusa’ and the Prakiti’?

The answer again is ;—by causing a mutual confusion

between the essential attributes of each other. Here

ends the first stage of explanatioii in the ‘Sutras’,

but this oft-roi)eiitud theory of ‘Avid^a’I or lack of

discrimination has obviousty to be worked out further.

An explanation for the confusion between the

opposed natures of the ‘Sattva’ and the ‘Purusa’ is

developed in the ‘Bhiisya’ out of the hints of the

•Sutras’ by a theory of ‘‘contact by proximity”,

‘sannidhimatrena’, which forms the second stage of the

attempt. It is held, that a more proximity of the

two, which is the most immediate cause of the poten-

tialities turning info actualities, endows the ‘Purusa’

with a quality of ‘ownership’, ‘svamin’, and the

‘Prakiti’ with a quality of the ‘owwd’, ‘sva’, so that

through a misbelief, the ‘Pmusa’ takes upon himself

the modifications that l)elong really to the ‘PraUrti’

exactly as one takes upon himself the loss or gain

that actually occurs to what he owns. If the cows of

Caitra diej, he takes upon himself the qualities of

poverty. Similarly, the king takes upon himself the

victo y or defeat§ actually occurring to his soldiers.

The implied moaning of these illustrations clearly

is tliat Caitra is not poor in his own ‘savrupa’ by
the death of his cows, and the king, directly and in

his own ‘svarupa’ is neither a winner nor a loser.

And though it cannot be denied that the empirical

self of Caitra is poorer by the death of his cows and

* Y.S. 4.84. t y-B- 2.19.

t 2.24. § Y£. 2.18.
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that the king does lose and win by the def at and
victory of his army, yet wliat is meant is, that

there is another and a truor self of Caitra and the

king, whicii is not affected by these incidents happen-

ing withiti the zone of their ‘ownership’. Tlie degree

of this affection to fho owner, by what happens to

the owned, depends on the degree of confusion and
consequent identification between the natures of the

‘owner’ and the ‘ovviied’. It is affirmed that through

a gradual process of destruction of this lamentable

confusion brought about by an inevitable proximity,

the true nature of the ‘Purusa’ can be regained, which
then, would not be that of an ‘owner’ and of a

‘f»ratyayanupa^yah’ but only of a ‘kovalin’ and
‘d gmixtrah’. We are however, here, not concerned

with how is the reverse procosss of the ‘isolation’ of

the ‘Purnsa’ thus effi'cted, but witli f.he earlier proc('S3

of how the original ‘isolation’ is destroyed into an
acf ual experience of seeing and enjoying

;
for the

original metaphysical position of the Sankliya-Yoga is

that of an absolute isolation of the ‘Purusa’ and
‘Prakiti’ and not of a beginningloss or eternal ex-

periuce, ‘Bhega’.

The Bhasva accepts the ‘siitra’ admission of the

two natures of the ‘Purusa’, one of the ‘svariipa’ in

which it is free from the fluctuations of oxpoiience,

and the other, of the misbelieved nature of ‘ownership’,

which is necessarily subject to mutations and fluctua-

tions It trios to explain the confusion of the ‘saru-

pyam’ of the two by the theory of proximity illus-

trated by the analogy of the magnet and (he iron in

wliich an influence from the one flows inevitably into

the other through the sheer fact of nearness. But
such a theory of an eternal and unconditional proxi-

mity has obvious difficulties of making the contact

eternal as will be shown later.

The question now is, has the ‘Purusa’ two
natures or only one ? If it has two natures, i.e., one
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of an isolated, transcendental ‘svarflpa’, and the other

of an ‘ownership’ and an empirical oxperiencer, it is

then never absolntel^y isolated or a ‘kevalin’, and if

it has oidy ono nature of ‘svarupa’, how does it get

the other of an ‘ownership’?

The Bhasya leaves it at that. Obviously, the

theory is to be worked out still further into how
exactly the sup]iosod proximity brings about the con-

fusion of the wrong attribution of the nature of the

one to the other whi(h is in other words, the taking

place of the experience. If two objects are near one
another, why should ono necessarily think that it has

the nature of the other ?

Wo therefore come to a third stage of an attempt

at explauatio)! in Vacaspati Misra, who further inter-

pr('ts tlie concept of proximity into a peculiar kind

of cajracity on IJio jrart of the ‘Sattva’ to catch a

refhrctioM of the Turusa’, which brings about the

desired expcrioiico. W(' had as yet no detailed men-
tion of the pro(*oss through wliieh the necessary

rnisconerption about the respective natures of the

‘Pnrusa’ and the ‘Prabrti’ should occur. The detailed

oluc (lation tlieiofore starts with Vacaspati. He thinks

that by proximity is not to be understood either

siratial or temporal nearness but only a potential

suitirbilily, a ‘Yogyata’ by virtue of which the ono
can lot the inthienco of its own flow into the other,

and catch it.* 'L’ho meaning clearly is, that though
near, not (rverything would be affected by everything,

witliout having the peculiar ability of influencing

and being influenced. While the magnet attracts

the iron and the latter lets itself be attracted, an-

other object may neither be attracted by a magnet,
nor will the magnet attract it. The same must be

understood with regard to the ‘Purusa’ and the

‘Prakrti’ too, so that, there is this bond of mutual
suitability between the two, that even though the

*Y.V. 1 .4.
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‘Purusa’ is only a» transcendental ‘drg^al<ti’ and the

‘Prak ti’ only a tranSi'cndontal ‘d sya’ and ‘aoit’, the

unintelligent ‘sattva" i'S yi't alile to take a rotlection

of the transcendental ‘Purina’ who is able to cast

it. The ‘Saitva’ cau bo intolligised as it were,
through its association with too ‘Puiusa’ just as the

unshi ing water, Avhich has the rapacily to take the
reflection of the moon (which other objects do not
have), appears si lining because of the '

rolloetion of

the moon on it.

Vacaspati therefore thinks, that just as the aloof,

the isolated and the distant moon, by her mero
sinning, puts the water of the river into a state of

Brilliau(;e and hers If uualTected, overlooks ‘anupasyati’
the fluctuations of the river, similarly, there takes

place a reflection of the ‘Purusa’ in the ‘Sattva’

of the ‘Buddhi’ by virtue of whicli the ‘Buddhi’ takes

upon itself the cliiiractv r of a direct, intelligent and
a conscious agent or knower. The transcendental
‘Purusa’ howevei' remains an indirect ‘over-looker,

or an ‘ou-looker’ only.*

This explanation of experience may bo called

the tlieory of a single reflection to contrast it with
the succeeding explanation of Vi.ibrina-bhiksu which
will bo called tlie theory of a doulile or mutual
reflection. It, is to be noticed that a feature of this

hypothesis is, that while tJie unconsc.ious ‘Buddhi’ is

intolligised and is made the exiperirncer, tlie ‘Purusa’
is yet ouly a transcendental ‘tbgsakti’. It is reaily

the ‘acetana’ and the now-intelligised ‘Buddhi’ that
is actually the agent, the knower and the door, and
not the ‘Purusa’.

We seem to succeed on this account of a single

reflection in making the unconscious ‘Buddhi’ the
actual knower and the experiencer, but what about
the .‘Purusa’ ? Is he still in his transcendental

*r.S. 1.4. 8.35. 4.2
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‘svabhava’, or has he also like ‘Biiddhi’, been in any
way influenced ? Tlie answer is, that the ‘Purusa’

is still a capacitj’’ onl.7, drennatra’ and is still only a

transcendental and an experienceloss principle, llie

experience has been made possible for the ‘Buddhi’

but not for the ‘Purusa’ who is still not the ‘oAvner’

and the ‘svamin’. In order to make experience

possible for the ‘Purusa’, it is still necessary that the

mistake and the illusion of the appropriation on the

part of the ‘Purusa’ of the experiences of the ‘Buddhi’

as ‘his own’ should bo committed, a provision for

Avhieli, has not yet been made.

To revert to our analogy, lot us imagine that

when the moon above, throws her reflection on the

lucid water below, the reflected water begins to think

itself as tlie active and intelligent knower and the

door of all that happens to the water. But it only

moans that, the unconscious and the active water,

Avhich Avas devoid of consciousness prior to reflection,

has been ondoAvod Avith consciousness after the re-

flection. It does not, hoAvever, make the moon an
exporiencor or an agent. Tlie gain is one-sided. The
untionscious ‘Buddhi’ Avhich Avas always active and
dynamic and had lacked consinousness, has noAV been,

by its association witli the ‘citsakti’ supplied with
Avhat t previously lacked. It is now, ‘as if’ a
conscious agent. The ‘Purusa’ does not j'et benefit

or suffer by this contact of a single reflection. It yet
remains only a protential power of seeing Avithout

actual experience of seeing. The reason Avhy ‘Purusa’

should make the mislako of taking upon itself the
fluctuations of 'Buddhi’ as its own, Avhich, by the

way, is absolutely necessary for the hajipening of

experience, is left unoxpLtined. The moon need not
take the fluctuations of water upon herself and
suffer from it only because she is reflected on clear

water. It is a favourite dogma of the Sankhya-Yoga
to affirm that the active is not called the agent if it

is unconscious, and the conscious also is not called
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the agent if non-active. And so, now tha'- the active

‘Buddhi’ has been ‘intelligised’ by reflection, the

inactive consciousness too, has to be made active in

order that the polarisation of their mutual influence

bo complete.

Viicaspati’s theory of a single reflection of ‘Purusa’

on ‘Buddhi’ due to a bond of suitability between the

two, though a decided development of Vyasa’s theory

of proximity, does not yet fully and adequately make
experience possible, which, in the original statement

of the ‘Bhasya’ consists in the ‘Purusa’s’ taking upon
itself the attributes belonging to the ‘Buddhi’. One
can say, that while Vacaspali has intelligised the

unintelligent ‘Buddhi’, ho has not yet ‘materialised’

or phenomonalised the transcendental ‘cit^akti’ of the

‘Purusa’, when both of those processes are inevitable

for experience.

We therefore pass on to the fourth and the final

stage of the development of a theory of experience

in Sanldiya-Yoga, viz,, to Vijhana-bhiksu’s theoiy of

a double or mutual reflection.*

Vijnana-bhiksu thinks that, in order that experi-

ence may take place, there shou’d occur not only the
reflection of the trascendental ‘Purusa’ on the ‘sattva’

of I ho ‘Buddhi’ but also of the reflected ‘Buddlii’ on
the ‘Purusa’. So long as the intelligised ‘Buddhi’ is

not in its turn reflected on the ‘Purusa’, the latter has
no chance of confusing the fluctuations of the former
as its own. There is thus, a mutual reflection of the

one upon the other, due to the original bond of

suitability between the ‘Purusa’ and the ‘Prakiti’.

While the ‘Purasa’ casts its reflection on fhe ‘Buddhi’

and intf'lligises it, the reflected ‘Buddhi’ too casts its

reflection on the transcendental ‘Purusa’ and pheno-
menaliscs it. This leads to a mistaken transference of

the attributes of consciousness on ‘Prakiti’ and vice

* Y. Varttiha. 1,4., 3.35,

14
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versa, and tlius follows oxperienda. On account of

this reflection of the ‘Buddhi’ upon the transcendental

‘Purusa’, the ‘Piirusa’ mistakes the fluctuations of tne

‘Buddhi’ as belonging to itself, much in the same way
as the moon may take the movement of the water

as her own, if the reflected water is also reflected

back on the moon.

Wo thus see, how the contact o? the two trans-

cendental ‘saktis’ loading to a confusion boween the

nature of the ‘seer’ and the ‘seen’, hinted in ‘Patanjali

Sutras’ is successively explained by Vyasa through

the hypothesis of proximity in his ‘Bhdsya’, by
Viicaspati through the hypothesis of a single reflec-

tion of the ‘Purusa’ on the ‘Buddhi’ in his ^VaUdradl*

and finally by ‘Vijnana-bhiksu’ through his theory

of mutual rofioction of the one on the other in his

'Varttila'. It would have been observed in our

account of the development, tliat, through all these

different stages of the growth of a more and more
con=ii-tont theory, the earlier and the older is never

discarded. Tlie later theory arises out of a need of

a further elucidation of the accepted earlier one
which is in all cases, taken as the basis for the new.

But what is of special significance for a student

of Sankhya-Yoga metaifliysics, is to observe the effect,

which the lat(^r theories as they grow more and
more consistent, must necessarily have upon the

original position of a strict and transcendental dualism.

We find that the original transcendentalism of the

‘Purusa’ and the ‘Prakrti’ is compromised and
modified. The earlier and the vague suggestions of

the ‘Sutra’ and the ‘Bhasya’ attempt an explanation

of experience keeping the transcendental nature of

the ‘Purusa’ as pure ‘cit^akti’ and not as ‘drsta’

more or less intact, and unjeopardised. Vacaspati’s

theory too, of a single reflection of the ‘Pumsa’ on
the ‘Buddhi’, is in conformity with the traditional

Sankhya-Yoga spirit of the transcendental ‘Puru§a’s
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being isolated and* lying wholly outside the range

of experience
; for the Turusa’ still remains passive

in intolligising the ‘Buddhi’ through its reflection.

It is not yet the actual knower or feeler. Vacas-

pati, by his theoiy of one-sided reflection, attempts

for the last time, the difficult task of making
experience possible while retaining the unmodifiably

experk nceloss and ‘kevalin’ nature of the Turusa’,

which has always been declared to be the orthodox
view of the Siinkhya-Yoga. But we do not yet

find the Turusa’ committing the mistake of confu ing

the ‘vrtti’ of the ‘Buddhi’ as its own, which it

mu't, if experience on the part of the ‘Purusa’ is

t« bo adequately explained.

In Vijfiana-bhiksu howf'ver, we come to a virtual

d( Soition of the (original position of the transcendental

isolation of the Purnsa, for the latter, not only throws

reflection on the ‘sattva’ but also receives a reflection

in turn. It is thus, no better tlian an empineal self,

and has no other ‘svarupa’ but that of a ‘dr§ta’ and
a ‘Bhokta’, for the relationship between the two is

etcriial. What becomes then, one may ask, of the

eternally ‘kevalin’ nature of the Turusa’ ?

Tho theory of ‘Vij’nanabhiksu’ is no doubt the

most consistent explanation of the problem of the

‘phcnomonalising of the transcendental Purusa’ but
the consistency is evidently achieved at the cost

of a sacrilice of the transcendental nature of the

Turusa’. It appears, that while tho original, trans-

cendental, and tlie unexplained dualism of the ‘siitras’

fails to consistently explain experience, tho later con-

sistency and explanations fail to retain the dualism as

is evident from an examination of the consequences

of Yijnana-bhiksu’s account of it. Consistency in a

logical account of experience and absolute dualism

of the* transcendental and the phenomenal are not

compatible. May it not be, that somehow, the trans-

cendental and. the empirical elements of experience
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both exist -within the ‘Purusa’ himself, by virtue

of which he is both free and bound, an experiencer

and a ‘kevalin’ both at the same time. This change

of emphasis from an uncompromising dualism to a

somc-sort-of-monism, is not however, expected
materially to affect the prospects of a logical solution

of the problem of the ‘original fall’ of a transcendental

principle to tho level of experience
;

for that remains

unsolved on the intellectual and the logical level

as much for the Advaita Vedanta as for the dual

Sankhya-Yoga.

The common use here of the same logically

unexplained concept of ‘Avid3'a’ on the part of both
the Indian Monist and the Dualist, strongly suggests,

that questions of absolute beginnings are beyond the

pale of logic and reason which must bo content to

woi'k with the intermc'diary sphere between tlie two
extremities of absolute beginning and absolute end.

Criticism of the Dmlistic Theories :

—

We have seen the dualistic and the monistic

attempts to interpret the relationship between cons-

ciou'ness and unconsciousness. It now remains' to

estimate the relative merit of both monistic and
dualistic explanations. Wo will first take the Siinkhya-

Yoga doctrine of tho ‘Prakrti’ efl'ecling the purpose

of ‘Purusa.’ (Purusartha) Dr. Johnston thinks that

the theory is prob-ably unknown to the early Sankhya.*
But whatever may have been the reason for I^vara

Krisna’s taking up tho theory, he does not give any
satisfactory answer to the question why and how
could tho unconscious principle evolve into such

a pliysiological mechanism as to suit the purpose of

the ‘Purusa’.

If we look into the anatomy and the nervous
system of man or lower animals of laud or water, we

* Early S&nkHiya p. 11.
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are astonished atf the consistent and the perfect

intelligence of the unintelligent principle. And as

remarked by Sankara, that a non-intelligent thing

without being guided by an intelligent being, should

spontaneously produce effects capalde of subserving the

purpose of some intelligent person is nowhere observed

in the world,* for only the intelligent can have the

motive power and not the imintelligent, and wheniwer

activity is found in the unintelligent, it is because

of its direction by the intelligent. ‘Whatever moves

or acts, does so under the influence of intelligence’.

f

No activity can belong to the unintelligent. The

^inkliya illustration of the milk of the cow is not

paralk'l, for the cow is an intelligent being, and lets

her milk flow for the love of her calf. But Purusa

bf ing indifferent Tidasina’, there is no reason why
the Piadhana should be impelled to activity tor his

sake. It is therefore impossible to see why it should

modify itself when the Purusa stands in no relation

to it at all.| There should bo no spontaneous acti^ ity

on the part of the unconscious principle without the

instrumentality of an intelligent in’inciylo, and oven

when the intelligent and the unintelligent co-opcrato,

there is always to bo found, a well regulated arrange-

ment, for oth( rwiso, ‘why does not the unin'iolligont

grass modify itself into milk when eaten by a bull

just as it does when eaten by a cow ?§ No category

or purpose can bo attributed as belonging to the

unintolKgent ‘Pradhana’.|| Activity has always a

* S.B. 2.2.1. ‘Nacotanam loke cotananadhi^thitam svatantram

kincidvi^ijta puru§artha nivartana samarthan vikaran viracayad-

dfstam’.

8.8 .9.

\S.B. 2.2.4. Turu^astudasino. .anapeksakam pradhanam.

.

kadacit parmamte kadacinna ityetadayuktam.

§ S-B. 2.2.5. ‘Dhonvaiva hy upabhuktam trnadi k?mbhavit

ua prahiua manaduh adyupabhuktam va’.

11)S.B. 2.2.6. SArthabhavat'.
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reference to a purpose which is absent in the case of

the uuintolligent.

Even granting that the Pradhana could have a

purpose, let us ask what it could be. It could not be
the enjoyment of the ‘Purusa’ as maintained by the

Sankhya, for the ‘Purusa’ is inherently incapable of

feeling, and hence of ‘Bhoga’ and if it could possi-

bly be capable of enjoyment, tliore would bo no
opportunity for release, for its union with the ‘Bhogya’

would bo inseparable. If it bo argued that the

Prakrti would withdraw after the satisfaction of the

‘Purusa’ as maintained in S. IC. 59 and 68*, that also

would not be tenable, for the non-intelligent Pradhana
cannot bo aw^are of the fulfilment of the end.

The conclusion therefore is that the unconscious

cannot be related to the conscious by the relation of

means and end unless it is the intelligence that is

regarded as the spring of activity. But the Sankhya
may still pass on to a now position tliat though (be

‘Purusa’ cannot be active, it can nevertheless enjoy.

But this new position too is hardly tenable. If

the ‘Purusa’ cannot bean active agent for fear of

undergoing changes it cannot bo an e ijoyor abo, for

enjoyment involves the capacity to change} as much
as the activity to move or create. ‘Tiiero is no
difference in the nature of the change required to

make the Purusa a creator or an enjoyer’f for to be

a creator and to bo enjoycr both equally involve

activity. It cannot be said that the Purusa is

pure intelligence as well as has enjoyment, for either

the enjoyment attributed to it is unreal or llio Purusa
ceases to bo static intelligence. Nor can it bo said

(hat the said enjoyment really belongs to the reflec-

tion of the ‘Purusa’ in the ‘Sattva’, and not to the

‘Purusa’, for, ‘if such capacity does nc^t affect the

* 8. Karika 59 and 68. ‘Vinirvartato prakrtih’.

t S.B. Praina. Op. 6.3. ‘Kiuca bboktrtva Kartrtvayor vikri-

yayo vUeaanupapattifj'.
’

.

"
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'Purusa, the making of him the enjoyer is meatiing-

leas’,* and if tho misery of enjoyment does not

aifect the Purusa, all efforts for emancipation would
become meaningless. Pure consciousness therefore

cannot be regarded to have either an end to fulfill,

or feeling to enjoy, nor can unconsciousness bo related

to it as its suitable means.

Wo pass on now to the dualistic theory of proxi-

mity. Tho first criticism of this position is that it

involves tho abandonment of tho tlieory of tho Puru-
sartha’ as tho motive forco of Pradhaua. To say that

the ‘Pradhana’ moves to activity in order to serve

the purpose of ‘Purusa’ and to say that it moves
jdst on account of proximity, are two different things.

Tho theory of proximity is however unsatisfactory

in tself, for out of the permani'nce of proximity will

follow a peimanenco of action, and there would bo

thus no liberation. Besides, tho two cases of the

proximity of tho magnet and the iron, and the

Pradhana, and tho Purusa are not quite parallel.

The proxirrdty of the magnet and tho iron is not

permanent and depends on certain adjuncis and acci-

dents which are absesit in the case of the Pradhana
and the Purusa.

The Pradhaua being non-inlclligotit and the soul

indifferent, and there being no third principle to

connect thoin, there can bo no connection between

the two.f

No logically satisfactory reason of the relation

between consciousness and unconsciousness can there-

fore bo advanced on the dualistic hypothesis. So

long as we do not admit a higher and a comprehensive

reality of which both consciousness and uncon-

sciousness are aspects, the question of their wondor-

* S.B. Prasna 6.3. Turusasya vi^eaabhave bhoktrtva kalpaua-

narthabyat’.

t S.B. 2.2.7. ‘Pradhanasyacaitanyat purusasya ca udasinyat

tftiyaaya ca tayoly sapibaudbayiturabbavat sambaadhanapapattilji’.
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fully perfect co-operation must remain unsolved,
ine naive dualinm of mind and matter which is
pent cl ly natural to our minds cannot stand
criticism of the difficulties of a 'tertium quid’ which
we require to connect the two absolutely independent
entities. If the hypothesis of a ‘tertium quid’ bo
unsatisfactory, wo have no alternalive but to dis-
tmguish the subject and the oliject only within

univeisal w’hole. The inoiiist, therefore, discords
the hypothesis of an independent princijile of the
unconscious as altogether unnecessary for the
following reasons :

—

1 11
reason why unconsciousness

siiould at all move, or having moved, should at all
stop, hi one case, activity is unexplained in the
other, activity is perpetual.

(
2

) The unconscious is not capable of well
Ofignod and jiurposive movement. Intelligence alone

can start or stop activity.

Let us now examine in brief the monistic posi-
lOn. Granting that there is no unconsciousness,
ow does unitary and distinctionless consciousness

create distinctions and the ‘prajian^a’ of the Samsara ?
y the hyjio thesis of Maya. Mt became that which

IS Knowledge and that which is devoid of loiowledgo,*
ut motion cannot be reconciled with the doctrine

of an all-pervading consciousness too. If ‘Pradhana’
cannot start the initial and the original move for
^cK of first impulse, nor can the ‘Brahman’ do it
or exactly identical reason, because he is perfect.
0 saw that the monist answer to the question of the

origin of unconsciousness was based on the distinction
between the two aspects of the Atman, viz, the
one unconditioned, and the other, assuming distinc-

tions imposed upon it by Avidya.f and that the

^_*Taitt. 2.6.

vijuaincavijnanam
Tat srstva tadevanupravisat, tadanupvavisya-
ca abhavat’.

t Pra^na 6.3. ‘ekasyapy-atmano 'Yidya. . . .fgyato’. 8£.
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Atman was held to be a creator in his second aspect.

But as against this, it has often been said ihat the

concept of Avidya is only dualism through tho back
door. No reason is found why the ultimate cons-

ciousness sliould be either obscured or overpowered.
Whatever is sought to be achieved by ‘Pradhana’
in Saukhya, is here sought to be thrust on tho

shoiiltb^j of Avidya. When Sankara argues that
‘the highest self of the Vedanti-t whicli is char-

acterised by the non-activity in its inherent nature
and at the same time, by moving power inherent in

Maya is superior to Saokhya’,* the only reason of

the argument seems to be that one is superior to

J,wo, for how can non-activity and activity both
exist in the same entity, without making it lose

one or tho other of these characteristics. The
principle of Maya as a connecting link between
consciousness and unconsciousness is, therefore, just

either a convenience of absolutism, or an indication

only of the un satisfactoriness of the dualistic hypo-
thesis. The fundamental problem of tho initial start

of pluralism or of the union of duality remains

unsolved. But these charges do not much worry tho

monist who admits that the mystery of tho uncon-
soioiisness clears up only when we actuiilly become
one with the Absolute ; till then his hypothesis alone

remains to be logically the least unsatisfactory.

Conclusion

:

We have examined the Advaita Vedanta and
the Siinkhya-Yoga views of the relationship between
consciousness and unconsciousness in detail, for those

two schools believe in the independent and eternal

existence of consciousness as uncaused and unpro-
duced. It is interesting to note how both these

systems inspite of their great divergence in their

ontology como to the following similar conclusions,

• S.B. 2.2.7. Taramatmariastu svarupavyapa^rayam audasin-

yam, maya vyap.a&ayam ca pravartakatvam ityastyatiSaya^.’
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so far as the question of the relationship of cons-

ciousness and unconsciousness is concerned :

—

According to tlie non-dual Vedanta, consciousness

which alone exists is above the category of relation

(which implies the existence of two entities) because

in the case of the ultimate consciousness, the other

term of the relation is absent. It tlieiofore exists

as the ground of all relations, in itself non-relational.

The distinction of consciousness and uncosciousness

is illusory, and unconsciousness only appears due to

our limitation of vision or to our lack of knowledge
and discrimination. In reality, there is no uncons-

ciousness with which consciousness could be related.

‘Avidyii’ makes us ioel as if unconsciousness did exist#*

This Avidya is a destructible entity, and in propor-

tion as it is destroyed, the realm of unconsciousness is

also destroyed. Almost the same can bo said on behalf

of the Sankhya-Yoga dualistic position too. For in

this dualistic metaphysics, even though the uncon-

scious o\i4s as eternally and indopondenl ly as the

consciousness itself, in reality, the conscious ‘Purusa’

exists isolated, unrelated and unattached, and so

long as the Purusa is not in reality related to un-

conscious Piakrli, the mere ejistence of the latter

does not. in any way affect the real nature of the

Purusa. The mutual relationship of the two at cording

to Sankhya-Yoga, is not in the truest interests

of the ’Purusa’, and is to bo got rid of, for the ideal

of the Purusa remains ‘Isqlation’. Attachment is

/ the result of non-discrimination about the true nature
of the Purusa as ‘kevala’ and ‘asahga’, and the non-

discrimination having been destroyed, the reality of

the unattached isolation of the conscious principle

returns to itself.

Our conclusion therefore is that idealistic Monism
and Dualism both meet in their common concept of

coiisciousni'ss as ‘Kevala’ and ‘Suddha’ and that, they
further meet in their affirmation that the cause of

relationship and the confusion of consQiousnees with
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the unconsciousness lies in a principle of non-discri-

mination. They differ only in making this principle

of non-discrimination (called by whatever name, Maya
or Praki ti) reside (in some form) either within the

conscious principle or outside it.

The non-dual Vedanta denies that the principle of

non-discrimination could exist out-ide ‘Brahman’.
The Sankhya-Yoga denies that it could belong to

the ‘Purusa’. If we ignore this dilTcronco, they both
agree in the fundamental reality of consciousness as

unrelated to uticonsciousnoss, and both sup])ort the

view that the ultimate consciousness is experience-

less. In reality, there is no exporienco. The self,

though not in experience seems to bo in experience.*

Experience is not the highest concept of philoso-

phical thought, though it is the last concept of

the practical reason.

Experience, according to both the monist and
the dualist, does iiot exist in the ultimate stage of

dolicorance. For the monist, experience docs not

exist for lack of duality, and for (he dualist, it

docs not exist for lack of unity. They both have
to provide for their polar realities in order to make
experience possible, for experience is polar, but they

both must also lose it, for the ultimate reality is

a-polar and a-logical. Polarity is a feature of the

ompirical existence alone. The peculiarity of Hindu
meta})hysic3 lii^s in pointing towards this non-polar

and transcendental and alogical nature of the highest

reality as against the polar and the logical nature

of the empirical reality. But the crux of the problem
of the trans(;ondental consciousne.'S is that, if the

soul has in reality no connection wilh the physical

principle, it never gels really connected and ex-

perience remains unaccounted for. On the other

han4, if the soul is in reality connected, it would be

* Y.B. 1.8-4. ‘Yyftthaaa citte tu sati, tathapi bhavanti ua
tatha’.
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impossible at any stage to sevwe this connection.

We are thus, in the horns of a dilemma. Eilher the

experiei cos of the mundane life are impossible, or

libe ation from it is an impossibility.

The dualist motaphysu'ian has the difficulty of

the connection of the two independent and isolated

principles, while the monist has the difficulty of

separating and splitting up the unity into its polar

duality which can alone make experience possible.

In eithe)' case, i.e. either in an absolute separation of

the conscious and the unconscious principle, or in an
absolute identity of the two, we are led to the same
difficulty, and the Advaita ‘Avidya’ or the Sankhyian

Tradhana’ do but little to solve this difficulty,

strongly suggesting that the difficulty is logically

insoluble, and is a necessary feature of the limita-

tion and the fiuitudo of our minds. 11email dug the

'Jim* that wo are, we cannot hope to solve the

mystery of the relation of the Atman to Avidya, for

if we could understand the relation Ave must be

beyond the two.* No sooner the true Vidya dawns,
all doubts are at rest.

The problem is frankly considered to bo insoluble

at the intellectual level. Logic does not carry us to

the very last end of our quest for ultimate reality,

for it inevitably works by creating distinctions and
antinomies. The supra-rationalists of the East

/ therefore, believe in an intuition which is a higher

integration of intellect, also called divine vision, or

‘saniyag darkma', in which alone the Absolute in its

totality is revealed to the pure in heart.

*B.G.S.B. 13.2. Pago 185. A.S.S. vol. 84. ‘na hi tava
jfiatur jiieyabhutaya ’Avdyaya tatkale sambandha^ grahitum
fiakyato. Av’dyaya-vi§ayatvenaiva jhatunipayuktatvat, na-ca.

.

anavastha prapto^’.



CHAPTER VIIL

THE EPHiOGUE,

A Resume :

—

Wo havo come to the end of our enquiry on the

‘Nature of conscimisness' according to Hindu philo-

sophers. It remains only to suggest a few special

features of the trend of our conclusions in contrast

to the similar speculations in Western philosoi)hy.

i^ut before wo pass on to these suggestions, it is

necessary to refresh our memory in brief of the main
issues around which important distinctions on con-

sciousness havo always centred in Hindu philosophy.

The first main issue about consciousness has been
the independence of its existence. The Advaita

Vedanta and the dualislic Satikhya-Yoga, both taking

their inspiration from the immortal Upanisads, have
alilio doidarod the independent, uncaused, and the

eternal oxistonco of an absolute principle of con-

sciousness which is conscious by its inherent nature

^svarupa’ and exists as pure 'cinmdlra’. The early

N. V. Rom lists like Gautama and Kariada, ending

with the later Jayanta and Sridhara, not seeing the

conscious principle functioning independently in

‘!auhika vyacahara' without the aid of the condi-

tions of the internal and the external sense organs,

declared that consciousness had a conditional and a
dependent existence in the sense of being produced
only by a conjunction of circumstances. Thus,

what was to the idealist merely a condition for

the ‘lauldkd’ manifestation of an already exisling

consciousness, was taken by the N. V. Realists to be

the very cause of its generation. It was obvious to

the idealist that certain truths exist by their own
right even when they are not manifested due to the
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absence of suitable conditions. To give only an
illustration, sounds are believed to exist even when
they do not come, either within a particular range

of hearing, or in contact wilh oars. The particular

range of space or the contact with the instrument

of hearing does not originate and create sound, but

only manifests what nevertheless existed irrevious to

these arrangements of the receptive conditions.

Similarly, consciousness also, which exists eter-

nally as a postulate of the possibility of knowledge
prior to the conditions of its rnanilestation is only

made known and not produced by its conditions.

The Et'ali't insists that if consciousness existed inde-

pendently, it would bo manifested too independoi.tly

without the aid of the body and the sense organs,

which obviously not being the case, independent

existence could not be conceded to it. In tliis

discussion about the independent existence of cons-

ciousness without the aid of the body and the senses,

the phoiiomenon of the (seeming or the real) uncon-

seiousnoss in deep sleep naturally comes to occupy

an important place, for the conscious principle is

supposed to exist there at least shorn off its coisditions

of the body and the senses.

In the determination of this independent nature

of consciousness and its relation to the cognisor, a

very important role is played by a distinction drawn
between the quality ‘guna' and the ‘essence’ ‘svarilpa'

of an object, and the question is asked, what exactly

is tlip relation between the conscious principle and
its consciousness ? i.e. between the ‘Atman’ and
its ‘jndm\ ‘samvit' or 'Anubhuti', or to put it in

Yoga terminology, between ‘Furusa' and the 'Dri

Sakti*.

The N. V. Eealists here supported by Prabha-
kara and Eamanuja, declare that consciousness is

only the ‘dharma’ of the Atman, and not its inherent

'svaritpa', while Sankara Vedanta, and the Sankhya-
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Yoga are emphatjc in affirming a relation of iden-

tity 'iadatmyd’ between Atma and ‘cit’ and between
I’urusa nnd ‘seeing’ or the principle and its func-

tion, without which identity the conscious principle

is viftnally made unconscious. If ‘caitanyaia is

ordy a ‘giina of the Atman, then it is only the
imconscious or the ‘jada’ w'hich has an indo])endent

existenco, and the caitan/ya' appears only intermit-

tently and adventitiously, i.o. is ‘dgantvka’ for it

is the uvarupa alone which is mdostructible and not
the ‘gunn\ It is this theory of the inseparability

of the essence of consciousness from its principle

(the Atman) which has enabled the Hindu Idealists

^0 tackle the problem of unconsciousness in ‘Susupti’

p-riiaps with better success than the Western
Idealists.

*•

The second groat issue wliich looms large in a

discussion on consciousness by Hindu philosophers, is

its opisteniological solf-ilhiminacy or ‘Svatahprakd-

sak'a'. A state of cognition carries its own eogni-

sibility along with iisolf. Consciousness is a self-

hnninous light which illuminates itself and the rest

of the world. If to consciousimss was denied the

function of self-luminosity and if it needed another

consciousness to illumine itself, cognition would n- vor

start, and the wdiole world, it is contended, would
remain plunged in the darkness of non-apprehension.

Even the theory of the subsequent cognition of

cognition ‘aniivija>:a-;uya' establishes the self-cog ii-

sibility of the last cognition. This concept of the

self-luminosi y of consciousness supports an impor-

tant concept of the immediate intuition of cons-

ciousness ‘aparoksatva’ and its uniqueness ‘anyafm’.

It is the Miraansa philosophy which has contributed

specially to the ‘Smtahprakdmiva’ of cognitions.

This part ot our discussion is rather new from
the point of view of Western Philosophy, where,

* Fide Chapter IV.
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though wo have a uniqueness attributed to conscious-

ness by the Idealist in so far as it is the ultimate

authority of all presentations, we do not have a view
of consciousness which is at once self-revealing and
the source of all light in the universe without which,

either all the world would be enveloped into an
unconsciousness, or would not coma out of a logical

see-saw of an infinite regress of perceptions.

If consciousness w^aa not self-luminous, there

would be no possibility of an immediate apprehension,

and all knowledge would for ever be condemned to

remain mediate in the sense of always depending on
other instruments for its a]>prol)ension, which would
negate the possibility of absolute knowledge or perfect

‘jndna. Idle concept of consciousness as self-revealing

and as the source of all revelation goes a step further

than the idea of consciousness in Wosti^rn Idealism.

The next important point and perhaps the most
important one about the nature of consciousness, is

its double aspect of a transcendental and an empirical

existence. Even when it is concc'ded that conscious-

ness has an independent and an eternal existence,

the question remains whether its nature is exactly as

is revealed in our introspective consciousness, or is it

in any way different and apart from what it appears
in 'Lauliikn Drsii.’ On introspection, consciousness

appears to be a dynamic principle quickly succeeding

one state of iluctuation after another and yet strangely

bound and limited to the self-same principle of

individuality and ego-hood which owns them all as

its own. The unchanging and the changing aspects

of consciousness exist in a mysterious coalition. The
question is, which of the two is the truest nature of

consciousness ?

It is exactly here that Hindu Philosophy strikes

a rather distmetive note. It declares that it is neither
the unchanging nor the changing alone which is the
basis of experience. But it is the coalition into one
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of both the changing and the unchanging conscious-

ne.s8 which is the basis of experience within which
alone the distinctions of the subject and the object,

‘Drsta’ and the ‘DrSya’ or of the experiencer and the

experienced, the ‘Bhoktr’ and the ‘Bhogya’ can be

made. The unchanging consciousness which exists as

non-active ‘dt satta is alike the presupposition of

the changing states of consciousness as well as of the

feeling of egoity and personality.

This unchanging consciousness unites not with its

changing counterpart in its transcendental aspect,

where it exists as ‘Kutastha’, ‘Asanga’ and ‘Kevala’

even as the lamp continues to illumine the stage in

the self-same way as before, even when all the play-

ers have withdrawn. This unchanging consciousness

is non-active and self-same, for activity implies non-

eternity and limitation which is found only in a state

of experience where one object stands in relation of

opposition to the other. What therefore stands in

the Yoga terminology as ‘Kevala’ because it is

absolutely isolated from its ‘other’, stands in the

Advaita terminology as pure jnawarupa or ‘jnapti

mdtra’, or ‘Sdksl’. It is called ‘Siiksl’ because it is that

which is ‘avikriya’, never modified, and because it is

always 'SdksV only of itself, there being^ nothing else

for it to see, having seen itself in ‘all’, and there

being left no ‘other’ for it to see.

This transcendental consciousness is therefore free

from the sense of personality and experience both in

the Advaita Vedanta and the dualistic Sankhya-Yoga.

Here in this unchanging, immobile, and non-

active consciousness, “all opposites are overcome, and

all successions are embraced in a successionless

consciousness’’.* This ‘Kutastha Saksin’ of the

non-dual Vedanta and the ‘Kevalin of the Yoga,

differs 'from the transcendental consciousness of the

* Indian Phihaopy. Vol. I. p. 538.

16
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Western Philosophers according to whom the Absolute

is conceived as either identity in difference, unity
^
in

plurality or harmony in discord and which is only

a liigher kind of experience. In Western Idealism,

the Absolute and the relative are in a way both
inter-dependent on one another. While the relative

and the conditioned needs the Absolute and the

unconditioned, the latter needs the former as much.
The Absolute is as inconceivable without the world

as the world without the Absolute. But not so in

Hindu Idealism, whore the absolute is absolutely

absolute, so that, while the world would not exist

without it, it exists in its own right.

The transcendental consciousness of the Hin(ius

which ia ‘Kevalin’ and ‘Asahga’ and which exists as

pure and as just itself is in no relation whatever,

either of identity or of difference with any other

thing, for either there is nothing else beside it (as in

Vedanta) or there has been effected an absolute

separation with the ‘other’, (as in Yoga).

This concept of consciousness as non-active, as

a mere witness standing aloof, and ‘Kevala’, and
which is not to be conceived in terms of experience

at all, appears to be an abstraction which is dijB&cult

to justify without losing any intelligible hold upon
the concept. But the general difficulty in our con-

forming to this way of thought is due to our looking

at it from the Western view point. Experience is

the last word in Western Philosophy, and self-

consciousness is the highest concept of Western
Absolutism. Starting from the standpoint of the

intellect which grasps truths only in distinctions

of the subject and the object, the conclusions about

the finality of a world of exporince and of self-

consciousness as the highest form of consciousness

are inevitable. But experience is certainly .not the

last word with Hindu Philosophers according to

whom experience has its roots in the opposites
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*dmndva’ of the subject and the object, the enjoyer

aqd the enjoyed which state itself cannot be
ultimate, for it cannot explain itself.

Deeper than the realm of the phenomenal ex-

periences of knowledge, feeling and action and the

consciousness of self-hood is the realm of just ‘own
being’ (Atma svarupa), which is completely devoid
both of the fluctuations of experience however
sublime in themselves they might be, and of the
self-consciousness howovor intensive. Even the artistic

and the religious consciousness however intensive,

are not the ‘Kaimlya state of the Yoga, or the

‘Brahmajmna of the Advaita-Vedanl a, for they are

sllll within the realm of a kind of ‘experience’.

Similarly, God also in Hindu philosophy is on the

side of experience, though that experience is divine

and not human. The activity of creation and
destruction ascribed to ‘Isvara’ is, after all, on the

plane of experience and cannot be very remote from
the empirical character of existence. But the

‘Brahma’ or the ‘Kevalin’ is above even the divine

experience. ‘God is not identified with the Purusa
(Deus otiosus) but with the Prakrti.*

The concept of an aloof, detached, and non-

active consciousness eternally existing as unmodified

and unmodifiable puzzles many a reader of Indian

Philosophy and they have asked, how can the variety

and the dynamism of phenomenal experience arise

from the unitary or the non-active consciousness, or

at any rate, how can the unchanging and the Saksi

consciousness attach itself to the changing states

and yet maintain its transcendental nature ? The
answer is that we do not know how exactly is the

world of ‘Samsara’ based upon the immobile

Absolute nor do we know exactly the bond of union

that holds together the immortal and the unmoving
witness - consciousness and the flowing changes of

* Terms in Statu Nascendi in B, Gltd. B. Heimann
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consciouanesg. We only know and are sure that
without the unchanging Brahma there would be no
‘Samaara’*. Here we touch upon an axiom which is

considered insoluble at the intellectual level where
we can only intellectually understand that the trans-

cendental consciousness is the very ground and the
pre-supposition of all the changing names and forma
of its ‘Saihsara prapanca’. The Saihsara would not
exist if its background of the transcendental support
of the Absolute consciousness is taken away or is

completely removed, but not so the trancsendental

consciousness which continues to exist when all the

conditions of the empirical life are resolved and
vanish.

,

This nature of the transcendental consciousness

is not to be realized by logic and intellect for in

truth, it is not a concept, but a supra-rational reality

of being. It always transcends our finite thought.

It is for that reason not a mere abstraction for it is

exporioncable. According to the Hindu Philosophy the

intellectual is not th(3 only form of experience. The
limit of our thought is not the limit of our experience,

it is the limit only of one form of experience. Logic

cannot carry us to the end in our search for the

ultimate reality, for logic works only so long as the

distinctions of the subject and the predicate last,

beyond which is the world of the non-different

transcendental consciousness of which we have only

the supra-intellectual and an immediate intuition

without the feeling of the ‘other’.

Throughout our discussion on the nature of

transcendental consciousness and on the relation

between transcendental and phenomenal consciousness,

a reference to the inadequacy of logic and discursive

intellect might have been noticed with regard to

a satisfactory solution of the problems raised ; but
they have not been made as a device or as tactics of

the dialectitian to evade the issue. Hindu Philosophy
* Indian Phihsophy. Vol. I. p. 638.
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which is so fond of,indulging in the niceties of logical

subtlities would not have been guilty of scant

courtesy to. logic. And, therefore, the references to the

finitude of our intellect and the limitations of logic

which appear to bo cutting easily the guardian knot

of the ultimate problems, are in reality based upon
a deep-rooted faith only in the competency of a

vision fuller and more immediate than that of logic, a

kind of ‘samyak Darsana’ which alone can resolve

all doubts. Logic and intellect are only parts of a

man’s being and not his whole being. It is, here

again, that Hindu Idealistic attitude differs from its

Western counterpart.

• For the attainment of the Absolute conscious-

ness, logic and theoretical thinking have an inde-

pendent status of autonomy in Western Philosophy

which they are deprived of in Hindu thought. A way
of thinking has got to give place at some stage to a

way of living. Logical consciousness is not the whole

of consciousness. As the mere consciousness of

sensibility of an animal separates him from the

conceptual self-consciousness of a human being, so

does the merely logical consciousness of man separate

him from the ‘darsana’ of a ‘rsi’.

The Philosophy of India, therefore, takes its

stand not upon the merely analytical logic but on

the inherent wholeness of the spirit. There is

something transcending the logical consciousness

which may be called by any name of, “intuition,

revelation, cosmic consciousness or God-vision”, and

which we may not be able to describe very adequa-

tely, but which, we are sure, has a “wider com-

pass and a purer illumination”*, and which is a better

instrument than logic for the grasp of the ultimate

truth, the ‘Satyam’. It may be asked at this stage :

does rational philosophy in India then merge into a

mystic* vision and is logic only a futile pursuit ? We

• ladiaa Philosophy. Vol. I. p. 25.
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cannot enter into these questions just here, but this

much can certainly be said, that pure reasoning is

generally not the last and the most successful way
of approach to this hidden truth for the Hindus.

The wholeness of life cannot be split up into

two compartments of a merely intellectual cogni-

tion and a spiritual vision of the Absolute, so that,

while the intellect tries to understand ultimate pro-

blems of life, the moral and the spiritual consciou-

sness is left to itself. May be, on the contrary, that

it is only through a moral and a spiritual ‘sadhana’

that the intellectual seeker can hope to attain the

vision of the absolute truth. And though an intel-

lectual grasp of the ultimate reality is possible, it

is not enough. It is only a stepping stone to the

higher stage of ‘Sadhanii’, or spiritual realisation in

which alone the highest reality is fully revealed.

The realisation of the Absolute cannot dawn upon
us unless we have attained to a stage of perfect

harmony between our vital, mental and psychical

beings, and have by constant meditation and
‘sadhana’ purified our being enough to receive the

intuition of the transcendental.

This is the reason why the Upanisads have laid

such emphasis on ‘Upasana’. ‘Upasana alone, as a
Togico-magical faith in the efficacy of participation’,*

can put us into a right attitude towards being a fit

receptacle of the illumination of the final truth. It

elevates our feeling and widens the compass of our
receptibility and makes it better suited to receive

the vision of the Absolute consciousness which is a

unique experience in as much as it implies the free-

dom of consciousness from the polarity of knowledge
and all psychic mutations.

That a truth is realisable by actual sadhana,
does not necessarily imply that all theoretical 'efforts

* B. Heimanu. ‘Some basic principles of Hindu Philosophy’.
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are futile. Hindu thinking on the other hand,
unequivocally asaefts that the rational and the moral
stages of life are an integral part of that highest
spiritual attainment in which the true ‘Svampa* of

the ‘Atman’ is to he immediately intuited. The
spiritual life is not to bo realiaed in a contentless
vacuum devoid of rational or moral subsistence.

Inspite of the many repetitions iegarding the limits

of merely discursive reasoning, Hindu thought is never
absolutly sceptical about the relative value of it.

The scriptures declare that the problem of con-
sciousness is one of the most elusive of truths whoso
secret is hidden ‘‘in deep (*avity”. It is a knot
which is to bo unravelled with great effort, the
path of the traveller being more difficult than walk-
ing on

_

the sharp edges of a razor. That is why,
it is said, that out of a thousand that listen, only
a few understand and out of the few that under-
stand, only one or two realise it. Hence the sages

appeal to the spiritual insight side by side with
intellectual understanding. Discriminating scrutiny is

the second stage but this too is a preliminary stage

for a higher intuitive perception of the whole.

Another important trait of Hindu thought has
boon to declare that the supposed mental and the

psychical of the Western Thought are in reality only
material. Ordinarily, in Western Philosophy, there

is recognised a dualism between matter and mind
which are held to belong to qualitatively two different

levels. In man, his body and the sense organs are

supposed to be material, but the psychological com-
plex of his mind and egoity, sensations, thoughts and
feelings are supposed to be entirely unlike the
material existence, and are held to be mental as

(Opposed to the physical. It is this accepted dualism
often expressed by ‘What is mind ?’ ‘no matter’, and
^‘What is matter?’ ‘never mind’, which is sought to

be explained by the various theories of materialism.
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spiritualism, interaction and parallelism between mind
and matter. But strangely enou^, no such separa-

tion is made between mind and matter in Hindu

j

Philosophy in general.

The reason is that, both the material and the

mental have alike the same material basis, and
are the different modifications of the same ultimate

‘Pi adhana’. No separation is therefore made between
one j)henomenon and another or between one kind of

modification and another. A distinction is however,
allowed between the material and the mental, resting

merely on the degree of subtility ‘suksmatd' and
fineness retained in the process of modification. But
while no separation is made between one phenomeno'n

and tlie other which are only distinct having a common
source, a separation is made between phenomenon and
noumenon which are not only distinct but absolutely

separate and do not have a common source.

To illustrate our point, let us take the Sankhya-
Yoga. In this system, the intermediate mental quid

of ‘manas’, ‘buddhi’ and 'ahankara’, (between the

noumenal ‘Purusa’, which is pure ‘cit ^akti’ and the

‘sthula’, ‘^arira’ which is pure matter) is held to be
as material and unconscious as the ‘^arira’ itself, for

they are all the modifications of the same ‘Pradhana’.

They may bo classed as mental and material on
account of differences in function and the fineness

of form, yet generically, they belong to the same
p;enus, ‘avyakta’. As Dr. Heimann says, ‘Intellect,

is according to Sankhya, not an emanation of the

spirit or of the ‘Purusa’ as wo may expect, but of

Prakrti or the primary matter. Even Ahankara or

;

the principle of individuation of consciousness is the

;
product of the root matter’*. And though they
are distinguished between themselves as material

and mental, they are together and in common

* B. Heimann. ‘BealUy of Fiction’.
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separated as ‘(icetana’ from the ‘Purusa’ which
alone is the source of consciousness or ‘cit*. The
Supposed mental entity par excellence, i.e., the
‘Buddhi’, which in perception takes upon itself the

forms of the external object remains unconscious till

it has received the reflection of the transcendental

consciousness of the ‘Purusa’. This transcendental

principle of consciousness, the ‘Purusa,’ is so aloof

and separated that it does not in itself share the

qualities either of the root principle of unconscious
‘Pradhana’ or of its phenomenal mental modi-
fications. Thus the dualism in Sankhya-Yoga is not
between the physical and the mental as we have in

.^Western philosophy, but there is in it a dualism of

quite another sort, viz., the dualism of the transcen-

dental and the phenomenal consciousness, for the

immutable and the ‘Kevala’ consciousness is absolutely

different in quality from the mutable and the pheno-

menal consciousness which has the distinctions of the

*grahltr\ and the *grdhya\ The differnce is not

between phenomenal consciousness (mind) and uncons-

ciousness (matter), both of which are the evolutes of

the same seed, but between the transcendental

consciousness and phenomenal consciousness, i.e.

between ‘Purusa’ as ‘drsarndtra and ‘Purusa’ as

*Pratyaydnwpa^yah'

,

or pratisamvedV.

It may bo said that since the dualism remains

in any case, it is immaterial whether it is between

mind and matter or between mind and ‘Purusa’.

But this change of emphasis has a significance. Its

importance lies in the fact that if we emphasise the

western dualism of mind and matter, wo miss the

significance of the truth of the transcendental con-

sciousness, and have a tendency to confuse mind
itself with the transcendental consciousness. But in

Yoga philosophy on the contrary, wo emphasise the

1 transcendental nature of consciousness and treat the

difference between phenomenal consciousness and
matter ‘ocefana’ as of little consequence, both being
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equally far from the true nature oj! tiie transcend-

ental ‘Puru§a’. For after all, the” consciousness of

the psychical apparatus of the ‘manas’, ‘buddhi and
‘ahahkara’, is only a reflected consciousness and not

consciousness per se. Nothing that assumes conscious-

ness or takes it upon itself as a reflection or a tinge

can be truly conscious. In Sankhya-Yoga, there

cannot be a dualism between phenomenal consiousness

and phenomenal matter, for the ‘Purusa’ is not

phenomenally conscious (being always ‘Kemla), and
the ‘Pradhana’ is not phenomenally matter, because

it is not yet modified into either the ‘Bhutas or the

‘Buddhi’ or the ‘Ahahkara’. And since the ‘Purusa’

, is incapable of modification, and must ever remain^

;only ‘Eevdla’, it follows that both the phenomenal
' consciousness and matter must go over to the side of

the ‘Pradhana’. This will explain, how, looking from
the transcendental height of the ‘Kemla'

,

and ‘saUa

mdtra’ consciousness, the Hindus relegated the realm
oven of the highest phenomenal consciousness to the

status of a ‘heya'.

Almost the same can be said from the standpoint

of the Advaita Vedanta. In this system too, the
dualism is not between mind and matter, or between
consciousness and unconsciousness since the latter

does not in any real sense exist. What exists is only

the unchanging, immutable, non-difl’erentiated and
Absolute consciousness or the ‘Kutastha saksi’. The
dualism therefore is, again, between this unchanging
transcendental consciousness and the phenomenally
changing, differentiated and the particularized con-

sciousness, i.e., between the ^niskriya'^ ‘kutastha' and
the ‘nirviiesa dt' on the one hand, and the ‘samiesa'^

the ‘kriydvdn' consciousness on the other hand, the
reality of which also is too obvious to be disputed.
It is interesting to note that even though there is no
unconsciousness in the Advaita way of thinking,, yet
here also, from the transcendental standpoint, the
phenomenal consciousness which in some sense is, is
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relegated to the status of a *heya’, i.e. as something
to be transcended and got rid of, strongly suggesting
that phenomenal consciousness has been equated with
matter as a general tendency in Hindu Idealism as

contrasted with Western Idealism where phenomenal
consciousness is itself contrasted with matter.

Our conclusion is, that the Idealistic Hindu
thought, though it distinguishes between the trans-

cendental consciousness, the phenomenal conscious-

ness and unconsciousness, has a tendency to contrast

transcendental consciousness with both the unconscio-

usness and the phenomenal consciousness brackettod
into one. In this analysis of consciousness, it is a
*supra-human and cosmic consciousness which is

the culminating standpoint from where even the

transcendental consciousness of Western Idealism

appears as a man-limited Idealism. This type of

Idealism, transcending the highest consciousness of

man as man is typically Hindu, suggesting that the

Hindu frame of mind has been far more elastic than
the western one and brings thereby to our notice possi-

bilities from which the restricted trend of our western

thinking has debarred itself.

Western Philosophy, starting as it does from the

anthropo-centric standpoint of ‘‘man as the measure

of all things”, has its highest transcendentalism only

\as the highest apex of the base of Empiricism. It has

^ot arrived at the Hindu transcendentalism of either

the ''Brahmajndna'' of ‘Advaita’ or the ‘Kaivalya’

of the Sankhya-Yoga whose characterisation even as

‘Sacciddnanda' is only figurative, and with reference

to which the use even of the term ‘mukta' is not

quite appropriate, for all these terms smell of a realm

of experience which does not at all belong to it. The
reason is that in the history of Western thought. Pure

consciousness has so far been permitted to appear in

;
a minor role even in Idealism. The chief part has

been assigned to discursive reason or thought, to
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Will, or to Experience. Conaciousneqg has been taken
to be a separable part of experience the whole of

which is regarded as partly sub-conscious and partly

unconscious. Experience, in other words, is regarded

as a deep ocean of unconsciousness with just its

upper-most layer as consciousness. It has not yet

been believed as with the ffindu Idealism of the

Advaita, that it is the pure consciousness which is

the inherent ‘svarupa’ of the entire reality, so that,

the supposed phenomenally conscious, the subcon-

scious and the unconscious are only just undiscovered
con-sciousness of the ‘Brdhmajndna' or as with the

Sankhya-Yoga, that apart from the ‘Kevala’ consci-

ousness of the ‘Purusa’, whatever exists must not be
,

in the true interest of man.
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